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I. INTROllJCTI ON 
A9 Subject 
This analysis deals with the re-entrance of the Fed-
eral Republic of West Germany into the markets of the major 
nations of South America from the beginning of the third 
quarter of 1945, to the end of 1954. German exports to, and 
imports from, South American nations are considered in an 
effort to determine trends which have developed since the 
conclusion of World War II. 
Any treatment of present German economic relation-
ships with South America must also note the re-orientation 
of trade lines which have made it possible, and necessary, 
for German business interests to return to an area from 
which they were totally excluded from 1939 to 1945. 
Upon determination of German-South American trade 
patterns which have developed since 1945 an attempt is made 
to indicate the economic role which Germany may be expected 
to play in this area in the immediate future. 
B. Purpose 
An analysis of this nature is considered timely 
because virtually no attempts have been made to collect and 
correlate the available data which might indicate the entent 
to which German interests have already made competitive gains 
in the South American area. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to cull and col-
late statistics of trade between Germany and selected South 
American nations during the past ten years, and by study-
ing the commodities involved in such trade, to indicate the 
trends, if any, which have developed between the participat-
ing partners. 
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It is also the purpose of this thesis t o note where 
possible, special methods used .by the . Genman government , and 
private German commercial interes ts, to develop trade relation-
ships with South American nations during the past ten year 
period. 
Upon determination of existing German-South American 
trade volumes, trends in such trade relationships, and the 
methode used by, and apparent goals of, German trading 
interests, an attempt is made to predict the influence which 
Germany will have in this area in the near future. 
c. Method 2f Approach 
1. Area 
The geographic area covered in this report is that 
of the Federal Republic of .West Germany and including those 
areas of the city of Berlin under its administrative control. 
Prior to the formation of .the present republic, the 
territory included in the term "Germany" refers to the same 
territorial area as the present West German state but which 
was at that time known as the Bizonal Area(economic integrat-
ion of the British and American Occupation Zones), the 
French Occupation Zone, and those sectors of the city of 
Berlin occupied by France, Great Britain, and the United 
States. 
The geographic area included in Germany prior to 
1939 will be that area under the official control of the 
German government in existence during the period under dis-
cussion. 
The South American nations under study will be 
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. French Guiana, 
British Guiana, and Dutch Guiana, are omitted since their 
economies are so closely linked to those of their respect-
ive mother countries. 
2. Historical Background 
In order to comprehend some of the factors involv-
ed in recent German-South American t .rade relationships it 
has been considered neces.sary to .. include a brief introducto-
ry section dealing with the historical relationships which 
have existed between Germany and the South American area. 
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This revue consists of a discussion of the period 
from 1850 to 1914 and from 1918 to 1939. Theoretical factors 
which might have been expected to . shape German trade relation-
ships with the area are considered in the light of what actu-
ally did occur. 
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3. Background of Period .. 1945-1954 . 
In addition to this rather general historical out-
line of German-South American economic relationships, one 
section is devoted to a more detailed analysis of the situ-
ation existing from 1945 to 1954. 
The German situation is discussed from the point of 
view of the problems and objectives of German trading inter-
ests and the manner in which the techniques adopted affected 
the nations of South America. 
The South American situation is discussed from the 
point of view of local economic problems which developed 
during and after World War II and which encouraged increas-
ed trade with Germany. 
4. Commodity Analysis 
The actual volume of trade existing between Ger.many 
and South American countries is noted. Trade in important 
commodities is first determined and listed and then an effort 
is made to analyze possible future develo:pments. 
Commodities entering into German-South American 
trade are as classified by the United Nationts Standard 
International Trade Cl·assification Series • 
5. Material Sources 
The sources of the material used in this study are 
mostly United Nations publications .and official and semi-
official publications of the German and United States 
governments. 
6. Definition ££ Teras 
A definition of basic terms used is as follows: 
a. Imports 
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Imports are defined as all foreign purchases enter-
ing a nation, minus any goods which are destined for re-export 
on which no work is perfor-med and on which .no import taxes 
are collected. Imports will not include: gold or silver for 
monetary purp.oses, goods imported for . the use' of foreign 
embassies or armed forces when such goods are no t part of 
the importing country's commercial transactions, reparations, 
passenger baggage, and fish products landed · from domestic 
vessels. 
b. Exports 
Exports are defined as those products purchased 
by foreigners which subsequently leave the specific country 
of origin. Exports are quoted at a free-on-board, point of 
manufacture basis, and do .not include re-exported items. 
c. Dollar Quotations 
Dollar quotations have been computed in United 
States dollars of gold content as specified by the law of 
January 31, 1934. 
For the period from ~930 to 1939, conversion factors 
based on the New York rates of exchange are determined from 
Review of World Trade and Network 2f World Trade and are 
used in conversion of foreign currencies to United States 
equivalents. 
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From 1939 to present, conversion factors as determin-
ed by the International Monetary Fund have been used. 
Where actual exchange rates are not available, par 
of exchange rates have been used. Where multiple exchange 
rates are present, the proportion of total imports and exports 
subject to each rate is considered. 
Any other terms used are defined within the sect-
ions where they occur. 
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
A. Basic Relationships 
Economic factors favoring trade between Gennany and 
south American countries have long existed. Germany as a 
heavily industrialized nation, has been capable of providi.ng 
the manufactured products, capital assistance, technological 
aid, and business methods, needed by the less economically 
developed South American countries, while such nations have 
been able to supply the wide variety of raw materials neces-
sary to German industry. 
B. Germany 
Since its emergence as a unified state, Germany 
has depended for its prosperity. on the productivity of its 
light and heavy industrial units• 
1. German;y !,! !!! Importer 
Since the territorial limits of Germany, present or 
historical, contained few of the necessary raw materials to 
support a modern industrial complex, .it . became necessary at 
an early stage of industrial development to secure imports 
of such materials from abroad. Deposits of coal and iron 
provided the original impetus for the development of an 
industrial state, but with an ever-increasing complexity of 
industrial activity the securing of raw materials of a wider 
* 16, P. 23 
19 
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range and in a greater volume became of primary concern.* 
With this shiftof population and resources to in-
dustry after 1848, Germany ceased to be capable of maintain-
ing agricultural self-sufficiency and became increasingly 
dependent on foreign sources of foodstuffs. This trend was 
accelerated as the German population increased in numbers 
and by 1882 efforts to secure sources of .food production led 
to German entry into many foreign markets.** 
2. German1 !.!. ~ Exporter 
In ,exchange f or imports of f ood and raw materials , 
Germany, even at an early stage of development, was capable 
of exporting a wide variety of consumer products.*** 
Then, with industrial expansion and increased prod-
uction of capital goods, the Germans soon were a major 
competitive force in the capital equipment markets both of 
Europe and the Western Hemisphere•**** 
By 1870, German banks and credit facilities commenc-
e~ overseas operations and entered into strong competition 
with similiar British institutions whic.b form.erlJ dominated 
such business. With capital surpluses developing at home, 
German interests launched pro.grams .of_ investment in f oreign 
areas and devoted a substantial part. of their efforts to 
the economic developm.ent. of such under-developed areas as 
* 16, P. 51 
** Ibi d., P. 65 
*** ~P. 46- 7 
-:1-~1-* 7' p. 135 
the Middle East and South America•* 
c. South ~erica 
1. South America !! ~ Undeveloped Economic Area 
Generally, in South America, economic development 
has failed to keep pace with that taking place in Europe 
and the United States. Such an area, potentially capable 
of producing food surpluses. for exports, with considerable 
raw material resources, and with an. expanding population, 
could in theory be a natural trading partner for a state 
whose economy was developed on a broad .. indus .trial base. 
a. South America--! Pr.oducerof!!!!! Materials 
The presence of large deposits of a wide variety 
of raw materials has been a motivating factor in the inter• 
est expressed in this area by the industrialized states or 
North America and Europe. A failure of. native interests to 
exploit such deposits has resulted from a lack of sufficient 
capital resources and . technological training and cultural 
deterrents, as well as from an. undeveloped transport, comm-
unication, and busines,a conmunity. ** Such deficiencies 
could be supplied by Germany, in return for which, the 
Germany industrial system would then have at its disposal 
large reserves of necessary raw materials. 
* 7, P. 135 
** 15, P. 58 
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b. South America--! Producer 2f ~ Foodstuffs 
I n a similiar manner, the South American area bas 
the potential ability to produce agricultural products not 
supplied bJ the more tempe.rate areas, as well as surplusea 
22 
of the grains and meats usually ~ported in large quantities 
by European nations.* However, such development of the 
agrieultur&l system would require the presence of trained 
personnel and the availability of large amounts of capital. 
e. South America-•A Capital~defieient !£!! 
This capital shortage has eontinued. to be the crux 
of the problem of tb.e undeveloped agricultural and mineral 
potentialities of the entire South American area. The will-
ingness of industrial . states to invest in such enterprises• 
has determined to a great degree the trade patterns which 
developed between South America and industrialized nations. 
The German bas not been . found lacking in abili.ty to determine 
the area's needs nor in his willingness to supply the 
capital and trained personnel to develop the continent 
along lines most favorable .to German interests.** 
d. South America !! ~ Importer 
Such an area as South America, so developed, would 
* 24, P • . 58 
.. ~ 5 1 , P. 16-17 
provide an investment source for capital surpluses and a 
market for capital goods. Also important from the viewpoint 
of industrialized nations .is the. increased purchasing power 
derived from agricultural and mineral development which 
would make a vastly increased market for a wide variety of 
consumer products. Such development would complete the 
prerequisites for the successful .functioning of complementa-
ry economic units. * 
·n. Germany .!:!!! South America 
Complemen~ Economic Units 
23 
While several nations have tried to develop a trade 
relationship with South America, few have been more aggressive 
in their efforts than Germany. From the outset it has been 
the objective of the German gover-nment to develop such 
complementary trade relationships to . the greatest extent 
possible.** Germans' efforts to establish themselves a• 
important .trade partne.rs of. South American countries may 
be traced briefly through three historical periods; the 
period from 1850 to 1900, the period from 1900 to 1914, and 
the period from 1918 to 1939. 
E. Historical. Relationships l850-1:2QQ. 
1. Germany~ -~ developing trade Power 
* 
** 
.. a. German Political Unification !!!2, Economic Development 
24, P. 32 
llli• P. 38-38 
. 24 
Prior to 1850, Ger.man politics were in a chaotic 
state and German agriculture and industry had existed to 
supply domestic needs only.* The nucleus of the great in-
dustrial development of the future had been established by 
1855 and continued to develop at an increasing rate during 
the next twenty years.** However, it was not until the 
advent of Bismarck, establishment of the Empire, the victo-
ry over France, and domestic consolidation, that political 
conditions, with strong nationalistic undertones, became 
conducive to widespread economic expansion and the found-
ing of the complex system of cartels and inter-locking 
enterprises which were to become the dominating factor in 
Germany's drive toward world-wide industrial power.*** 
b. Beginning 2! German World Trade 
Consolidation of political unity and military 
victory absorbed much of German efforts until 1900. 
Nevertheless, the last thirty years of the nineteenth 
century saw a vast increase in German industrial trade and 
the establishmentof overseas shipping facilities and fi-
nancial institutions for the promotion of .foreign trade~* 
It was at this time that Ger.man shipping lines 
commenced operations from North German ports to the At• 
* 5, P . 298 
*it- Ibid . , . P. 278- 283 
*·:t--l~ 6, P. 37- 41 
**** 16, P. 53-55 
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lantic coast of South America. By 1900, extension of exist-. 
ing services and the establishment of new shipping facilities 
permitted German exporters and importers to ship in Ger.man 
bottoms to any major port on either coast of the South Ameri-
can continent.* - German businessmen began . to establish office, 
branches, and travelling representat1ves throughout the area 
and were soon followed .by an . .increasing . number of consular 
officials who devoted their efforts to the improvement of 
economic relations between Germany and . the nations in which 
they were stationed. 
German financial .. intere sts engaged in banking, 
credit extension, and i nvestment, began .. operations i n 1866 
with the establishment of .. the Deutsche Bank with offices 
in most important South American cities • . ** Such a fa-
cility was designed not only to aid in German trade efforts 
but also to lessen British financial influence in the area. 
German trade with South America increased as such 
nece:ssary services came into oper.s.tion, .. and . although by 1900 
trade . between the two ar.eas had .not reached impressive 
volumes, nevertheless;, there had been a threefold increase 
in such transac.tions since 1870. The most important German 
exports to South America during ·this period. c-onsisted of 
manufactured articles, cloth, and construction materials; 
German imports from South America generally were made up 
of raw materials and tropical agricultural products. 
* 8, P . 47 
** 16, P. 55 
The following table indicates the development of 
German-South American trade during the period 1870~1900: 
Year 
-
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
Table .!. 
GERMAN TRADE ~ SOUTH AMERICA 
1870-1900 
(Millions of u.s. Dollars ) 
German' imports German 
7-1 47 
93 68 
187 113 
'201 140 
Source: 5,9,17 
2 . South America ·!! ! Developing Trading Area 
exports 
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While Germany proceeded to consol~date and develop 
he r economic and politicai gains most of the South American 
countries of this period ·were moving through years of violent 
. internal instability~* 
a. South American Polit ical Instability 
Political aut hority in many countrie s of the South 
American area had not y et been unified and the resulting in-
s t ability retarded development of the economic resources 
which such countries possessed. Serious troubles arose from 
* 15, P. 147-150 
the political and economic system of minority rule. The 
system of huge estates monopolized land and labor and held 
back economic progress. Extreme~ of poverty and wealth 
were typical and many revolts were led by those classes. ex• 
cluded from economic advancement. Such anarchy served to 
retard the development of the entire . regton seriously.* 
b. South American Economic Development 
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Industrial development received severe setbacks dur-
ing this period and most of the nations lapsed into prolong ... 
ed periods of economic stagnation .during which .the only ex-
pansion of their economies came through . the intercession of 
foreign commercial interests.** 
A reluctance on the part of many nations to under-
take long-term investment in such a political climate left 
great opportunities for . tb.ose who. would . risk . their capital. 
3. Gennan-South AmericanTrade Relationships 
Ger.man businessmen were among those willing to take 
financial risks, and by 1900, .bad made .extensive investment 
in all forms of commercial enter,prises, and in mining, trans-
portation, and finance, amounting . to .$300,000,000.*** Also, 
German influence in the economies of South .American nations 
was even greater than .such total inves.tment would indicate, 
* 7, P • .59 
** 1.5i p~ 15.5,156 
*** 6, P. 30 
since this investment was .in those . .t'acilities upon which a 
· nation's whole economic development depends. 
The South American .areawas also the subject · o.r 
German efforts to secure outlets for .the products of German 
industry. Marginal purchasing power. had .discouraged Ameri-
can and British efforts . ast .. such development, but German 
-
traders, penetrating to the smalles.t .hamlet, developed 
markets which whi-le individually .. small, were in total 
rather impressive. 
Table _g 
GEfiMAN PER CAPITA TRADE WITH SOUTH AMERICA 
1900 
(In u.s. Dollars) 
Population of Cities 
in South America 
Over 
Over 
over 
Over 
Over 
Over 
250,000 
100,000 
so,ooo 
10,000 
s,ooo 
soo 
Source: 6,5 
' 
· German 
Per capita Trade 
-$ .09 
.10 
.11 
.26 
.28 
.• 31 
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This period might well be described as one in which 
the necessary groundwork. w.as . . established .. .t'or. the vast ex-
pansion of trade .which. took place. after the .t.urn of the centu-
ry and .for the development of. relationships . which have per-
mitted Germany to maintain a .strong competitive position in 
South America in spite of the economic disruption of two 
major wars. 
F. Historical Relationships 1900•1914 
1. German1 !! ~ Mature Tr~~ing Power 
From 1900 until the outbreak of World War I in 
1914, Germany progressed t .oward economic maturity. Politi-
cal stability and increa.sed . nationalism brought about dis-
tinct economic changes which greatly influence the expans-
ion of foreign trade.* 
Bismarck's original concept of the development of 
the German economy along laissez-faire. lines similar to 
those evidenced by . other European economies gradually gave 
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way to a system in which gov.ernment policy became the de-
ciding factor in the decis.ions of Germ.anbusiness interests. 
The classical system as employed in . Great . Britain and France 
called for a minimum of government interference in foreign 
trade while a revised German view. assumed greater direction by 
the goverMJ.ent of the . course which such trade would take •** 
a. Expansion 2f .German Foreign Trade 
The expansion o.f foreign trade . was stressed and 
govermnent programs des.igned to offer serious competition 
to British interests encouraged. commercial firms to expand 
* 
** 
6, P. 204 
17, P . 212 
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their overseas operations • . Government. assistance to fi-
nancial interests and .. revised tax. statutes- .relating to ex-
porters aided in increasing . the interest .of businessmen in 
foreign markets while at_ the same . time placing them on a 
footing more competi.ti.ve with the. exporters of . Great Britain.* 
Under this policy of expanded foreign trade, the 
South American continent.- C&.Jrle _in .. f ,or . particular considerat-
ion as an area in .which Germany might not only co.mpete with, 
but could. surpass, .British .andAmerican efforts. 
Independence from British financial institutions 
was a prerequisite 1 ~d w.ith this . in mind_ the . German govern• 
ment entered South American ~inance with the . establishment 
in 1906 of the Deutsche-Sudamericaniscbe Bank, which soon 
spread its branches . . throughout . the .. entire South American 
area. ** 
At the same .time, · German consular .officials under-
took the most extensive analysis .of . the economies of nations 
in the South American area .. whic.h . ,tlad been accomplished up to 
that time. Such stUdies considered .virtually . every possible 
economic facet and were .used .to . c.onsiderable . advantage by 
the German Ministry of Economics in . the~ .formulation of plans 
which would tie. South -America to ,the. Gennan industrial effort;:-~ 
Under such s.tate planning ... the .private desires of 
* 8, P,• 128,129 
** 16,· p .. 54 .. .5.5 
*** 8, P. 57 
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German commercial interests were subjugated to the economic 
ends of the state and areas of responsibili t.y .. were frequent-
ly assigned to private interests. as a guide for their ac-
tivities in the area. In like manner, German investment was 
carefully channeled into those fields wher.e it was consider-
ed of greatest value to the German nation as a whole. Trans-
port facilities, communication and news. gathering agencies, 
financial interests, and extractive. enterprises came in for 
their share of German attention .and in the fourteen years 
after 19001 German influence in the economies of the South 
American nations increased at .a rapid rate.* 
Subsidies . to GEHman shipping firms engaged in over-
seas trad$ were increased to a poin.t where such companies 
maintained frequent service. to South American ports. Special 
freight rates on trans-.shlpments. from Eastern Europe and 
the Balkans meant that much freight passed .through German 
ports and was distributed abroad by German middlemen. In 
this manner a large percen.tage . of the. trade with South A-
merica and Central and Eastern Europe . came.. under German 
control.** 
German advisors in fields ranging from agriculture 
and industry, to mining, education, and military affairs mov-
ed abroad in substantial .numbers. Many . . South. American nat-
. . . 
ions in need of assistance .ac.cepted such. German advisors with 
the result that much or. the .ir development . came under the 
* 6, P. 378-380 8, P. 92-93 
influence of German methods and was directed toward German 
ends. 
2. South Atnerica!"'An Increasingl~ Important Trading Area 
a. Increased Political Stability 
The most important development in South America 
during this period was the gradual establishment of a 
greater degree of politica~ stability. Such stability, ~as 
nevertheless, precarious, and depended for its continuation 
on a rapid economic expansion and the establishment of a 
better living scale for the masses of the people, neither 
of which was forthcoming. 
b. Attempts to Overcome Economic Underdevelopment 
Attempts at political reform and economic expans-
ion were many and often sincere, but were handicapped from 
the very start by the lack of prior development, ignorance 
of the population of modern economic endeavors, a scarcity 
of capital, and well-entrenched political and social inter-
ests. 
Capital and enterprise were forthcoming from many 
foreign sources of which the most important were the United 
States and Germany. Of the two, Germany was perhaps the 
most aggressive and thorough, and managed to penetrate into 
the economies of the countries involved. * 
~~ 1.5, P. 147-150, 242-24.5 
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Comparative investment for selected years from 1890 
to 1914, indicate the degree to which .Germ.an interests man-
aged to enter the South AmeriQan area. 
Table lli 
-
COMPARATIVE INVESTMENT !! SOUTH AMERICA 
Selected Years 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Investor 1890 !2QQ 190$ 1910 1914 
- -
United States 1,329 1,400 3,900 8,670 10,600 
Ge:nnany 400 750 2,300 8,690 13,900 
Great Britain 700 840 2,100 6,100 9,010 
Source: 64 , 65 , 66 
3. Expansion .2! German-South American Trade 
By 1914, German influence in Latin America was ·such 
that it . seemedpossible that many countries in .the area might 
become economic, if not political, colomies of the Father• 
land. 
German imports of raw materials ~rom South America 
increased greatly. in the .immediate pre-w.ar period and made 
some contribution to what .prosperity South American countries 
enjoyed. In like manner, .. ~erman exporters developed their 
distribution methods to _a high degre~ and , introduced low- p:ric -
ed manu.fact.ured products . to . the .. area .• . , .such German exports of 
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mass-produced products also served , to limit native industri-
al - development and. further .bound .. the .economy of South 
America to the. industrial .nations .in general . and to Germany 
in particular. * 
German investment in South America .was probably the 
most important .aspec.t of economic relat-ions .between the two 
areas • . Germany. had an interest .. in .. rai~roads located in 
Argentina, .Chile, Peru, and Uruguay.; .while .mines in Chile, 
Peru, and Ecuador. had . large amounts. o.f .. German investment 
.funds. 
German financed banking facilities were located in 
Argentina and Brazil . and generally. had branchesin Chile and 
Peru • 
. . .. . . .. G. Hist.oricaLBackground 1918-1939 
During the course of. the . war .from 1914 to 1918 
German trade with .South .Amer.ica .waa.,. for all practical 
purposes, completely halted • ... Howe.ver., . German .investments 
remained almost completely .. in. German. hands . and provided the 
nucleus of economic . activity in South America after 1918. 
The peri.od. !'rom the. conclusion o!' :World War I until 
the commencement of World ,War ,II may .. be divi.ded into two 
major periods. 
The first period would inc.lude the occupation and 
Weimar Republic, whi~e . the .sec.ond peri.od . would be !'rom the 
* 64, P. 18-21 
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coming to power of the National Socialists in Germany in 
early 1932 until the start of the European .portion of World 
War II in 1939. 
1. Period 1918-1932 
a. German:y: !.! .!:. Tradins Power 
After 1918, German trade rec.overed from the dis-
astrous conditions of World War I only to be almost totally 
eleminated by the 1922-23inflation •. Moderate recovery waa 
under way, when, in 1929, the depression period reached 
Germany and once again reduced Ge.rman .foreign trade to that 
level which had been reached in 1912.* 
The German economy was plunged into chaos. De-
valuation of the mark migh.t well hav.e precipitated financial 
panic since memory of the previous inflation was still fresh. 
Deflation was seized upon by the Bruning cabinet as the only 
solution and under constitutional emergency powers wages 
were cut, interest rates lowered, and. the price level f orc-
ed down. Despite an export balance in -1931, unemployment 
rose at a staggering rate, .the . government . collapsed, and 
Germany entered a new political and economic era.** 
l)uring the depression. years, .1929 to . 1933, German 
foreign trade remained at an . extremely . lp~ level and did not 
revive until the economic activi.ties of .. the Third Reich 
* 16, p~ 193 
** Ibid. , P. 2101 220 1 238 
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became an intricate · part of . pol.i tical- and mili.tarr policies 
designed to extend German control over areas of the world 
beyond the German borders. 
a. German Foreign Trade .!.!!. Poli.tical Instrument 
After 1932, German . trade . a.ctiv.ity in the South 
American are increased. rapidlras . Germany increased her 
industrial activity at .home . .in preparation. for the expend-
itures she was soon to make for armaments. 
German foreign . trade became .an. instrument of nat-
ional politics, .and was aimed a .t reducing . Germany's de-
pendence on . the United. States .and . . G;reat Britain to a min-
imun. 
b. German Methods . f2!: Stimula.tion . of. . Foreign Trade 
In 1932' Germanr' s internati.onal . position was desper-
ate. Large external obli.gati.ons., .. both .publ.ic and private, 
raced. th~ ... country while . . res.erv.es ... of .. gold . . and supplies o!' 
commodities suitable for export .w.ere at .. a low. level. Sepa-
rate a greements with each c~untry c.oncerned in such obli• 
gations postponed . the dar when . payment . wou~d have to be 
made. At the same time, .imports into. Germanr were reduc -
ed to an absolute minimum and . strict . controls over foreign 
payments came into being. * 
* 4, P. 37 
3'7 
This did not, however, solve the problem of raw 
material supplies which the armament effort was demanding. 
Western Hemisphere nations could .not, or would not, absorb 
any increase in German exports while Asiatic areas were mov-
ing under the control . of the Japane.se. . Under such condi tiona 
the German government assumed virtual. control of the nat-
ion's foreign trade and launched . an extensive program to 
further German economic · ends. South. American nations became 
the victims of . the new techniques employed by German 
traders. 
The Germans approached the problem from the point 
of view that South America was a storehouse of raw materials 
while at the same time a potential customer for German 
products. South America w.as likewise a debtor area and in 
trading with such an . area Germany did not have to worry 
about being forced to use present . resourc.es to pay past 
obligations. The nations of South America were units with 
with weak bargaining power and ~d economies that were 
vitally dependent on sales .of a few .products in export 
markets. 
Germany therefore approached the problem of trad-
ing -with Sou-t.h America with three major. points in mind: 
(1) Germany•s . supply of foreign exchange was low; 
therefore trade was . to be on a bila te.ral basis and was to 
make use of clearing agreements .and barter pacts. 
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(2) Discrimination was to be used against nations 
and products in order to weaken each nation's bargaining 
position and to secure the most favorable terms for Germany. 
(3) All trade with such areas was to be under the 
strict control of the German government while private Gennan 
trading interests were to be used to disguise such methods 
where it might be most advantageous to do so. * 
Using such methods, a bold German trade policy 
exerted considerable influence on weak South American nat-
ions and made vast purchases using . these barter-type agree-
ments or delayed payment through blocked and depreciated 
mark balances. Gennan debit balances piled up at a rapid 
rate but her trading partners found little joy in their 
creditor position with Germany since Reichmark balances 
earned by their .exports were either frozen could be used 
only for the purchase of German goods. Such conditions not 
only forced weaker nations to purchase German goods but also 
forced them to orient their production toward those products 
which could find a ready market in Germany. On the other 
hand, Germany was ~ree to use the South American materials 
in third markets in any way she saw . fit--including dumping 
such materials in third markets in order to disrupt these 
markets or to increase German holdings of f'oreign exchange•** 
* 4, P. 38, 40 
** ill£., P. 41 
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Such methods were used by Germany throughout South 
America and in parti~cular _in Peru, Chile, and Brazil. Ge :man 
trade strategy in this Ci.I•ea took into account . the lack of 
Gennan seapower. Suc h ~ - w~akness would prevent Germany from 
trading with South Axnerica .in the event .of war and f urther 
encouraged the Germans :QQt ;merely to see.k to dis place other 
trading powers in the long• run but to secure the maximum 
possible advantage it . its ' ~eemed likely:, war was . not too 
remote. * 
3 • . Results £t German Trade Drive 
a. From the German '· Viewpoint __ .......,__ -
The results . of t~is German trade drive in South 
America were substantial al tho_ugh . the successes achieved in 
the Balkans were . not duplic.ated. . S.trong British interests 
in Argentina and Chi le served as a . moderating influence 
while more northem nations remained rather tightly link-
ed to the United States~ -i n those . cases where German 
competitlon brought about a re-aligning of .commercial ties, 
t~e u·ni ted Kingdom suffered. more . severely- than the United 
States, as is attest~d qy the fact that American goods were 
in a strong ::f position in most South. American countries in 
1939 than they had been i n l933.** Nevertheless, German re-
covered the markets sb.e · b.ad. lost since 1914 and by l939 was . 
in a position . from . which she c-ould exert . considerable influ-
.. 
** 
4, P. 45,46 . 
I.lli• 1 P, 45 
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ence over at least eight of the ten South American nations.* 
f!2! ~ South.American _v_i~ew~, ·p~o-i.nt~ 
In spite of such burdens, most South American 
economies showed some improvement during these years and 
economic stability and moderat.e expansi.on became more the 
rule than the exception. Ger.man influence. came to an end 
in 1939 although the elements which had promoted German 
interests during the 1930s remaine.d . in control of many 
important industries and activities.** 
* 4, P. 45 
** Ibid. 
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III. BACKGROUND ~ PERIOD: !ill•!22!i: 
Since the conclusion of World War II in 1945, 
German economic activity in the South American area has been 
steadily increasing. Prior to investigating the extent of 
German economic penetration into. the South American re-
publics, this section briefly discusses. the background 
issues which have made i .t both possible, and necessary, for 
Germany again to became an important. factor in the economies 
of the nations of South America. 
A. I!:!!, German Situation 
Germany emerged .from .World War II a devastated nat-
ion. Economic collapse followed milita17 defeat and Germany 
entered a period of virtual economic inactivity. Today, ten 
years later, the Ger.man economy is relatively stable , and 
Germany once again occupies the posit.ion of the world's 
third most important trading unit. * 
1. Post-war German Problems 
---- --- ~~~ ~~----
a. Economic Devastation 
Destruction and disruption. in the German economy in 
1945 was widespread. Destruction . of .produc.tion facilities , 
transportation and communication systems, and the network of 
business and finance, had reduced economic ac.tivi ty to the 
vanishing point. A comparison of production figures for the 
* 13, P. 3 
period immediately following defeat. with simi l ar statistics 
based on a 1936-38 average · indicates the seriousness of the 
problem facing the nation. 
Coal production prior to the war bad averaged thir-
teen million tons per month, while in 1945 such production 
had fallen to only . two mil.lion .tons p.er month. * The 
1,206,000 tons of steel ingots producedmonthly in 1938, 
had been reduce.d to a trickle of 5,800 tons by November of 
1945·** Heavy rolled steeL go.ods. totaled some 822.000 tons 
monthly from 1936 to 1938, but averaged only 2.250 tons dur-
ing the latter months of 1945•*** 
I'n spite of an increase in crude oil production fran 
37,900 tons monthly .in, 1938. to 5o.ooo tons monthly in 1945, 
gasoline and refined oil produc.tion had . drop.ped from 41,000 
tons in August l938. to only 2,000 tons in July 1945. With 
increasing demands being _plac.ed on truck transportation, 
Germany faced an annual .dei'ic.it .of 800,000 tons of crude oil 
for each of the years 1945, , 1946,. and 1947. **** 
Electric power production stood at 500,000 megawatt 
hours per month in 1945.; a most serious drop from pre-war 
monthly production .of. over 2.3 billio.n megawatt hours in 
1938. ***** 
Production in such fields as . bui1dings. building 
* 81, P. 98,99 20, P. 72,73 
** Ibid. P • . 105 
*":f* Ibid. P. 104 
**** --rD'id. P. "108 
***** Ibid. P. 111 
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materials, textiles, automotive and rail equipment, machinery, 
chemicals, and constlMer goods, . was also at a low point. 
The merchant marine had been almost eliminated, dock 
facilities were severely . damaged, 62% of railway rolling 
stock and 36% of automotive vehicles bad been destroyed, 
1,000 miles of rail lines were. ruined, 78.0 rail and 2,600 
highway bridges were down, andall airlines had been taken 
from German control.* 
In addition, the currency was inflated, the bank-
ing system shattered, .and sav.ings had been almost wiped out. 
With many- of the remaining factories dismantled for 
reparations and with external and internal debt at an a l l time 
high it appeared that Ger.maD7 would have a difficult time re-
gaining economic stability. 
b. Foreisn Tra.de ,!1 .! Minimum 
The German . foreign trade picture in 1945 was ex• 
tremelJ bleak. With a pre-war population . three times as 
dense as that of the rest of Europe., and with raw materials 
consisting mostlJ of coal and fo,rests, Germany had depended 
upon imports for food, as well as .. for i .ron. ore, cotton, wool, 
hides, oil, rubber, and a wide variety of raw chemicals. ** 
In Germanr, coal and manpower turned these raw materials into 
exports of finished goods, .machinery, .and chemicals. 
The food problem was . . intensified after 1945 by the 
* 13, P. 16 
** I bid. P. 17 
return of many millions of Germans to Germany from conquer-
ed areas and by the loss, to Poland, of agricultural areas 
east of the Oder-Neisse line. 
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Millions of tons ' of coal were exported from Germany 
to neighboring countries to satisfy reparations, leaving 
only limited amounts for the use of German industry.* 
German productive capacity had or course been 
greatly reduced, and large-scale . exports were impossible 
assuming that surrounding .war-ravaged areas could have 
absorbed, and payed tor, such German exports. 
The year from Au~st 1945 to June 1946, serves as 
an excellent example of German. foreign trade problems in 
the immediate post-war period. During that year, imports 
into Germany totalled .some $242,285,000 and consisted of 
produets .with the following valuations: . tood, $206,940,000; 
transport equipment, $6,970~000; cotton, $6,236,000; oil 
products, $8,928.000; and a s sorted produc.ts., $13,211,000. 
such an import volume was extremely small .when compared with 
imports val.ued at $2,406,000,000 in 1938.** 
In spite of the reduced volume .of imports, it was 
still impossible for Germany to .export a sufficient amount 
of goods to pay for imports. Exports .in . the first year 
f ollowing the war came to only $7,272,000, .leaving a deficit 
on current account of over. $234,000,000. . The 1938 export 
* 13, P. 8 
** 81, P. 161 
total had been $2,240,0001 000; some three hundred times 
larger than the 1945·46 total.* 
c. ~ of Markets .!2.£ German Exports 
Potential markets for German goods were greatly re• 
duced following 1945. 
During the early stages of recovery, most of Europe 
was in such condition that purchase of German goods was out 
of the question. Increasing political difficulties soon re-
duced German trade with Eastern Europe to a . small fraction 
of pre-war totals •• In 1938, Eastern Europe had supplied 
16% of German imports, and had taken 17% of German exports. 
This relationship had been virtuallY" destro7ed by 1947 when 
German exports to the East were only 5%, and imports from 
this area, but 4%, of the respective totals.** 
Asia, too, declined as . a market for German goods, 
since from 1938 to 1947 this area had reduc.ed its purchases 
of German products from 13% to 6% of total Gennan exports. 
In consequence, in a period of bilateral . trading, Germany 
was forced to reduce its consumption of Asiatic goods from 
14% to 7% of total imports.*** 
Africa, never an important source of German sal es, 
assumed an even less imp.ortant role during the immediate 
post-war period. Low purchasing power limited German ex-
ports to the area while African. raw. materials pla7ed but a 
* 86 
** 82, P. 79 , 
*** Ibid . 
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minor role in German industry. 
The 'Western Hemisphere. seemed the only area where 
Germany might increase her trade. This area had supplied 
Germany with 19% of her imports in 1938 and over 44% in 1947. 
German exports, however, had dropped from 1$~ of the export 
total in 1938 to only 7% of the total in 1947 •* 
The German export drive launched in 1947 concentrat-
ed on the Western Hemisphe.re wl th excellent . results. While 
exports to Eastern Europ.e .declined 1% over the next six 
years, exports Wes.tern Europe . declined .. l .3%, and African and 
Asiatic exports showed substantial gains, the volume moving 
to the Western Hemisphere m.ove.d i'rom .a . low. of 7% of the 
total exported in 1947, . to ov.er 26% so distribute.d in 1954.** 
South America showed the greates.t increase, since 
in 1954 it was taking 21% of German ex.ports. as compared to 
2% in 1947 .-~~-~ 
d. Inability !2 Paz f2t Imports 
A lack of goods for export led to German inability 
to pay for imports. This problem was most serious 
immediately after World. W.ar TI when imports required to 
feed the population ·and .. supply . . the . reconstruction program 
were at abnormally .. high levels and goods for export were 
in short supply. 
The quarter-billi.on dollar . deficit on. c.urrent account 
which was present. in 1945, .. showed but . little improvement 
* 82, P. 79 
*'"~ 13, P. 13.;.15 
*** ~· P. 14- 16 
during the next few rears. In both 1946 and 1947 the 
annual deficit on current account exceeded $20o,ooo.ooo, 
while in 1950, exports failed to equal imports bJ some 
$350,000,000.* 
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Financing of necessar,. imports was provided almost 
entirelJ by American aid during the first three rears follow-
ing the conclusion of the war. . Indeed, as late as 1950, over 
40% of all German imports w.ere so financed, and 1951 saw 
such aid providing 20% of goods en.tering GermanJ"t* 
Beginning with the currenc1 reform of mid-1948, 
Germanr increased its exports and sought to decrease its 
imports to the minimum necessary for recoverr. Under this 
program, exports, plus the usual comm.e.rcial credits, financ-
ed an ever-increasing portion of imports. 
2. Ger.man Objectives 
a. Increase of Productive Output 
The basic problem of the German economy after 1945 
was one of returning the industrial system to full productivi-
ty. 
Being dependent on industrr earnings to pay for 
needed and important food and .raw materi.als, Germany under-
standably devoted all available . ~abor, .. raw. materials, and 
financial faeili ties to thi.s purpose. *** 
* 13, · P. 15,16 
** 31, P. · 3, 78; P. P. 6,7 
~~ 13, P. P. 36 ,43 
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b. Increase ~ Imports 
Directly related to any contemplated increase in in• 
dustrial productivity were increasing imports of food and 
raw materials. 
With the assignment of large numbers of the pop-
ulati on to the work of rubble removal, salvage of useful 
equipment, reconstructi on of destroyed industrial plants, 
and the retum to industri al production, it became neces-
sary to reduce that portion of the labor force engaged in 
agri cul tural endeavors . With Germany a nation tradi t ion-
ally incapable of meet i ng . its food requirements domesti c-
ally and with millions of returned Germans putting addition-
al pre s sure on food reserves, the importation of agricultur-
a l products in great~r am.Qunts w.as . a prerequ1s1 t e to a 
return to an industrial ·economy. 
Imports of me t a l lic ores , wool, cotton, hi des , oil, 
and raw chemicals , were all needed to pr.ovi de i ndustrial 
raw materials. Inadequa te supplies of such ma teri a l s meant 
r e duced exports and a cons8quent falling off of food 1m-
por ts • 
.. i 
c ~ Inc rea~ !.!1 Exports 
Thus, the problem of increased exports was directly 
related to the securing of food and raw material i mports. 
While American granta were financing imports during the im• 
mediate post-war period, it was certain than when this aid 
was withdrawn, the export volume would have to be increased 
to a point where foreign exchange earnings would cover the 
purchase of food and raw materials. * 
d. Re-establishment ~ Trade Relations 
The re-establishment of trade relations between 
Germany and other nations faced three problems:** 
{1) The re-establishment of trade between Germany and 
former enemy states. The German trade organizatio.ns in 
these countries had been thoroughly disrupted and the situat-
ion was further complicated by the fact , that such countries 
were in the midst of trade difficulties and reconstruction 
phases of their own. Such nations were not in a position 
to provide markets for ·substantial volumes of German E!Xports-, 
nor were they in a .position . to gran.t credits to Germany for 
importation of goods she might need. \ 
(2) The continuance and expansion of trade with 
neutral states in close geographical proximitr to Gennany. 
These countries could absorb only small amounts of German 
exports, and, except for Swedish iron ore, few necessary 
imports could be obtained from them in return . 
· ( 3) The re-establishment of relations between 'G-ennany 
and neutral states which had become closelr linked to the 
wartime economies of enemy ' participants. The South American 
area was an example of such an area which in the course of 
* 31, P. 14 
** 13, P. 20,21 
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the war had become a . trading ar.ea . of the United States and 
Great Britain. German . commericalorganizations were still 
intact in these areas, and while such countries possessed 
many of the raw materials required .by. Gennany, such areas 
sould not absorb great. quantities .of . German exports due to 
their relatively low living scales. 
Hence, the immedi.ate .German objective was to es-
tablish trade relations with all of .the groups of nations 
mentioned above. 
By far the best poten.tial customers for Germany 
fell into group (J), above; . and .. of .. the extensive areas of 
the world so classified, the South . Ameri.can continent held 
the greatest promise. 
3. German Methods of Trade Revival 
-
a. · Efforts !! Trade Recov.er;,y:--Private Industry 
so 
German private indu.stcy . has put . forth every effort 
to increase foreign .sales • . Stress was placed on the export 
program immediately following . the. war .. when the German economy 
was incapable of absor.bing . dome.stic production. This 
emphasis has continued .to . the . present and a great deal of 
the credit for the .success of the . Germanexport effort must 
be given to private indus.t .ry: . which has e~hibited a strong 
interest in overseas operations of. a1lkinds and has co-
operated with government efforts in . every way possible. 
German banking facilities have aided the foreign 
trader in spite of their own somewhat insecure position 
following tbe war. The financing .of German exports has 
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been liberal and in many markets depending on such credit 
extension by the seller the success of the German salesman 
may be traced to the fact that. his credit ter.ms fit the needs 
of the purchaser. Such financing has not been limited to 
large transactions and. excellent credit risks, but has also 
played an important part in sales involving small amounts 
of goods to those whose credit record leaves something to 
be desired.* 
German insurance companies have developed credit 
risk insurance for foreign sales to an advanced degree. Such 
insurance has been available to the small exporter as well 
as the large and has been instrumental in encouraging in-
creased export volumes. ** 
The foreign sales ·effort of German firms has been 
intensive, and has resulted in thousands .of salesmen work-
ing in overseas areas. This sales campaign has not been 
limited to major centers of population, but has given 
considerable attention to those markets capable of purchas-
ing only limited volumes. 
The wide range of products which Germany has plac-
ed on the market has given depth to its export activities, as 
has the attitude of Gennan .firms in regard to the attention 
* 23, p. · 8,9 
**Ibid., P. 11,13 25, P.7 
given t o customer requirements. Such an attitude is best 
explained by one observer stationed in Buenos Aires whose 
comment that, "Germans will sell you anything at any terms, 
and if they haven't got what you ·want they can soon get it~* 
is rather typical of the impression given .,by the post-war 
German salesman. 
Germany investment in foreign countries was not 
possible during the years immediately following 194.5 when 
capital demands at home were many and the . . capital supply was 
limited. Nevertheless, German private. capital began to 
move abroad as soon as government. regula.ti.ons perm! tted. 
This foreign investment has not reached large proportions 
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but is of importance since it has been concentrated in the 
construction of transportation .,facilities, and .light industri-
al plants as well as in transportation .sya.tems, and comm-
unication facilites; all of which may be expected to become 
customers for other phases .of the German export industry.** 
b. Efforts !! Trade Recovery--Government 
(1) Promotional Assistance 
The German commercial foreign service has provided 
extensive aid to business .in cultivating .markets, exploring 
opportunities, and creating interest on the par.t of potential 
customers. Promotional . centers have been .. establi.shed in 
foreign trade centers, . psrticu~arly in .Central and South 
* 
** 
13, P.63 
23, P. 70,71 
America, throught which trade fairs and exhibitions of 
German manufactures are sponsored. * 
(2) Negotiation 2£ Trade Agreements 
The German government has sent forth numerous 
trade missions to conclude commercial . treaties or bilateral 
commodity exchange agreements with other countries, and has 
established commissions . to .carry on a .con.tinuing review of 
mutual trade problems. Through these efforts, trade barriers 
have been breached on a . country-.by.-country. basis and access 
gained--even though . li~ted in some insstances--to the 
market.** 
( 3) Financial and credit Assistance 
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The German government .has made substantial loans to 
German firms engaged in .foreign trade. Such loans are design-
ed to assist these firms in re-establishing their foreign 
trade operations and in the . promotion o.f their products 
abroad. 
Loans have ala o be en grante.d to perm! t Gennany 
business interests to offer competing cred~t terms in the 
foreign markets where _competition hinges . on the credit the 
seller is able to offer the buyer. 
The German government has .. als.o .participated with 
private insurance . companies .. in extending .credit insurance and 
has also quaranteed the repatriation of German investment 
* 35, p. 7 
** Ibid. 
from nations where the seizure of foreign property is a 
possibility. * 
(4) Tax Assistance 
-
Legislation favorable to those interests engaged 
in export has remained as an important policy of the gov-
ernment. 
Exporters may declare at tax-free, all income 
derived from export activities. up to 50% of their total 
net income derived from all sources in any one fiscal 
year. 
Manutac turers are grante.d drawbacks of import 
tariffs which were paid on imports of raw materials which 
are subsequently turned into finished products and export-
ed. Since virtually all German expor.t products make use 
of large amounts of imported materials, this is an incent-
ive to effect savings on raw material costs and at the 
same time secure the advantages. of. tax laws which apply 
to the exporter. 
On that portion of a manufacturer's output dis-
tributed in the German market, production and excise taxes 
are reduced in direct proportion to the amount of his 
yearly prduction which. is exported. This is a further in-
centive to drive exports to higher levels and at the same 
time receive a competitive advantage in the home market.** 
* 35, P. 6 
** Ibid. P. 4 
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B. The South American Situation 
The South American continent emerged from World 
War II with its trade disrupted, and in spite of substantial 
balances of foreign exchange earned during the war, most 
South American countries had relatively unstable economies. 
Other problems, domestic or foreign, plagued the area and 
led to further difficulty when attempts were made to proceed 
with economic development. 
1 . South American Problems 
ao Economic Disruption 
World War II had caused serious dislocations in 
the economies of South America. All sales to, and supplies 
from, Germany, were lost as early as 1939 while in future 
years economic relations with Italy were disrupted, to be 
followed by the loss of virtually all of Europe as a trad-
ing partner . 
Great Britain was forced to suspend most exports 
to south America. early in the war but continued to import 
vast quantities of raw materials and foodstuffs; imports 
for which could not pay with either cash or exports. 
Liquidation of British investments in the area followed, 
and with the removal of investment earnings from the 
post-war balance sheet, Britain was forced to curtail 
her imports of mate rials from South America. * 
The United States assumed a position of increas ... 
ing importance in the economy of South America as war-creat-
4, P. 21-30 
ed demands ror raw materials increas.ed .such . Amer lean imports. 
The United States likewise assumed a position. as the most 
important supplier of South American needs but because of 
wartime restrictions and post•w.ar inf.lation, the flow of 
American goods to . South America . was le s·s than many South 
Americans had hoped. 
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This disappointment, plus . growing . nationalism, in-
duced many South American stat.es to launch .industrial expans-
ion programs. Such economic ex.pans.ion .. has, . in many cases, 
been in areas. where production is . cos.tly and inefficient; a 
situation which has only been int.ensified by. post-war economic 
instability.* 
The post-war period . saw . a decrease in .American and 
British demands for raw . mater.ials and the inability or most 
European nations to .pay for the traditionaL import purchases 
from South AmEr lea. The inability. on the pr. t . of the world's 
indus trial na tiona to supplJ . South AmEr ica . with capital and 
consumer goods led to .perio.ds of .exceasiv.e inflation which 
further intensified the problems. of . this re-adjustm.en t period. 
b. Political Shifts !Ea Nationalism 
The economic problems of the war .and post-war period 
served to emphasize social inequalities .which were exploited 
by revolutionaries of the political . right who stressed 
economic nationalism. 
* 4, 34-L~O 
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The trend away from American concepts of democratic 
principles, toward government by. dictatorship supported by a 
military oligarchy has been w.idespread throughout the area. 
The roots of such political movements go deep into 
the history of the entire continent. The .desire to cease, 
being exporters of raw materials subject to the swings of 
international markets has led to an a.ttempt to throw off the 
social conditions which have fostered such. economic activity 
in the past. The resulting conflict between those in whose 
hands political power now rests, and those who formerly 
held economic power, has re.sulted in the growth of economic 
nationalism and a consequent economic development which has 
led to the commencement of production in fields in which 
most South American countries are unable to compete on a 
price basis with foreign made products. * 
e. Agricultural Problems 
Agriculture in South America has encountered in-
creasing difficulties since 1945. 
The entire continent has an extremely low agricultur-
al productivity. This has result.ed .in the importation of 
large amounts of staple goods which could have been produced 
at home had there been . sufficient. deve.lopment . capital, organ-
izational ability, and dependable labor•** 
A considerable portion . o.f the foreign . exchange earn-
ed each year through the sale of .raw materials must be used 
* 4, P. 34-40, 
** 4, P. 1-6 
11, P. 13-18 
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to import foodetutfa rath..er than the industrial products 
which would serve to raise the .standard of living. Argentina, 
UruguaJ, and Peru, spend one- third of their exchange earn• 
1ngs for food purchasee while Bolivia and Chile .frequently 
must import over so% of their food requirements. * 
While exporting raw materials and importing food 
and manufactured products corresponds to the principle of 
international division of labor based on comparative advan-
tages, it has posed increasingly serious problems for South 
American nations~ AnJ decrease in foreign demand for raw 
ma teriale means reduo ed earnings $ w1 th serious consequences 
if crop failures at home happen to coincide with 1e rs when 
food imports must be reduced . 
d. Population Pressu~s 
During the past thirty 1ears, the population of 
south America. has increased by over 40%. Serious as this 
increase has been it \-TOuld appear that future population 
increases would throw ev n greater ~trains on the economic 
systems of the count:riee involved. 
Withi n two or three generationt! the population may 
we 11 treble as inc rea sed he.al th measures become widespread 
throughout the area . 
With foo d production unable to keep up with past 
population increases the situation is not encouraging. 
The increase in population over th.~ past quarter-
* 11, F. 9·12 
century has been accompanied by a small decrease in per 
capita income throughout the ar.ea; a situation intensifi• 
ed by the fact that during the . same period the per capita 
incomes of industrialized. states. showed . steady increases. * 
e. ~ f2!: Investment Capital 
The need for investment capital for the expansion 
of industrial, agricultural., and .. transpor.tation facilities 
has been acute. 
A study by the International Bank for Reconstruct-
ion and Development in 1947, c.ame to the conclusion that the 
capital needs of South America were so . great that the 
resources of the Bank could not even provide the minimum 
requirements of the. countries of the area. The Bank 
further concluded that only . the . free flow of private 
capital and technical assistance could aid in solving the 
problem. ** 
This very flow of .private capital and technical 
experts has been made more .. difficult by .. the political and 
economic policies or South American governments which have 
passed legislation intended . to controL and lim.i t the flow 
of foreign investments into .their respec.tive countries. 
f. ~ ~ Economic Stabil.i.ti .~ Development 
The basic needs of most . South American countries 
* 13, P. 96-99 
** 79, P. 12-14 
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immediately after World War II .were therefore two-fold: 
(1) The stabilization of war-dislocated economies as 
a prerequisite to; 
(2) The expansion and developm..ent of extractive in-
dustries, agricultural capabilities, _ and. lndus.trial potenti-
al. 
2. South Amerlc.an Objectives 
a. Establishment . .2!-Economic. Stabilit:r 
The return of economic stabilltywlth an increase 
in production . and . a checking of . inflationary. trends was the 
primary objective of South American policy during . the post-
World War II period. 
b. !!!-establishment . .2!_ .;;.T.;;.r.;;a.;;d~e Patterns 
The re-establishment of trade relations with Great 
Britain, German;y, and. Continental Europe . whic.h had been 
disrupted by- the war was necessary: to . increase export 
volumes of raw materials and .raw . .foods.tuffs. Such an ex-
port increase wo.uld then permit .. an. increase in the importat-
ion of' goods which. Europe. had. s.upplied .. to the area prior 
to 1939. 
Such re-establi.sbment .. of .. trade .with Europe would 
I 
aid in checking the . race . .towar.d inflation. 
c. . Securing Facili ti.es . £2.!: Economic Development 
With the desire to increase industrial production, 
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stimulate agriculture, and improve the transportation 
system, it was felt that economic stabi.li.ty, deflationary 
programs, and increased foreign trade would encourage 
foreign interests to aid in financing and providing the 
technical assistance. for dev~lopment. The belief that 
such foreign assistance would. be forthcoming in spite or 
adverse legislation . su.jecting such. investment to excessive 
controls, was based upon the fact that a .supply of South 
American raw materials was consider.ed .. essential to the 
recovery or the indus.trial states of Europe. * 
C. RESULT Q! I!!,! PERIOD: ~-!.2.2!i 
1. Re-establishment of Gennany .as . Important South 
American Trading lrartner -
or particular interest to this thesis is the role 
which Gennany has played in South American . tra.de relation-
ships from 1945-1954. 
German exports to South .American . c.ountries amount-
ed to only $500,000 ~n 1945, but had risen to $1,350,000,000 
in 1954; thE is in comparison wi..th a . 1936-38 average of 
$516 1 0001 000 annuallY•** 
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or greater interest is the rac.t that while South 
America. absorbed but . . 1.5"% .or German exports f .rom 1936 to 1938, 
the same area absorbed 21% in 1954. *** 
* 4, P. 59-62 
** 8 2' p. 7 2, 7 3 
-:H~* Ibid. 
German imports from South America showed corre-
sponding increases from the 1936-38 average. The pre-war 
period showed some. $.5oo,ooo,ooo worth of imports from the 
area moving to Germany:, while . by 1954, the total had reach-
ed the $l,ooo,ooo,ooo mark. The 1936-38 figure was 12% of 
total German impor.ts while in 1954. imports from South 
America made up over 20% of the Ger.man total. * 
By 1954, Germany was supplying South America with 
16% of its capital goods requirements, . 21% .of it consumer 
products, 23% of industrial chemicals., and 8% of its 
processed food imports. These totals we.re, in each case, 
larger than the share of SouthAmerican .markets con-
trolled by Germany pri.or to 1939. ** 
2. Development .2!, Competitive Factors 
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a. !2!, United States--!:!! Impo.rtant Factor. fa South America 
From 1938 to 1954 the. United .States . increased its 
volume of trade with South America some three and one-half 
times. 
While figures vary from country to country, the 
United States absorbs some .40% . of ... . Sou th. American exports 
and provides appro.xima te.ly . 42~-- of Lts imports. *** 
* 82, P. 72,73 
** Ibid . 
*** I b id. 
b. Great Britain·-! Declining. Factor!!! South America 
British imports from South America have increased 
quantitatively, but decreased re1atively, during the past 
ten years. An average of 20% of British imports came from 
South America prior to .1939, While in 19.54, only 9% was so 
procured. * 
Slightly less than 15% of British exports in 1954 
went to South America; tha percentage . in 1938 had been 21% 
of the British total. ** 
c. Relative Exclusion .£! European Nations .f.!:2!! South 
America. 
Prior to 1939, such nations as Sweden, Italy, 
France, Spain, and Eastern Europe, had taken 11% of South 
American exports and . provided South America with 12% of its 
imports. 
By 1954, the percentage of South American goods 
moving to such areas had . been .. reduced . to. S% of total ex-
ports, and imports . had decreased to only 4% of all goods 
moving to South America. *** 
d. Increased Intra-continental Trade 
In 1938, some 18% of all goods exported by South 
American states entered other nations in the same continent. 
if- 20, P. 72,73 
** Ibid. 
*** -m:r; 86 
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By 1954, such exports had risen to 26% of total exports in• 
dicating the degree to whic.h improved transport faciliti es 
had made the exchange . of goo.ds possible. * 
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With ~n increase in industrial production among the 
South American nations, it· is likely that such trade among 
themselves will increase during the. immediate future. 
* 4, - P,72-80 
IV. 
GERMAN IMPORTS ~ SOUTH AMERICA 
FOOD 
-
United Nations Standard International Trade Class• 
ification, Section-a, includes imports of all food products 
either in raw or processed form. 
German food imports from South America which fall 
into this section are: Live animals(SITC o .. oo.); Meats, cann-
ed(SITC 0"012); Cereals and cereal preparations(SITC 0-041); 
and Coffee and cocoa(SITC 0"07). 
A. German Imports of ~ Animals ~ South America 
1. Volume of German Imports 2£ Live Animals 
The volume of German imports of live animals from 
the world in general and from South America in particular is: 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Source: 
World 
400 
300 
300 
500 
100 
1,300 
1,000 
2,300 
1,300 Boo 
600 
Table IV 
GERMAN IMPORTS .QE. ~ ANIMALS 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
Europe South America Argent.ina 
170 200 150 
26 270 229 
8 244 230 
81 406 38~ 52 630 62 
41 1,240 1,114 
.53 927 902 
140 2,113 2,107 
126 1,182 1,131 
60 729 715 
22 570 535 
68-77, 83-85 
Uruguay 
50 
41 
39 
22 
2 
26 
25 
6 
51 
14 
35 
65 
2. Analysis of German Imports of ~ Animals 
a. Pre-1939 German Imports of &!!! Animals 
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Most German purchases of live animals prior to 
1939 were among beef cattle and .dairy cattle. Cattle design-
ed for beef production came mostly from Poland and Austria, 
while dairy cattle were mostly imported from Holland, Belgium, 
and France. 
Imports from South America were extremely small, and 
were generally concentrated in small purchases of Argentine 
beef cattle to be used f .or the improvement of German herds. 
b. German Imports. 2[ Live Animals 1945-~ 
German imports of live animals, mostly of the beef 
cattle variety, increased rapidly after 1947. Imports of 
dairy cattle showed a comparable increase but at the peak 
year of 1951 did not exceed 25% of the total of all animals 
imported. Small numbers of sheep were likewise imported dur-
ing the post·.-war period but did not materially contribute 
to the total. 1951 saw the greatest volume of animals move 
to Germany, when, in that year, some $2,300,000 worth of live 
animals representing 5845 metric tons entered the country. * 
Such animal imports wer.e designed to re-establish 
. the German herds which had been greatly .r .educed by the war. 
Since neighboring countries .. wer.e li.kewise short of cattle and 
sheep and were not in a .position to. export .such animals to 
Germany, it became necessary to seek such . imports elsewhere. 
* 71, P• 32 
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South America contributed the greatest portion of 
Gennan live animal imports w.ith the United States contribut-
ing the small remaining amounts. Argentina contributed the 
overwhellming percent of German imports, with Uruguay supply-
ing the bulk of the remainder. Chile did provide small 
numbers of specially adapted mountain sheep during 1951 and 
1952; this volume was, however, small and had but little in-
fluence on the totals for these years. * 
Argentine exports to Germany, consisting entirely 
of beef. cattle, made up 5o% of such South American exports 
in 1945, and 90% in all succeeding years to 1954. The 
$2,100,000 worth of beef cattle exported by Argentina to 
Germany in 1951 was 92% of all such. South American exports 
and was the single largest yearly shipment of that nature 
ever made from the Argentine •. 
Uruguay made up .the remainder of animal exports 
not accounted for by the Argentine total. Such exports 
were similar to those of the Argentine and consisted entirely 
of beef cattle. In 1951, $150,000 worth of Uruguayan beef 
cattle moved to Germany, this being the most important year 
for such shipments. ** 
3. Trends in German Imports 2f. 1!.!! Animals 
German dairy, beef, and . sheep herds are now built 
up to levels where they may reproduce themselves in numbers 
sufficient to maintain an acceptabl.e . annual increase. 
* 72, P. 41 
-l~* 71, P. 33 
Future imports of live animals will undoubtedly be 
from European sources which have . likewise greatly increased 
the i r herds since 1945. 
It would, therefore, appear that German imports 
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of live animals from South America will show steady decreases 
over the immediate future. Importation of specialized breed-
ing stock from Argentina may be expected to continue at re-
duced volumes. 
B. German Imports of Meats, Dried, Salted, Uncanned,Cooked 
From South America 
German imports of dried and salted cooked meats 
have shown a steady decrease since 1946. In that year, 
German imports of such products totalled some $31,000 1 000. 
By 1950, the import volume had dropped to $15,532 1 000, and 
by 1954, only $2,200,000 worth of such products were being 
imported. South American exports of such commodities to 
Germany have never been of any consequence. Only Argentina 
has made such periodic shipments in the years 1949 and 1950, 
when approximately $131,000 worth of salted meat was ex-
changed for German machine tools. -:~o 
With the German standard . of living showing a steady 
increase it is not likely that imports of dried and salted 
meats will show any increase in the near future. During 1951~ .. 
and through 1954 there were no shipments of any type of such 
products to Germany from tnm South American area. 
* 76, P. 82-83 
c. German Imports 2f Canned Meats ~ South America 
German imports of canned meats, cooked and uncook ... 
ed have shown a steady increase during the past ten-year 
period. In 1945, Germany imported some $17 1 000,000 worth 
of canned meats. This total had increased to $31,000,000 
by 1949, $56,000,000 by 1951, and to $67,000,000. by 1953. * 
The total volume of canned meats imported from 
south America has steadily increased since 1948 although in 
recent years the rate of increase has not kept pace with the 
increase shown in German imports from the world as a whole. 
German purchases of meats from South America have 
increased at a decreasing rate over the past several years 
due to the fact that German purchases from n·enmark and 
Holland have been substantially increased. The export of 
canned meat to Germany from South America may be expected 
to increase in the immediate future since the German 
capacity for absobtion of meat products is still growing, 
while the ability of either Denmark or Holland to greatly 
increase their output is strictly limited. It is unlikely 
that either American or AUstralian beef will show increas-
ed sales to Ger.many since neither of these nations presents 
the lucrative markets for the manufactured produc ts which 
Germany is striving to develop. ** 
* 72, P. 43, 74, P. 81 
*-!1- 13, P.27 
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D. German Imports of Cereals and Cereal Pre2arations 
From South America 
1. Volume 2£ Ger.man Wheat Imports 
The volume of German imports of wheat from the 
world in general and from South America in particular is 
as follows: 
Table V 
.;;.;GERMA=·~N _IM_P_O_R_T_S .QE WHEAT 
194.5- 1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North So~th 
Year World America Europe America 
mb-38 
Average 42,360 28,500 13,100 2.1 
1945 8,900 8,400 2,000 1. 8 
1946 9,787 9,720 42 2. 3 
1947 11,455 11,410 9 3 • .5 
1948 16,900 16,840 
-
3.9 
1949 20,466 18,931 
-
4.6 
1950 28,300 26,456 6.1 
19.51 36,090 34,250 .. 18.6 
1952 39,300 37,5bO .. 19.2 
1953 41,679 39,8 0 .. 20 . 0 
1954 44,200 43,600 
-
21.6 
Source: 68-77, 83-8.5 
2. Analysis ££ Gemnan Imports 2f Wheat 
a. f.!:!.- 1939 German Imports .2£ Wheat 
Argentina 
2.1 
1.8 
2.3 
3.5 
3.9 
4.6 
6.1 
18.6 
19.2 
21. 0 
21.6 
Prior to 1939, most German imports of wheat 
originated in Eastern Europe with the balance being obtained 
in the United States. 
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b. . German Imports £!. Wheat 1945-..!2.21:! 
After World War II, German wheat imports came 
mostly from the United States with some small amounts 
coming from Argentina and Canada. 
A reduction in purchases from the United States 
after 1950 was the result of . increased domestic German 
production and a shifting of sources of supply t o Argentina 
where t he price had dropped. Since that time, Argentina 
has managed to hold a respectable share of the German i m-
port market for whea t, al though at no time has Argentine ex-
por ts ever exceeded more than ten percent of the total which 
Germany must import each year. The United States and 
canada still remain as the most important suppliers of 
German wheat needs; although to a somewhat lesser degr ee 
than in 1950.* 
3. Trends !£ German Wheat Imports 
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It would seem that for the immediate future, German 
imports of Argentine wheat, would remain at; or exc eed, t he 
present volumes. A drop in the price of American or 
Canadian wheat could very well squeeze Argentina from t he 
positi on now held. 
If political conditions should once again permit 
German trade with Eas t ern Europe, the Balkans, and the 
usSR, in any volume approaching th~ of the pre-1939 period, 
it would then be likely that the Argentine wheat exports t o 
would be virtually eliminated while North American exports 
* 76, P. 38 
t o Germany would be considerably reduced. 
E. German Imports .2f Coffee ~ Cocoa from South America 
1. Volume 2£ German Imports 2£ Coffee and Cocoa 
The volume of Gennan coffee and cocoa imports 
from the world in genera~, and from South America in part-
icular, is as follows: 
Table Y! 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF COFFEE AND COCOA 
- -
1945-1954 
{Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports from: 
Year World South America Brazil 
rr%-38 
Average 21,600 20,000 5,900 
1945 4 4 4 
1946 700 700 700 
1947 800 ~89 ~88 1948 5,900 5, 30 5, 21 
1949 9,300 9,260 9,251 
1950 19,800 19,709 19,659 
1951 31,AOO 31,360 31,330 
1952 42, 00 42,610 42,580 
1953 48,300 48,140 47,900 
1954 51,000 50,850 50,816 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Imports of Coffee and Cocoa 
Germany imports of coffee and cocoa from South 
America have increased steadily since 1945. Brazil is the 
major supplier of such commodities although Colombia, 
Ecuador, and Venezuela have exported small volumes in each 
year since 1947. The Brazilian total usually makes up 95% 
72 
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of south American exports to Germany. 
3. Trends !E German Imports 2£ Coffee and Cocoa 
German imports of these commodities will undoubtedly 
continue to originate in South America in general and in 
Brazil in particular. There appears to be no incentive to 
shift to other sources of supply. Brazil is at present, and 
may be expected to be in the near future, a good customer 
for German manufactures. The German ability to absorb great-
er coffee imports has not yet been filled and total imports 
may be expected to increase in the immediate future. 
v. 
GERMAN IMPORTS ~ SOUTH AMERICA 
BEVERAGES ~ .-.TO.;;;.;BA;;,;;;.;C...;;.C..;.O 
United Nations Standard International Trade Class-
74 
ification, Section 1, includes imports of beverages, alcohol-
ic and non-alcoholic, and all imports of tobacco, both in 
raw form and in manufactured form. 
The only German imports from South America which 
fall into this classification are: Al~oholic beverages(SITC 
l-12); Tobacco, unmanufactured{SI.TC 1-21); and Tobacco, manu-
factured(SITC lM23). 
A. German Imports of Alcoholic Beverages 
~ south America 
1. Volume ~ German Alcoholic Beverage Imports 
The volume of German imports of alcoholic bever-
ages from the world in general·,- and from South America 
in particular, is tabulated in Table VII. 
No South American nation, with the single except• 
ion of Chile, has exported any alcoholic beverages to Germany 
during the years covered by these statistics. 
Statistics covering Europe apply in particular 
to France, with small amounts of alcoholic. beverages originat-
ing in Italy and Spain. 
Year 
mt>-38 
Averages 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Source: 
Table Y.!l. 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
World 
20,100 
6,100 
7,100 
7,900 
8,300 
11,;900 
14;800 
18;300 
20,800 
24,410 
26,600 
68-77, 83-85 
Europe 
20,400 
6,100 
7;100 
7;900 
8,300 
11,6.50 
14;600 
18;000 
20,160 
23;875 
26,150 
South America 
100 
-
100 
100 
220 
310 
270 
2. Analysis 2.£ German Alcoholic .. Beverage Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German Alcoholic . Beverage Imports 
Chile 
100 
-
100 
100 
220 
310 
210 
South America . has not been an ~portant supplier 
of alcoholic beverages to Germany, never exceeding the 
$100,000 worth of wine which Chile shi.pped in 1938. 
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These imports from Chile have been directly relat-
ed to poor crops of a high altitude variety of grapes in 
Germany during 1937 and 1938. 
b. German Import! 2.£· Alc.oho.lic Beverages 1945-.!2..21 
South American exports of alcoholic beverages to 
Germany have continued extremely small during the ten years 
following the conclusion of the war in 1945. From 1945 
through 1949 there were none. During the second quarter of 
1950 small amounts($100,000)of Chilean wines were exported 
to Germany, gradually increasing to $310,000 worth in 1953, 
and declining to $270,000 worth in 1954. 
3. Trends ~ German Alcoholic Beverage Imports 
Whereas, German alcoholic beverage imports from 
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the world as a whole have shown a steady increase since . l945, 
imports of such products from South America have decreased 
since 1953. 
It appears that increased imports from Portugal 
are supplanting the Chil.ean product . in German import totals •* 
B. German Imports 2£ .Unmanufactured Tobacco 
~ South America 
1. Volume .2£ German Unmanufac.tu.red tobacco Imports 
The volume of German imports . of unmanufactured 
tobacco from the world in general and from South America in 
particular is listed in _Table _VIII. 
With the exception, of ins.ignifigant shipments of 
Venezuelan tobacco in 1952 and 195.3, all South American ex-
ports of tobacco to Germany have originated in Brazil 
and Colombia. 
Table !ill 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF UNMANUFACTURED TOBACCO 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North 
Year World America Asia Africa Brazil Colombia 
~-38 
Average 64,800 22,000 27,000 14,000 2,200 Boo 
1945 8,300 4;000 2;300 3;000 100 ... 
1946 9;400 ~ 6;150 2,090 1;200 200 
-1947 11-~00 6,480 2;300 3;045 203 4 
1948 19; 00 12,705 4;100 3,100 · 160 5 
1949 28;600 19,060 5;110 3;265 1;300 3 24 
1950 37;800 24,560 7,300 4i095 2i100 300 
1951 49;900 34; 734 8;345 5;116 2;130 748 
1952 53,700 36,000 8;800 5;250 2;710 · 814 
1953 60;700 44;358 91070 5;200 3,788 1,305 
1954 63,800 45,400 9,112 5,285 3,740 1,230 
Source: 68-77 , 83-85 
1. Analysis £! German Unmanufactured Tobacco Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German Unmanufactured Tobacco Imports 
South American tobacco has never figured greatly 
in German import totals. Brazilian tobacc.o in small quanti-
ties was used mostly fo~ cigar wrapping and as an incredient 
of low-grade pipe tobacco. Colombian. tobacco provided pipe 
tobacco and snuff. * 
b. German Imports 2£. Unmanuf~ctured Tobacco _1945-1954 
Following World War II, German .. imports of tobacco 
* 68, P. 40 
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were strictly limited. Brazil and Colombia continued to be 
the only South American suppliers of German tobacco import~ 
These two countries had equalled .. their 1938 exports to 
Germany by 1950, but were sharing some 7% of the German im-
port market in that year in comparison to 5% of such market 
during the 1936-38 period. 
From 1950 to 1954, German ~ports of tobacco in-
creased 78% over the 1950 total; imports from South America 
increased 110% over the 1950 level and in 1954 South America 
accounted for some 8% of all .tobacco imported. into Germany. 
Nevertheless, German tobacco imports from . South America in 
1954 were slightly below the 1953 level on a quantitati ve 
basis and definitely down relative . to total Gennan imports. 
3. Trends !,!! German Unmanufacture.d Tobacco Imports 
It would appear that German imports of South 
American tobacco _ during the .immediate .. .future would show a 
further relative decrease. 
This trend may be expected to develop for the follow-
ing reasons: 
a. South American tobacco is of relatively low quality. 
A prosperous German econ~my is now able to afford higher 
grades of tobacco, in par.ticular American tobacco. 
b. The price of South American tobacco has risen rel-
ative to similar grad.es of tobacco obtainable in Turkey and 
North Africa. Inflationary trends in South America have in-
79 
creased the export prices of Brazilian and Colombian tobacco. 
c. The German taste in tobacco appears to have chang-
ed considerably since the beginning or the occupation in 
1945. American and Cuban tobacco now has a high preference.* 
c. German Imports of Manufactured Tobacco 
From SoUth America 
---- ~~- -~~~ 
1. Volume 2f German Manufactured Tobacco Imports 
The volume of German imports of manufactured 
tobacco from the wo:t>ld .in general, and . from South America 
in particular, is as follows: 
Table IX 
GERMAN IMPORTS . QE MANUFACTURED TOBACCO 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
Year World N.Amerd:.ca !!!! s.America. Brazil 
mb-38 
Average 674 340 330 2 2' 
1945 10 8 2 . .. ... 
1946 32 20 12 ... 
-1947 78 47 31 
-1948 84 52 32 ... 
1949 148 92 56 ... 
1950 235 184 57 4 4 
1951 346 270 ~~ 4 ~ 1952 419 326 5 1953 603 432 163 8 
1954 781 540 229 12 12 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Almost all South American exports to Germany of 
manufactured tobacco originate in Brazil. 
2. Analysis 2f German Manufactured Tobacco Imports 
a. ~-.!212. German Manufactured Tobacco Imports 
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Prior to 1939, German manufactured tobacco imports 
had been but 1% of the total manufactured and unmanufactured 
tobacco products imported and South American manufactured 
tobacco never comprised more than i of 1% of that total, or 
about $2,000 worth. il-
b. German Imports 2[ Manufactured Tobacco 1945-1954 
Since 1945, only Brazil has exported manufactured 
tobacco to Germany and such exports have been only an insig-
nifigant portion of total German imports. 
3. Trends !a German Manufactured Tobacco Imports 
In spite of a ten-year increase it would seem that 
manufactured tobacco products will never be a large percent-
age of total tobacco imports. Import tariffs on manufac tur-
ed tobacco are five times higher than on imports of unmanu-
factured tobacco. 
It does not seem likely that any nation of South 
America in addition to Brazil will figure in German .manu-
factured tobacco imports during the immediate future. Braz-
. . 
ilian cigar exports to Germany, while showing a great increase 
in the past five years, are nevertheless, insignifigant 
when compared to a Cuban volume ~hich is more than fifty 
times larger. Brazilian prices of finished cigars have 
risen 50% over the past five years while Cuban prices have 
* 68, P. 44 
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risen less than half of that figure. Such price trends, if 
continued, would seem to indicate a decline, or at best a 
maintenance of present volumes, in regard to Brazilian 
shipments to Germany. 
VI. 
GERMAN IMPORTS ~ SOUTH AMERICA 
CRUDE MATERIALS, INEDIBLE, EXCEPT FUELS 
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United Nations Standard International Trade Class-
ification, Section 2, "Crude Materials, Inedible, Except 
Fuels~ includes imports of inedible .. animal and vegetable 
products, and raw materials. 
German imports .from South America which fall into 
this section are: Hides and Skins(SITC 2-11); Furs, undress-
ed(SITC 2"12}; Oil seeds and Kernels(SITC 2•21); Crude 
Rubber(SITC 2-31); Wood in the round(SITC 2·42); Wood, shap~ 
ed(SITC 2-43); Lumber, sawn(SITC 2-4302); Wool(SITC 2~62); 
Cotton(SITC ~-63); Vegetable fibers excluding cotton(SITC 
2-65); Iron ore and concentrates(SITC 2-83); Manganese ore 
(SITC 2-837); Non-ferrous scrap(SITC 2-84); Silver and 
Platinum ores{SITC 2-85); and Crude Animal Matter{SITC 2-91) ; 
A. German Imports .2£. Hides. ~. Skins from South America 
1. Volume .2f. German Impor.ts £!. Hides .!!!2_ Skins 
The volume of German imports of hides and skins 
from the world in general, and from South America in partic-
ular, is listed in Table X. 
The six countries listed in Table X were the only 
ones in the South American area shipping hides to Germany 
during the period covered. No figures for Brazil, Colombia , 
Peru, and Uruguay, during the imme diate post-w ar period 
indicates that their exports to Germany were less than $1,000 
worth annuallY•* 
Table X 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF HIDES AND SKINS 
-
1945-1954 
(thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
Year World N.America Europe Asia s.America 
mo'-38 
Average .54,000 21,000 8,060 15,100 10,200 
1945 B1ooo 6,050 400 50 1;000 
1946 10;300 1iBOO 1;160 135 1;900 
1947 15;600 10;096 1,300 1i006 2,900 
194B 19;800 12;B3.5 1;390 4;300 3,700 
1949 22;800 13;450 1;469 3;B70 4;600 
1950 31;800 12;900 4,200 7;245 7,900 
19.51 42,500 13;000 6;670 10 ;030 11;300 
1952 50;100 13i230 71000 12;7B5 14,000 
1953 5~i000 14;873 7,112 10,300 17,200 
19.54 5 ,20~ 14,002 7,040 14,100 20,600 
Year Argent. Brazil Chile Colombia Peru UruSl;lay 
mt5-38 -
Average 6,200 
-
100 100 3,800 
1945 - 800 
-
.. 100 ... 100 
1946 1;300 100 100 
.. 400 
-
1947 2;000 100 
-
100 
-
750 
194B 2;900 200 200 100 300 
1949 3;000 200 100 300 100 •900 
1950 31600 -Boo 200 300 200 2;800 
1951 4;500 1;000 200 290 210 5il00 
1952 5;900 1;300 zoo 305 206 6i500 
1954 6,200 1;900 200 298, 207 B;500 195 B,100 2,900 Boo 404 192 B,320 
Source: 68- 77 1 83- 85 
2. Analysis 2! German Imports 2£ Hides and Skins 
a. ~-1939 German Imports 2£ Hides and Skins 
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In the period preceeding 1939, some 18% of Germany's 
hide imports was supplied by nations in the South American 
area. Only two South American nations figured in these 
totals; Argentina and Uruguay. The Argentine total o£ hide 
exports to Germany usually was double the Uruguayan total 
although during the two year period preceeding World War II 
uruguay increased its exports .to Germany to a point where 
it was accounting for roughly 40% of the South American 
total. 
At the outbreak of war in 1939, South America's 
share had risen to 22%. due to a shift from British Common-
wealth sources. * 
b. German Imports 2f Hides !Ea Skins 1945-1954 
Following World War II, Germany was forced to 
locate new sources of supply to replace previous imports 
from Eastern Europe. 
From 1945 through the. first half of 1949, South 
America's 15% to 20% of Germany's import market came 
pri~arily from Argentina, with Uruguay in second place. 
Colombia exported small amounts of hides as did Peru and 
Chile. Brazil, with an expanding cattle population, increas-
ed its exports of hides from some $6,500 worth in 1945 to 
$11 000,000 worth in 1951. ** 
~~- 68 P. 58 *-~· 6~ ' p • 56' 71 , p • 42 
1950 brought changes which greatly affected the 
. part which South America was to pl ay in the German import 
market for hides. 
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American financial assistance to Germany virtyally 
ceased while at the same time the German export effort was 
being intensified. 
Both of these developments served to shift German 
hide purchases from the United States to other markets where 
German exports were welcome. 
South America's share climbed to over 34% in 1954. 
Argentina, whose total production of agricultural and cattle 
products had been falling s.ince 1947, lost its leading posit• 
ion to Uruguay during 1951. a situation which persisted 
through 1954. Brazil commenced to make a strong bid for 
prominence in hide exports during 1951. and by 1954 had 
trebeled its exports of such . .products to Germany. * 
Chilean cattle producti.on and hide exports have 
l ikewise shown a great increase during the past ten years al-
though there appears to have been no special effort to stim-
ulate such production. Chile and Peru have also increased 
their exports of .hides to Germany; their totals to date, 
however, have not been overly impressive and it is unlikely 
that such exports will show any great increase in the immed1-
ate1,future. 
3. Trends in German Imports .of Hides ~ Skins 
It is most likely that German imports of hides and 
* 74, P. 36 
skins from South America will show a steady increase during 
the immediate future, while imports from the United States 
will show something of a decrease. 
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German exports to South America have shown a much 
greater proportionate increase than .have exports to the 
United States, Canada, or Australia. Logically it may be ex-
pected th~ German imports will originate in those areas 
where German exports are most readily marketable. 
Of the South American nations, Argentina, Uruguay, 
and Brazil appear to be the ones which in the immediate 
future will show the most signifigant increases. Chile, 
Colombia, and Peru may also be able to increase their product-
ion of such goods although any expansion in their exports 
to Germany must be accompanied by a considerable expansion 
of their imports from Germany; a development which may not 
occur in the near future since all three of these countries 
are closely tied to the American economy and purchase most 
of their imports from the United States. 
B. German Imports .2.£ ~~ Undressed 
1. Volume of German Imports . ~~' Undressed 
The volume of German imports of undressed furs 
from the world in general, and from South America in partic-
ular, is listed in Table XI. 
During the years covered by the following stat is tics 
Chile was the only nation in South America exporting fur 
products to Germany. 
Table g 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF UNDRESSED FURS 
- -
1945-1954 
(Thousands of U.S. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North south 
Year World America Europe America Chile 
'I9J'l) ... 38 
Average 26,700 8,165 18,530 18,165 4,300 
1945 100 63 37 
- -1946 ' 900 439 511 ... 
1947 1,900 ' 736 1;164 1 1 
1948 2;600 1;029 1;563 8 8 
1949 2;900 1;,120 1;750 27 27 
1950 3:,800 1;,271 2;!~66 63 63 
1951 8;900 2;926 5;901 72 72 
1952 11;300 4;100 7ill9 81 81 
1953 14,100 4:,620 8:,107 60 60 
1954 17,400 5,107 12,254 38 38 
Source: 68 -77 , 83- 85 
2. Analysis 2f German Imports 2£ Undressed ~ 
a. ~-1939 German Imports .2f m 
Prior to +939, Germa~ imports of fur products 
were intended for ~ili~ar~ stockpil~ng and domestic con-
s'llllmPtion in the proportion of 80% and 2~% respectively. {~ 
German imports from Chile reached their highest 
point in ~938 whe~ onlY: $4,300 of . su~h furs ~ere purchased. 
These furs were sold in the most part to German vessels 
visiting Chilean ports and were used in the manufacture of 
clothing for crews of such ships. The importance of Chilean 
{~ 68' p. 79 
exports of furs exported to Germany in the pre-war period 
was therefore negligible. 
The greatest amounts of German fur imports came 
from Russia, Poland, Finland, the Baltic states, Norway and 
Canada. * 
b. German imports of furs, for civilian use, have 
been extremely small during post-war period. These furs 
have been used exclusively in the clothing industry; and 
industry which could not cater to such a demand as that 
for fur coats until after 1950 when the German economy had 
recovered from: the effects of the war. 
Cheap Chilean furs achieved great popularity in 
German markets at first but with increasing prosperity came 
a demand for better fur products. The basically inferior 
furs of Southern ·Chile could not meet more selective 
standard and Chilean exports to Germany commenced to decline 
after 1952. By 1954, such Chilean exports to Germany had 
fallen to their lowest point in over five years. 
3. Trends in German Fur Imports 
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With furs of r.elatively high quality now avail-
able to German buyers i .t is un~ikely that Chilean furs wi l l 
be able to hold even their present minute portion of the 
German market. Within the ~mmediate future it may be expect-
ed that Chilean, and thus South American, fur exports to 
Germany will cease entirely. 
* 68' p. 79 
C. German Imports of Oil Seeds and Kernels 
E!:2!! SOu t'h'Amerlca-
1. Volume of German Imports £! Q!! Seeds ~ Kernels 
The volume of German imports of oil seeds from 
the world in general, and from South America in particular, 
is as follows: 
Table XII 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS OF OIL SEEDS 
--
1945-1954 
(Millions of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
South 
Year World Africa Asia America Are;ent. Braz. 
mt>-38 -
Average 76.2 30.1 41.3 3.0 .5 1.5 
1945 8.1 4.2 3~0 ~8 .1 .6 
1946 14.8 7.3 6.8 ~9 ~2 ;8 
1947 20~7 10.1 6~4 2~8 1~1 1.5 
1948 31~0 15.0 11~8 2~1 ~9 1.1 
1949 39~2 19.0 13~8 3~9 1.4 2~1 
1950 48~9 26~1 17~3 4~4 1~9 2~3 
1951 61~2 32.4 23~6 4~3 1~8 2~3 
1952 75~2 42~7 29~5 4~6 2 .~0 . 2~3 
1953 80~6 43~6 32~8 4~4 1~8 2~1 
1954 88.2 49.5 34.7 5.0 1.7 2.5 
Source: 68-77, 83-8.5 
All South American countries exporting oil 
to Germany are included in the above tabulation. 
2. Analysis of German Q!1 .~ Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German Oil ~ Imeorts . 
Uruguay 
.4 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.1 
.4 
~2 
.3 
.3 
=~ 
seeds 
South America was never an important supplier of 
this commodity either to Germany or to the world. In 1938, 
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the beat pre-war year for South American exports, only 4% of' 
total German imports came from this area. 
b. German ill ~ Imports .!..2112-lli!± 
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Following World War II, German imports of oils 
necessary for their chemical production industries showed a 
more rapid return to pre-war volumes than did imports of 
commodities destined for consumer consumption. By mid-1948, 
German imports of oil seeds from South America had equalled 
the volume attained in 1939; although total German imports of 
oil seeds did not equal the 1938 volume until late 1952. 
The inability of the war-torn Indies to immediately 
resume oil seed exports, and the desire of Commonwealth 
countries to first supply the needs of Great Britain, forced 
Germany to locate other sources of supply. Imports from 
Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay increased rapidly during the 
ten years following 1945. There were, however, years when 
German imports from these countries fluctuated rather widely; 
such fluctuations being directly related to the volume of 
German imports from Indonesia and Nigeria. 
3. Trends in German Imports £,£ Oil Seeds 
It would seem that in the immediate future German 
imports of oil seeds would continue to originate for the most 
part in Africa and Asia. The oil seeds being exported from 
these areas are of higher and more uniform quality than those 
being produced in South America. 
Any continued South American exports will most 
likely come from Brazil, since that country's climate is 
most adaptable to oil seed production; in contrast to the 
more temperate, and thus less adaptable. climates of 
Argentina and Uruguay. 
While South American exports of seeds to Germany 
in 1954 reached an all time high, it would appear that such 
exports will show very little increase, and possibly a 
decrease in the immediate future because of the productive 
advantages enjoyed by African and Asiatic sources. 
D. German Imports 2f. Crude Rubber E!:2!!! South America 
1. Volume 2£ German Imports of Crude Rubber 
The volume of German imports of crude rubber from 
the world in general, and from South America in particular, 
is as follows: 
Table !!.!.!. 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF CRUDE RUBBER 
-
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
.,_ - . . 
Year World Africa Asia s.America Brazil 
ITib-38 -
Average 86,780 52,300 34,000 761 761 
1946 . 549 -220 •118 160 160 
1947 4,873 2;400 2;200 247 247 
194B B;900 3;800 1,700 . 360 - 360 
1949 18;540 4;700 11;980 1,900 1;900 
1950 38;010 6;472 26;365 4;800 4;800 
1951 52;700 6;588 38;600 6;561 6;561 
1952 79;704 7;400 67;190 3;070 3;070 
1953 66;800 9;500 .53;066 2,100 2,100 
19.54 61,.532 7,630 51,44.5 204 204 
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2. Analysis 2£ Gennan Imports 2£ Crude Rubber 
a. ~-1939 German Imports £! Crude Rubber 
German imports of crude rubber from 1934 to 1939 
were extremely small in regard to South America but were 
high in regard to the rest of the world. These German 
imports were in excess of domestic civilian consumption 
and t he excess was stockpiled for military use. 
During this time, South America in general, and 
Brazil in particular, contributed but 1% of the German im-
port total. Approximately 50% of Brazilian crude rubber 
92 
moved to Germany during these years and more would have been 
so exported had not the productive capacity of Brazilia n 
rubber plantations been greatly reduced during the previous 
fifteen years due to world shifts to Malayan rubber plus 
the serious effects of the world-wide . depression· which re-
duced the world demand for rubber. 
b. German Imports of Crude Rubber 1945-1954 
German domestic finished rubber production, and 
hence crude rubber imports·, in the last half of 1945 was 
virtually non-existent. 
Since that year, however, the German demand for 
rubber products, and hence the German imports of crude 
rubber have exceeded the pre-1939 level. 
From a low of $198,000 worth of crude rubber im-
. . 
ported during the second half of 1945, German imports rose 
to a high of $79,704,000 worth of crude rubber imported in 
1952. Since that time German crude imports have shown a 
steady decrease. 
A reduction in German rubber imports may be 
attributed to the fact that synthetic rubber production 
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in Germany is now operating at a capacity where it can supply 
an ever-increasing portion of German rubber demands. In 
1945, this synthetic industry, which had supplied virtually 
all German rubber needs during the period from 1939 to 1945, 
was in ruins. During the next ten years synthetic production 
soared, until by 1952 it was actually possible to decrease 
crude rubber imports; although German demands for rubber 
were increasing steadily. * 
This downward trend in German rubber imports shows 
most clearly in South American export totals. The immediate 
years after 1945 were excellent years for Brazilian rubber 
exports to Germany. Crude Brazilian rubber, although not of 
. . 
high quality, was of low price, and was purchased by Germany 
in ever-lasting amounts. 
In 1945, Braz~l exported some ~;2,000 worth of 
crude rubber to Germany; in 1952 the export valuation was 
$6,561,~00, mostly rubber of the wild rather than plantation 
variety. 
1952 saw German synthetic plants in full production, 
. . 
and a return to hig~ production by Malayan plantations. 
Thereafter, German .crude imports decreased annually. It is 
* 21, P. 26, 23, P. 33 
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probable that such imports would have decreased even more 
rapidly than they did, and that Brazilian exports to Germany 
would have slumped more rapidly, had not the Korean War 
caused uncertainty in world rubber markets and a degree of 
stockpiling by the major rubber users of the world. * 
German rubber imports shifted to Malaya and 
Nigeria after 1952 and the Brazilian export of rubber to 
Germany was 50% below the 195~ figure, by 1952 65% below, 
in 1953, and over 95% below by the end of 1954. Early 
1955 returns indicate an even greater decrease. 
3. Trends in German Imports 2f Crude Rubber 
It is likely that German imports of crude rubber 
will show a steady decrease in the immediate future. 
Synthetic capacity is now providing large portions of German 
r u bber requirements. 
There are, however, certain uses of rubber for 
which natural rubber is still best. For this reason, German 
crude imports will still remain at respectable levels. This 
will not, however, serve to increase present South American 
exports to Germany. German purchases of the natural product 
will undoubtedly continue to shift to Africa and the Orient 
as has been the trend during the past five years. The Brazil-
ian product is of comparatively .inferior nature, an~ in 
spite of a lower price, German demand for this commodity 
may be expected to decrease. The natural rubber imported 
* 33 , P . 17 
into Germany will be for specialized uses to which the 
synthetic product is not adaptable and will, therefore, 
require the highest quality crude available. 
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If the above analysis is correct the following two 
years may well see the complete suspension of German rubber 
imports from Brazil. * 
E. German Imports 2f Wood .!!! ~ Round 
~ South America 
1. Volume of German Imports ~ ~ In The Round 
The volume of German imports of wood in the round 
from the world in general, and from selected South American 
countries, is as follows: 
Table XIV 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS .Qf. ~!!, ....,RO.....,U;.;;,;N-.,D 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
ffit World Euro::ee s.America Brazil Colombia -38 
Average 56,304 55,700 540 301 239 
1945 8;908 8;760 26 19 7 
1946 1.5.600 15;400 81 63 18 
1947 23;960 23;300 257 161 96 
1948 39;710 39;100 498 279 219 
1949 48;613 48,-ooo 580 350 230 
1950 58;008 57;300 640 381 259 
1951 67;867 67;000 732 406 326 
1952 71;016 70;200 693 390 303 
1953 74;670 74;000 607 363 244 
1954 75,004 44,000 583 317 266 
Source: 68-77, 83- 85 
-~ 13, P. 45,50 
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During the period covered, Brazil and Colombia 
were the only countries export~ng wood in log form to Germany. 
Totals in Table XIV are for imports of wood in log 
form. Approximately 75% of all world totals are for north-
ern hardwoods while the remaining 25% consists of tropical 
and semi-tropical woods. Since hardwood exports to Germany 
from the South American area do not exist, this thesis will 
only consider German imports of tropical and semi-tropical 
woods. 
2. Analysis of German Imports .2£ ~ .!!! !!!!, Round 
a. Pre-1939 German Imports .2f. Wood in The Round 
During the years prior to 1939, German imports of 
tropical or semi-tropical wood in log for.m amounted to some 
$5,600,000 worth annually. The South American area usually 
supplied some 10% of the annual German demand for this 
commodity with Brazil supplying 60% of the South American 
total and Colombia the remainder. 
Transporting South American wood from the interior 
to coastal shipping points is costly and tends to raise the 
landed price in a German port considerably above that being 
paid by Germany for imports fr~m other sect~ons of the worlQ. 
This limited German wood importation from South America con-
sists of woods native to the Amazon basin and to Colombian 
woods located near the coast. * 
b. Gem:an Imports of ~ .!a The Round 1945-1954 
German wood imports since 1945 have shown a stead1 · 
* 26, P. 19, 27, P. 23 
increase, until by 1950 they exceeded pre-war levels. This 
may be attributed to the fact that German domestic wood 
facilities were seriously depleted during the war. 
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Tropical wood imports remained relatively unimport-
ant until 1949 when such imports again made up approximately 
25% of all German imports of wood logs. 
Africa became the major German supplier of such 
woods although South American sources continued to increase 
their exports to Germany until the fourth quarter of 1951, 
when a decided decrease in German purchases of tropical logs 
was felt. This decrease has continued through the last quarter 
of 1954 and has shown an even more rapid decline duri.ng the 
first quarter of 1955. * 
The decrease in German imports of tropical wood 
logs has more than offset increased purchases of rough shap-
ed wood and sawn lumber, which are discussed in following sect-
ions. 
3. Trends 1£ German Imports of Wood in The Round 
German imports of tropical logs have shown a down -
ward trend since 1950 for the world in general, and since 
1951, for the South American area. It does not appear that 
this trend will be reversed in the near future. 
The excessive cost of shipping uncut logs has result-
ed in decreased German imports of thi~ co~O.dity and a 
corresponding increase in imports of such woods in a rough 
* 75, P. 17 
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finished or sawn form. 
It would seem that German imports of tropical woods 
from Brazil and Colombia would increase in the immediate 
future; such imports will not, however, be in log form as 
discussed in this section but will be in forms which adapt 
themselves more readily to shipment. 
F. German Imports £! ~~ Rough Shaped, from South America 
1. Volume 2£ German Imports 2f Rough Shaped ~ 
The volume of German imports of rough shaped wood 
from the world in general, and from South America in partic-
ular~ is as follows: 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Source: 
sist of 
Table XV 
GERMAN IMPORTS QE ROUGH SHAPED ~ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
World Europe Africa S,.A11erica Brazil 
64,760 42,900 20,063 230 230 
1,900 ' 933 ·Boo 5 5 
9;870 4;700 4;200 10 10 
14;561 10,460 3;455 .62 58 
27,010 2~1800 2;115 127 119 
31,732 2 1644 2;006 216 198 
49;500 431245 .2,600 359 308 
54;720 50;008 3;300 510 411 
62;000 57;760 3;500 694 532 
69;~26 62;880 4;935 813 724 
74, 21 67,550 5,300 904 736 
68-77, 83-85 
Colombia 
-
4 8 
18 
41 
99 
162 
89 
168 
Approximately 10% of world totals in Table XV con-
tropical or semi-tropical woods. Only Brazil and 
Col.ombia during the period considered exported shaped wooas 
t o Germany. 
2. Analysis of German Imports of Shaped Woods ~ 
a. Pre-1939 German Imports 2f Shaped Woods 
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Approximately $6,6001 000 worth of rough shaped 
tropical woods was imported by Germany in each year prior to 
1939; of this total only wood of a value of $230 1 000 originat-
ed in the South American area. 
b. German Imports £f. Shaped Tropical Woods· 1945-1954 
German imports of shaped tropical woods have in-
creased steadily since 1945, and. South American exports of 
this commodity to Germany have evidenced a steady increase 
over the same period. 
Brazilian exports have made up the bulk of all 
South American exports, and by 1954,' had exceeded the 1938 
leve l some three times over. Colombia became a factor in 
exports to Germany after 1948, a~d by 1954, had an export 
volume roughly one-quarter that of Brazil. 
This incre~se has been brought about by increased 
German imports of such products from the world in general and 
by the :fact that a dec~easing percent~ge of' total German im-
ports are now being secured in Africa. * 
3. Trends in German Imports of Rough Shaped TroEical Woods 
Improvements in transportation facilities now make 
* 68- 75 
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it easier to move South Amer ican wood products from the interior 
of the continent to ~oast points and result in a lower export 
price which should lead to increased German purchases. 
G. German Imports of ~ Lumber From South America 
1. Volume of German Imports of Sawn Lumber 
The volume of German imports of sawn lumber is as 
follows: 
Table XVI 
GERMAN H~PORTS OF SAWN LUHBER 
--- .;;;..;;.._;..;.._ 
194.5-1954 
(Thousands of U.S. Dol lars ) 
Total German Imports From: 
Year 1tlorld Europe S.America Brazil Colombia 
I91b-38 
Average 72,376 
1945 3,560 
1946 4,871 
1947 9,800 
1948 14,630 
1949 20,118 
1950 34,.540 
1951 42,323 
1952 53,000 
1953 64,592 
1954 71,395 
Source: 68-77, 
70,419 
3,530 
4,860 
9,762 
14,600 
20,007 
34,491 
42,100 
52,600 
64,150 
69,720 
8.3-85 
18 
37 
113 
226 
3i~2 
560 
37 
109 
201 
298 
438 
2. Analysis of German Imports of Sawn Tropical Woods 
a. Pre-1939 German Imports of Tropical Woods 
4 
25 
44 
122 
Prior to 1939, there were no German imports of 
sawn and finished tropical woods from any nation in the 
world. All such imports of tropical woods were of the rough 
log variety. 
~. German Imports of Sawn Tropical Woods 1945-1954 
The first imports of sawn and finished tropical 
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woods into Germany did no t occur until 1949 when the first 
s hipment arrived. This shipment was from Brazil. Colombian 
exports of such products to Germany commenced in 1951 and 
have shown considerable inc reases in each succeeding year 
since that time. 
There have been no German imports of this commod-
ity from any section of the world other than South America; 
and no imports from any country in South America other than 
Brazil and Colombia. Increased capacity of mills capabl e .of 
producing finished lumber has resulted in each of these 
countries exporting greater volumes to Germany. 
3. Trends £a German Imports of ~ Tropical Woods 
German imports of sawn and rough shaped woods 
have increased in each year since 1945, while during the 
pas t several years imports o.f wood logs from South America 
has decreased. 
German imports of sawn tropical lumber may be ex-
pected to increase in the immediate future. Sqch increase 
may be expected to increase in the immediate future. Such 
increase may be anticipated for the identical reasons ad-
vanced for a projected increase of German imports of rough 
shaped tropical logs. There appears to be no indication 
at present that German imports of such finished tropical 
lumber will shift from its present sources of supply in 
Brazil and Colombia. * 
* 22, P. 51, 52 
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With the increase in German imports of rough shap-
ed and finished lumber, there may be expected a correspond-
ing decrease in imports of tropical logs. 
H. German Imports of ~ E!:,2!!! South America 
1. Volume 2.f. German Wool Imports 
The volume of German wool imports from the world 
in general, and from South America in particular, is as 
follows: 
Table XVII 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS OF WOOL 
--
1945·1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
South 
Year World Africa Asia America Argent. 
~-38 
Average 105,400 33,000 68,100 9,300 
1945 8;900 4,900 3,600 100 
1946 11;700 5;300 5J.400 . 900 
1947 20,800 8;900 6;500 4;100 
1948 41,300 10;080 1.5;780 5;200 1949 0;100 14,008 18;300 6;000 
1950 56;400 16;250 30;100 8,400 
1951 71,000 18;900 38;100 9;100 
1952 86;900 23;000 .51;000 9;000 
1953 96;100 34;000 .50;700 10;300 
1954 117,900 3.5,710 69,700 10,600 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Az:alysis .2£ German Woo~ Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German !!£.2! Imp~rts 
3,800 
100 
· 600 
3;000 
3;100 
3;300 
4;100 
4;000 
3;900 
3;900 
3,700 
Chile Urug. 
400 5,100 
-
200 300 
600 1;500 
900 1;800 
1,000 3,300 
1;200 ~;900 
1;400 ;700 
1;500 4;900 
1,900 5,000 
Prior to 1939, South America had supplied but 9% of 
the German wool import total. 
b. German Wool Imports 1945-1954 
Immediately following 1945, German wool imports 
were extremely low. 
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1947 was the year in which South American wool ex-
ports to Germany made up the greatest share of German imports. 
In that year, roughly 25% of all imports of wool into Germany 
originated in South America. Argentina accounted for some 
75% of South American exports in that year with Uruguay and 
Chile supplying the remainder. 
Since 1947, however, the percentage of German wool 
imports originating in South America has been steadily decreas-
ing and by 1954 only 9% of German imports came from South 
America. 
This decrease in German wool imports from this 
region may be attributed in part at least to falling Argent-
ine production. Argentina, which had accounted for 75% of 
South American wool exports in 1947, accounted for only 37% 
in 1954; Argentine exports also declined on a quantitative 
basis as well as a relative basis. 
Increasing wool production in Chile and Uruguay dur-
ing the same period resulted in increased exports from these 
countries to Germany a~ to the world in general. Were it 
not for such increases in wool exports to Germany from 
Uruguay and Chile from 1950 to 1954, total South American ex-
ports would have shown a decline . rather than a slight increase; 
combined Chilean and Uruguayan exports to Germany increased 
from $4,300,000 in 1950 to $6,900,000 in 1954, while , at the 
same time Argentine exports were falling from $4,100,000 to 
to $3,700 1 000• 
3. Trends in German Wool Imports 
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It would appear that any increase in the relative 
share of the German wool market supplied by South America 
depends on an increase in Argentine production. The product-
ion of Argentine wool has been declining since 1948, 
although late 1954 data indicates -, :that this trend is being 
reversed. It may be safely assumed that a corresponding in-
crease in exports to Germany will follow an increase in total 
production. 
If Argentine wool production does not increase, 
Chilean and Uruguayan production will not be able to maintain 
the present relative share of the German import market which 
they now enjoy. 
With Germany already absorbing a large portion of 
all exports of South American wool, further German purchases 
of this product in ~he area deP.end .more on an increase of 
total South American. production .than on a shift in wool ex-
ports from other small markets to the German market. * 
I .. German Im;eorts .2£.-Cotton ~ South America 
1. Volume 2f German cotton Im;eorts 
The volume of German imports of cotton from the 
world in general, and from South America in particular is 
-:fo 30, p. 9' 10 
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as follows: 
Table XVIII 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF COTTON 
-
194.5 ... 1954 
(Millions of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North South 
Year World Africa America Asia America Brazil Peru 
rnb-38 - -
Average 200.6 22.8 87.6 78.0 12.0 7.2 2.5 
1945 18~0 1.1 7~2 9.0 ~2 .8 .1 
1946 29.3 7~2 8.7 8.o 4.7 3.1 1.6 
1947 41•5 4~0 23.9 6.8 6.8 4.8 2.0 
1948 73~8 10.0 38~9 13~0 10.0 7.7 2.7 
1949 98~0 8.o 60~3 13.8 11.3 8.8 2.5 
19.50 121~0 15~1 74~6 20~2 12.4 10.4. 2.0 , 
1951 147•1 26~2 79f.O 28.9 13.7 10.7 2.8 . 
1952 168~7 28.1 91~3 31~0 14.1 10.9 3.2 
1953 194•.5 30.0 109.8 34•8 14•8 11.2 3.6 
1954 243.8 42.9 137.2 43.8 15.6 11.7 3.9 
Source: 68- 77, 83,85 
2. Analysis of German Imports of Cotton 
a. ~-1939 German Imports ££ Cotton 
In the __ years immediately prior to 1939, only 6% of 
German cotton impor~s _ or~ginat.ed in ~h~ South American area. 
The $12,000,000 worth _?f Sout~ A~erican cotton ex-
ported to Germany in 1938 was the largest such export to 
Ger many in any si~gle year up to that time.* 
b. German Imports of Cotton ll!f-2-195!: 
South America, which supplied Germany with some 16% 
* 68, P. 62 
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of her cotton imports in 1946, now provides only 6% of the 
German import total. In spite of such a relative decrease, 
South American cotton exports to Germany in 1954 have in-
creased three times over the 1947 total. 
The most important development in South America 
has been tbe increase in the Brazilian production of cotton. 
It may be expected that such production will continue to in-
crease in the immediate future as more modern equipment comes 
into use. It has been estimated that Brazil has more land 
suitable for cotton production than has the United States. 
3. Trends ~ German Cotton Imports 
It would seem most likely that a large portion o~ 
Germ~n cotton requirements will continue to be supplied by 
the United States. It may also be expected that imports 
from India will increase slightly in the immediate future. 
Therefore, it does not seem likely that nations in 
South America will be able to increase their share of the 
German cotton import market. While the percentage of German 
cotton imports suppli~d by South ~merica may be expected to 
remain constant, it is possible to assume that the actual 
- . . 
volume of cotton exported to Germany will continue to show 
a steady increas~·- The _ ~oregoing may be derived from the 
fact that the German textile _industry has not yet reached 
maximum . capacity and will probably not do so in the immediate 
future. 
If annual rates of increase of cotton production 
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in South America are projected into the immediate future it 
would appear that Brazil would be the single most important 
nation exporting cotton to Germany. With Peru producing 
at near capacity rates Brazil would seem to be the only 
nation capable of increasing its cotton exports. * 
The following commodities have in general only appear-
ed briefly in German trade statistics for the period covered. 
J. Vegetable Fibers, Excluding Cotton 
The German importation of sisal . from .Brazil in 1950 
and 1951 is the only entry of interest to this thesis under 
this section. Some $2,000,000 of this product was exported 
to Germany by Brazil in 1950; by 1950 the total exp~ts had 
fallen to only $14,000. No such imports were made in 1952, 
1953, or 1954. ** 
K. Iron Ore and Concentrates 
German impor~s of iron ore from Brazil took place 
in 1949, 1950, and 195; the valuation of imports for these 
years was respectively $67~ 1 000, $2,14~,000, and $54o,ooo. 
Such totals are ext~emely sm~_~l when compared with total 
German iron ore imports of. some $15.3,000,009 _ in 1952. There 
have been no German imports of this nature from Brazil since 
1951. *** 
* 13, P.· 48-50 
** 71, P. 64 
*iP~ 69, P. 37, 71, P. 58 
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L. Manganese ~ 
German imports of manganese ore from Chile in 1952 
amounted to $160,000. This was less than 1% of such German 
imports for that year. There were no such imports from Chile 
prior to 1952, and no such imports since that time. * 
M. !£2-Ferrous Scrap 
In 1952, some· $1161 000 worth of copper scrap was 
imported from Argentina and Brazil. This was but l of 1% of 
such German imports for 1952. There have been no such 
German imports since that time. ** 
N. Silver !Ea Platinum ~ 
Ores for the production of silver and platinum for 
industrial uses were imported from Colombia in 1951. Such im-
ports totalled only $147,000. There have been no such imports 
since that time. *** 
o. Crude Animal Matter 
Crude animal products for reduction into organic 
chemicals were imported from Argentina and Brazil in 1950. 
The Argentine total of such exports to _Germany was $351,000, 
while the Brazilian total was $174,000. There have been no 
further such exports to Germany from South America. **** 
-~ 72, P. 60,61 
-l* Ibid. P. 67 
*** 71, P. 73 
*** 70, P. 41 
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VII. 
GERMAN =IM=P;....;O=R=T~S E!!Qll SOUTH AMERICA 
MINERAL FUELS ~ LUBRICANTS 
United Nations Standard .International Trade Class-
ification, Section 3, "Mineral Fuels and Lubricants", includes 
imports of coal, oil, and natural gas. 
The only Germany imports from South America which 
fall into this section are the .f'ollowing: Oil, crude(SITC 3-12) 
and oil, Refin@d(SITC 3-6).). 
A. German Imports .2! Crude Oil ~South America 
1. Volume 2! German Crude Q!.!. Imports 
German imports of crude oil from .the world in 
general and from . selected South American .. nations, are as 
f'ollows: 
Table :g_x 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL 
1945-1~4 ---
(Millions of' u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
Near South 
Year World 
~-38 
Average 84.2 
~ u.s. Balkans America Venez. 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
19.53 
19.54 
Source: 
9.3 6.3 
16.9 10.9 
20.1 1.5.3 
28.4 20.6 
39.4 28.3 
52.8 39.0 
73.0 43.4 
98.o .59.7 
105.7 63.6 
112.6 78.0 
68-77' 83-85 . 
4.7 8.8 
1.9 .1 
1.8 1.9 
.a .3 
.4 .4 
- -
-
.. 
10.1 10.1 
. 1.0 1.0 
2.3 2.3 
3.7 3.2 
7.1 6.8 
10.1 9.1~ 
13.8 11.7 
29.6 26.2 
38.3 34.2 
42.1 36.8 
44.6 37.1 
Colmnbia 
.3 
.3 
2.1 
3.4 
lJ .• 1 
5.3 
7.5 
Venezuela and Columbia are .the only countries in 
the south American area presently exporting. oil to Germany. 
2. Analysis 2f German Crude .Qll Imports 
a. f.!:!.-!..2J.2, German Crude .Q!!. Imports 
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Prior to 1939, Gennan dome.stic crude oil product-
ion satisfied but 13% of total German requirements. Synthetic 
oil production accounted for 3%o.r German . requirements in 
1939. All other crude oil . was imported.* 
South American oil exports to Genns.ny during 
these years usually made up from 10% to 15% of total 
German imports. Such Venezuelan .oil moved to German re-
fineries on the Gennan North Sea coas.t. . Venezuelan oil · ex- · 
ports to Germany showed a decline in the .period 1937-1939 
as German crude imports shifted from south America to the 
USSR. ** 
b. German Imports 2£· Crude ill .!.2.!1:2-~ 
After 1945, German crude oi.l imports remained ex-
tremely low for several years.. This was brought about by a 
reduced German demand for oil .. for shipp.ing . and motor trans-
portation, plus destruc.tion or. damage . to Gennan oil re-
fineries. Thus, the greatest . amounts of oil imported dur-
ing this period was in refined form. 
Lack of German refining facilities . reduced Gennan 
oil imports from South .America . from .l945 to 1948. The in-
abili t;y of South American .refineries .. to process their entire 
* 68, P. 38 
** Ibid. 
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crude production meant that exports of oil were usually to 
nations po_sses.sing .ref.ining. facilities. Germany, cut off 
from crude and refined oil originat.ing .in . the USSR and the 
Balkans, and without sufficient facilites . to refine its crude 
imports, shifted the bulk . of . oil imports to . the Near East, 
where refineries were developed . to a point where exports 
could be made in refined form. * 
German imports of crude oil .from South America 
showed sharp gains commenci.ng in .1949. . By that year, German 
refineries were in operating condi ti.on .. and were capable of 
handling inc.reasing .amounts of crude oils .• . .Venezuelan crude 
shipments. to GermaDJ showed. stea.dy'. increases .while exports of 
refined Venezuelan. oil . showed decreases . .relative to total 
oil shipped from that . c.ountey to Germany.. C.olumbia, whose 
limited refining capacity had not permitted 1 t to ship 
processed oil to Germany in . the immediate. .post-war period, 
now commenced to export the crude product to Germany. 
German refinery. capac! t7 has . had an important in-
fluence on Gennan oil impor.ts .from South .America. In 1946, 
with German refinery capac.! ty .. capable. of supplying only 6% 
of Gennan refined oil requirements, . G-erman imports from 
South America .were only 9% of total Geman crud.e oil imports; 
by 1954, German . oil refinerie.s . were supplyi.ng .. 6.l%. of refined 
oil requirement and German . crude. import.s from South America 
then made up some .. 34%. of t .o tal _Ge :nnan imports. ** 
* 33, P. 64 
** 22, P. 83 
3. Trends ~ Gennan Crude Q.!! rmports 
Assuming no signifigant shif.ts in the world 
political situation, which might permit Gennan oil imports 
from the USSR and the Balkans, th'e .. follow.ing trends appear 
to be developing. 
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German crude oil imports. will continue to increase 
at a rapid rate in comparison to refined oil imports. 
South American sources _will supply an increasing 
amount of German crude imports. The price of South American 
oil, landed in a North German .port., is . 2}~ below that 
charged tor Near Eastern oil. South America likewise 
provides a better potential . market .. for German exports. It 
is entirely possible that South America, within the next 
five years, will supply from 45% to 50% of German crude oil 
imports. A greater share of the German import market would 
necessitate shifts in South American exports from other 
present markets to Germany(..unlikely .); or increased South 
American production far above that presently anticipated.* 
Venezuela will continue . to supply the bulk of 
South American oil exports, although Columbia, now supply-
ing some 1$% of such .expart-s, . may . be expec.te.d to increase 
its share of both total expor.ts. from Soutth America, and ex-
ports to Germany. ** 
* 13, P. 69 
** Ibid. 
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B. German Imports 2£ Refined Q!! ~ South America 
1. Volume of German Refine.d Oi l Imports 
German imports of refined oil fro.m the world in 
general and from South America in particular, are as 
follows: 
Table~ 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF REFINED OI L 
1945-!9"54 -
(Millions of u.s . Dollars) 
Total German I mports from: 
Near South 
Year World East USSR . u.s. America Venezuela Columbia 
I'9)b~38 -
Average 25.0 16,0 3.0 2.5 2.9 2.8 .1 
1945 10.0 7.2 
-
1.1 1.5 1.5 
1946 19.6 13.8 
-
.8 4.8 4.6 . 2 
1947 23.0 20.0 .3 2.7 2.6 .1 
1948 24.8 18.7 
-
6.1 4.8 1.3 
1949 26.3 19.6 
-
6.7 5.2 1.5 
1950 2~.7 20.5 .. 7.2 5.4 1,8 1951 2 .5 23.0 
-
5.5 4.7 .8 
1952 29.4 25.1 ~ 
-
4.3 4.0 .• 3 
195~ 30.4 26.9 - 3.5 3.1 .4 195 31.0 27.9 ... 3.1 2,8 .3 
Source: 68- 77, 83,85 
Considerable portions o.f oil originating in 
Venezuela and Columbia .are refined. in Aruba, Dutch West 
Indies. Of the total Vene.zuelan-Columb.ian . re.f .ined oil ex-
portations to Germany li ste.d ., in Table V, . the following per-
centages were actually processed. in Aruba: . 1936-38 . Average, 71%; 
1945, 62%; 1948, 50%; 19.52, 41%; and . l9 . .54, 30%. Greatly in-
creased Venezuelan and Columbian refinery capacity have reduced 
that portion of crude oil exports which are now refined in 
Aruba. * 
2. A;nal:ysi s _  of German Refined Q.!l Imports 
a. .f.!:!-1939 German Refined 011 Imports 
Prior to 1939, German refined oil imports from 
South America were relatively insignlfigant. With German 
refining capacity climbing from 1933 through 1939, imports 
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of refined products actually showed a steady decline from 
1937 until the outbreak of World War II. During this period, 
Venezuelan refined oil exports to Germany fell by some 
$3,0001 000 per year. *if-
b. German Impo.rts 2.£ Refined ill 1945-122.!1 
German imports of refined oil products has 
shown a much slower rate of increase since 1945 than has 1m-
ports of the crude product. In fact, until 1948, imports 
of refined oils actually exceeded importations of the crude 
product. · 
South American refined oil exports to Germany 
during these years never made up more than. 25% of the Ger.man 
import total, and in more recent years has usually made up 
less than 10%. Of all South American refined oil exported 
to Germany, Venezuela has_ usually. accounted for from 50% to 
* 
** 
13~ P. 75 
6tj, p. 29 
90%; with Columbia supplying the remainder. The generally 
downward trend of German refined oil imports from South 
America, and the c.orresponding ·upward trend in German crude 
imports from the same area, may be attributed to the vastly 
increased German refinery capacity. 
While German oil imports will continue to show 
large annual increases in the immediate future, it may be 
expected that refined oils will make up an ever-increasing 
percentage of this total; in fact the next few years may 
well see a quantitative as .well as a relative decrease in 
refined oil imports. · 
3. Trends in German .Refined Q!1 Imports 
The downward trend in refined oil imports 
commenced in 1950 with the completion of the Eastern States 
standard Oil Company refinery at Bremerhaven. The complet-
ion in late 1952 of another ESSO refinery at Cuxhaven will 
serve to further reduce refined oil imports. These refin-
eries, plus addi tiona.l facilities already . in a well advanc-
ed planning stage, may .be expected to . virtually eliminate 
the impor~ation of refined oil within a generation. * 
South American refined oil exports to Germany 
will show a steady decrease in the immediate future, and 
within the next five years may well cease entirely. Any 
such decreases in refined exports will be more than offset 
by vastly increased crude oil exports. The German economy, 
hungry for oil, has been importing an ever-increasing 
* 23, P. 24 
portion of its oil in crude fo~ from South America. There 
appears to be no reason why thi.s. trend will not continue in 
spite of a re<:Iuc.tion in refined imports. 
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VIII. 
GE~AN IMPORTS Ellilli, SOUTH AMERICA 
ANIMAL OILS AND VEGETABLE OILS 
-- -
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United Nations Standard International Trade 
Classification, Section 4, "Animal Oils and Vegetable Oils", 
includes imports of oils in crude and refined form. 
Ger.ma~ imports from South America which fall into 
this section are: Animal oils(SITC 4-11), Vegetable oils, 
crude(SITC 4·12); and Vegetable oils, processed(SITC 4•13). 
A. German I"mports .2.f. Animal .Q!.!! ~ South Am.eri ca 
1. Volume 2.f German Imports 2£. Animal Oils 
German imports of animal oils from the world in 
general, and South America in particular, are as follows: 
Table XXI 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS (DF ANIMAL OIIS 
- -
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total Ger.man Imports From: 
u.s.- South 
Year World Canada Australia America Argentina 
l'nb-38 
Average 26,741 9,766 10,600 81 81 
1945 3,428 2,100 1,150 178 lb~ 1946 8,540 6,480 1,980 80 
1947 9,881 7,210 2,531 140 1~~ 1948 11,554 8,426 3,063 85 
1949 15,309 12,043 3,273 78 78 
1950 20,793 15,261 5,465 67 67 
1951 24,009 16,300 7,641 58 sa 
1952 2~,soo 17,030 10,064 46 46 
1953 2 ,531 19,420 8,776 41 41 
1954 31,413 20,190 10,961 11 11 
During 1945 and 1946, insignifigant amounts of 
animal o.ils . were amounted by Germany from Uruguay and 
Brazil. 
2. Analysis 2.[ German Imports of Animal Qlli 
a. Pre•!212, German Imports 2£ Animal 2!.!.! 
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Prior to World War II, Germany imported but a 
small amount of animal oils. and . fats .from the South American 
area. Such fats and oils, necessary for. a wide variety of 
chemical manufactures, came, in the main, . from Australia 
and the United States, with the USSR supplying some 15% 
of total German imports. Argentina, as the only South 
American exporter of this commodity to Germany, supplied 
only i of 1% of German import totals; this amall figure 
was achieved in 1938, and represente.d the largest volume 
of animal fats ever exported .by Argentina. to Germany.* 
b. German Imports .2! Animal ·2!.!!. .!21!2.-!2..21!: 
The USSR did not resume shipments of. animal fats 
to Ger.many after the conclusion of .World War II. German 
domestic supplies, never accounting for. more than 8%· of 
German requirements, were likewise reduced. by 1945, while 
German requirements during the immediate post-war peri od 
were at a high . level. 
South America, during 1945, .1946, and 1947, exported 
* 68, P. 58-60 
the largest amounts of these goods to Germany that bad ever 
originated in this area. Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil, 
exported the entire South American total during these years; 
with Argentina accounting for some 98% of the shipments. 
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With United States and Canadian exports at an all-
time high, with Australia exporting increasing quantities of 
fats, and with South Africa as a new and important source, 
South American exports to Germany fell off rapidly after 1947. 
Steady decreases have taken place each year since that time, 
until by the end of 1954, only $111 000 worth of animal fats 
were export.ed by Argentina to Germany. * 
3. Trends !!! German Imports ,2!. Animal .Q!..!! 
It appears apparent that in the immediate future 
German imports of animal fats and oils from South America 
will either cease entirely or will become even less signifig-
ant than they are at present. 
From available data it seems that while the German 
demand for such commodities is steadily increasing, North 
American and Australian sources will provide the greatest 
amounts of such German imports, while the limited Argentine 
production will be used to an ever-increasing degree b7 
the expanding Argentine chemi.cal industry. 
B. German ImEorts 2! Vegetable Oils ~ South America 
1. Volume £! German Imports 2£ Crude Vegetable Q!!! 
German imports of vegetable oils in crude for.m fro m 
* 74, P. 86-87 
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the world in general and from South America in particular 
is as follows: 
Table HII 
----
GERMAN IMPORTS OF CRUDE VEGETABLE OILS 
- -
1945-1954 
(Millions of u.s. Dollars} 
Total German Imports From: 
North Far South 
Year World America ~ Africa America Argent. Uruguay 
mt>-38 
Average 93.4 3.4 10.7 77.1 2.2 2.2 
1945 8.8 1.0 2.0 5.6 .2 .2 
1946 15.9 1.1 9.7 4.7 .4 • .3 
-1947 23.0 1.8 14.8 5.5 1.5 1.0 .1 
1948 31.7 1.9 18.0 9.9 1.9 1.5 .s 
1949 42.5 2.0 20.1 16.1 4.3 1.9 -~-1950 51.8 2.7 21.0 23.1 6.0 3.3 1.1 
1951 67.0 6.8 23.2 29.2 7.8 3.5 2.7 
1952 83.3 6.9 27.~- 41.0 6.2 1.9 4.3 
1953 98.9 7.5 29.0 56.1 6.3 1.9 4.3 
1954 106.8 8.3 29.6 61.9 7.0 2. 4 4.4 
68-77, 83-85 
4.6 
Source: 
2. Analysis 2£ German Crude Vegetable ~ Imports 
a. ~-1939 German Imports .2f. Crude . Vegetable Qi!! 
South America supplied .but a . small part of Ger.man 
vegetable oil requirements . prio.r to 1939. Argentina was the 
only country in the area exporting such oil to Germany during 
this time, although sma.ll amounts included in the Argentine 
totals did originate in Uruguay, but were purchased by, and 
later exported by, Argentine .business interests. 
b. German Imports 2£ Crude Vegetable Q!!.! !2.!!2-1954 
Since 1945, the South American area has not been 
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able to increase its relative share of the Ger.man import 
market for vegetable oils. Argentina ceased to be the major 
exporter of this commodity during this period when Uruguayan 
production and exports exceeded the Argentine total. 
Uruguayan production of crude vegetable oils has s 
shown a rapid increase since 1948, and additional land is 
being devoted to such production. Virtually all such product-
ion is exported, and Uruguay's share of the German export 
market is increasing in the same proportion as is that German 
market expanding. 
Argentine production has shown an overall decrease 
in the past five years, and an increasing amount of that de-
c reasing production is being used in domestic industries 
rather than being exported. The expo.rts to Germany have 
shown a proportional decrease. 
3. Trends !a German imports 2f Crude Vegetable Q!!! 
German crude vegetable oil imports now originate, 
for the most part, in Africa. The Far East., . Indonesia in part-
icular, is now using larger amounts of its own production with 
consequently smaller amounts available .for export. African 
productive capacity not yet been reached, and German imports 
from that area may be expected to increase. 
South Am.erican . expor.ts .of crude vegetable oils to 
Germany may increase slightly in the immediate future. Such 
an increase depends on Uruguayan .production and exports 
since Argentine production may be expected to find increas-
ing uses within Argentina. The Uruguayan exports presently 
move abroad due to the fact that Germany and other overseas 
sources are presently paying more for such commodities. 
Since it is not yet likely that overseas prices will drop 
sharply, or that Argentine industrial demand will exceed 
Argentine vegetable oil production, with the development 
of a market for Uruguayan exp.orts, i .t .may be expected 
that Uruguayan exports to Germany wi.ll remain at their 
presently higb levels. * 
C. German Imports of Processed Q!1.! ~ South America 
1. Volume of German Processed .Vegetable Q!! Imports 
The volume of German imports of processed 
vegetable oils from the world in general, and from 
South America in particular, . is included in Table VIII. 
North American totals . are primarily those Of tm 
United States. 
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During 1952, 1953, and 1954, South American totals 
include small amounts of processed oils from Uruguay. 
* 33, P. 43 
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Table XXIII 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF PROCESSED VEGETABLE OILS 
- -
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars·) 
Total Ge nnan Imports From: 
North South 
Year World America Africa Asia America Argentina. 
ID0-38 -
Average 1,143 1,080 9 4 10 10 
1945 5,600 5,409 15 3 18 18 
1946 6,398 7,130 172 6 190 190 
194~ 7,800 7,679 16 4 101 101 t~tt) 6,549 6,430 26 3 90 90 5,390 5,285 18 4 22 22 
1950 4,870 4,631 137 21 81 81 
1951 4,223 4,008 111 42 62 62 
1952 3,600 3,547 14 91 30 30 
1953 2,243 2,160 49 10 59 56 
1954 1,091 859 188 31 13 13 
Source: 68-77, P. 83-85 
2. Analysis 2£ German Processed Vegetable Q!! Imports 
a. ~-1939 German Imports £! Processed Vegetable Q!!! 
South American exportsof processed vegetable oils 
to Germany prior to 1939 were extremely small. The Argentine 
total, less than 1% of total German imports, consisted most-
ly of refined cotton-seed oils. Such cotton-seed exports 
made up 90% of the Argentine total. * 
German processed vegetable oils were generally 
procured in the United States, al.though small amounts 
originated in Nigeria, and the Dutch Bast Indies. 
The greatest amount of vegetable oil used by German 
* 68, P. 66 
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industry was imported in the crude for.m and processed and re-
fined in Germany. 
b. German Processed Vegetable Q!1 Imports 1945-~ 
Following World War II, German vegetable oil processing in-
dustries were badly damaged. The immediate perlod following 
the war saw large imports of refined vegetable oils. Most of 
these oils came from the United States although South America, 
from 1946 through 1949, exported the largest volume of oils 
to Germany that had ever been shipped from South America to 
Germany. 
Argentina made up the bulk of all such South 
American exports, although Uruguay frequently exported ~all 
quantities through Argentine ports. 
The recovery of German refining plants, combined 
with generally declining Argentine production, served to re-
duce German imports of such vegetable oils from Argentina. 
This declining export of Argentine vegetable oils to Ger.many 
has been progressing downward since 1950.* 
3. Trends .!£ German Processed Vegetable ill Tmports 
German imports of vege.table oils in processed form. 
are now primarily secured from the United States. 
The South American export total for this commodity 
may be expected to decline in the immediate future. 
Argentine production .is moving downward, while 
* 70, P. 62, 74, P. 86 
Argentine domestic requirements are steadily increasing. 
Such developments should serve to reduce the amount of 
Argentine vegetable oil available for export. 
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While Uruguayan crude vegetable oil production is 
increasing, there has been no substantial increase in refin-
ed oil output. * 
Thus, the available amount of processed vegetable 
oil which may be exported from South America will show a de-
crease in the immediate future. 
Althougn Gennan vegetable oil imports are likewise 
declining, South American export.s are falling even more 
rapidly; quite possibly within the next two years such ex-
ports of processed vegetable oils to Germany will cease 
entirely. 
* 21, P.29 
IX. 
GERMAN IMPORTS ~ SOUTH AMERICA 
MANUFACTURED GOODS--CLASSIFIED BY MATERIAL 
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United Nations Standard I .nterna tional Trade Class-
ification, Section 6, "Manufactured Goods--Classified by 
Material", includes imports of manufactured goods made from 
one material or concentrated ores destined for further manu-
facture or finishing operations. 
German imports from South America which fall into 
this section are: Leather(SITC 6-11); Artificial woods 
(SITC 6-31); Precious stones(SITC 6-72); and Copper(SITC 
6-83). 
A. German Imports £[ Leather E!2! South America 
1. Volume 2f German Leather Imports 
The volume of German leather imports from the 
world in general, and from South America in particular, is 
included in Table XXIV. 
Small amounts of leather shipped . from Brazil to 
Germany in the years from 1951 to 1954 account for the dis-
crepancy between Argentine and South American totals for 
those years. * 
The following tabulation does .not take into 
account the quality of the leather .imported. Argentine 
· leather is generally less highly finished than leather from 
* 71, P. 82, 74, P. 38- 39 
other sources. 
Table mY, 
GERMAN LEATHER IMPORTS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North South 
Year World America Australia America 
193b•38 
Average 13,210 7,300 5,713 179 
1945 :; 2,300 1,930 328 42 
1946 3,610 2,190 1,360 60' 
1947 8,842 4,971 3,780 91 
1948 9,340 4,008 5,206 126 
1949 9,800 4,106 5,541 153 
1950 11,730 5,273 6,256 201 
1951 13,821 7,450 6,182 189 
1952 14,667 8,311 6,172 184 
1953 15,937 9,630 6,140 167 
1954 18,672 9,901 8,662 109 
Source: 68-77, 83- 85 
2. Analysis 2f German Leather Import! 
a. ~-1939 German Leather Imports 
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Argentina 
179 
42 60 
91 
126 
153 
201 
189 
181 
160 
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Argentina was the only nation in the South American 
area exporting leather to Germany dttring this .. period. Argentine 
leather production was extremely low at this time, and most 
hides were exported in raw form rather than as finished 
leather. What finished Argentine leather as was exported 
to Germany was generally of .. low .quality and was used most-
ly for industrial uses rather than in shoe production. * 
* 68, P. 74-76 
b. German Leather Imports ~-1954 
With Western Germany cut off from Eastern European 
manufactured leather procution, . it became necessary for 
Germany to import. increasing amounts of. leather and manu-
facture its own shoes and other leather products. 
1.28 
Increased German leather manufacturing resulted in 
greatly increased imports of unfinished leather. Argentine 
leather found increasing markets for its product in Germany 
through the last quarter of 1950. Since that time, Argen t ine 
exports to Germany have shown a steady decrease. * 
Brazil commenced to export leather to Germany dur-
ing 1951, but by 1954~ such exports had climbed to only $6,000 
worth per year; an insignifigant volume. 
3. Trends .!!! German Leather Imports 
Total German imports of leather may be expected to 
continue to increase in the near future. Consumer d«mand re-
mains high for a wide variety of leather goods and as yet 
this demand, a result of the five-year .period during the war 
when virtually no leather was allocated. for civilian con-
sumption, has not been satisfied. The expanding German 
population is creating an even wider market for such goods.** 
In spite of an expected increase .in .. t .otal German 
leather imports it is most likely that imports from South 
America will continue to show further decreases. 
The Argentine leather industry has not kept pace 
with increasing domestic requirements and it is expected that 
* 77, P. 31-34 
** 33, P. 16,17 
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in the next few years all such production will be devoted to 
domestic uses. 
Brazilian leather produc .tion is still in a relative-
ly undeveloped stage and such pr.oduction will also be most 
likely used within Brazil or will be exported to Argentina. 
B. German Imports 2!· Artificial Woods -~ South America 
1. Volume £!. German Artificial ~ Imports 
German imports of artificial woods from the world 
in general, and from South .America in particular, are as 
follows: 
Table ill 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF ARTIFICIAL WOODS 
194.5-1954 
(Thousands of U.S. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North Northern South 
Year World America Europe America Brazil Colombia 
ID0-38 
Average 4,903 2,831 2,072 
-
1945 182 151 26 5 5 
-1946 420 356 48 16 13 3 
1947 1,239 727 512 20 15 5 
1948 2,~00 1,,500 861 38 27 11 
1949 4, 11 2,137 2,590 86 79 7 
19.50 5,210 2,380 2,737 93 83 10 
1951 6,471 2,911 3,460 101 92 12 
19.52 7,733 3,279 4,333 121 105 16 
19.53 7,946 3,530 4,308 128 117 11 
1954 8,021 3,547 4,343 131 116 15 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Artificial woods in the above tabulation are as 
follows: from North America, plywoods; from Northern Europe 
50% plywood, 50% laminated structural woods; and from South 
America, plywood made from tropical woods. 
2. Analysis £! Gennan Artificial ~ Imports 
a. !£!-1939 German Artificial ~ Import~ 
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Prior to 1939, German artificial wood imports 
originated in the United States, Norway, Sweden, and Finland. 
Laminated woods for construction purposes made up the great• 
est portion of imports from Northern Europe while imports 
from the United states were mostly. in plywoods designed for 
interior use. 
There were no imports of artificial woods from 
South America prior to World War II. 
b. German Imports £! Artificial Woods ~-~ 
Immediately after 1945, German artificial wood imw 
ports from Nor.thern Europe were almost entirely made up of 
heavy laminated beams which were used in place of scarce 
structural steel in post-war reconstruction. By 1948, only 
50~ of German imports from this region were in such laminat-
ed products; from that time an increasing percentage of 
German imports has consisted of plywoods and cheap artifici-
al woods used for packing cases. 
In comparison, artificial woods from. North America 
have been of a finished plywood nature. 
South American artificial woods have .been either of 
a plywood nature or of small laminated sections designed for 
f urniture manufacturing. Such artificial woods have been 
made from tropical woods exclusively. Tropical plywoods 
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have been used for interior decorative . purposes while laminat-
ed tropical woods have been used in the construction of ex-
pensive grades of furniture. * 
Brazilian exports of such products have increased 
steadily as German prosperity has permitted the importation 
of what might well be te:rmed luxury products. Colambian ex-
ports to Germany have likewise shown a steady increase 
although such exports have fluctuated more widely than similar 
Brazilian exports and there appears to be little indication 
that Colombia will increase its production of these woode 
in the immediate future. 
3. Trends in German Artifici.al . ~ Imports 
It is likely that during the . immediate future 
German imports of artificial woods will continue to increase 
although such German imports will not increase as rapidly in 
the future as in the past. German productive capacity has 
increased by 30% over the past five y .ears and .a large portion 
of German requirements is now. being., satisfied by domestic 
production. 
Tropical wood imports .are still entirely secured 
from South America and it is likely that in the immediate 
future such imports will show a modest increase. 
The German market for manufactures using expensive 
imported tropical woods is quite limited and it would appear 
* 21 , p. 23-25 
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that this market will increase only .slightly over the next few 
years. * 
It also seems evident that Brazil will continue to 
be the major supplier of artificial woods to Germany. The 
Amazon basin is being exploited to a greater .degree and Brazi l -
ian facilities for turning raw woods into manufactured woo~ 
has shown a slow but steady tendency to increase since 1945 . 
C. German Imports of Preci.ous Stones from South America 
1. Volume of German Imports o.f Precious Stones 
The volume of German imports of precious stones 
from the world in general, and from South America in partic-
ular is as follows: 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
194.5 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
195, 195 
Source: 
Table ill! 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF PRECIOUS STONES 
1945="1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
World Africa Asia . s. America 
15,200 13,761 1,321 48 
673 521 113 39 
3,166 2,732 137 297 
5,290 4,738 141 411 
10,~.37 9,896 122 419 
13, 24 13,313 118 393 
14,633 14,130 114 389 
15,030 14,993 97 361 
15,840 15,392 101 357 
16,329 15,919 93 317 
17,211 16,821 88 302 
68-77 , 83-85 
* 
13, P. 49 
Brazil ~ 
42 6 
36 3 
284 13 
392 19 
398 21 
373 20 
361 28 
331 30 
330 27 
311 6 
297 5 
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All German precious stone imports from South America 
are used for industrial purposes; 96~ of precious stone im-
ports from the world are also so used, while the rest are ccn-
sumed by the jewelry industry. 
2. Analysis 2£. German Precious Stone Imports 
a. f!!-12]2 Ger.man Imports £[ Precious Stones 
German imports of precious stones during the years. 
before 1939 originated for the most part .in Africa. Most of 
these stones were used for industri.al . purposes or were stock-
piled for industrial use in . case. of an interruption in such 
supplies during a war period. 
South American stones were of poor quality but 
could be used for certai.n industrial purposes. Limited and 
fluctuating South. American production discouraged German 
purchases and it is likely that were the German• not stock-
piling such stones there would have been few imports from 
South America. In any case, German imports from this area 
were limited and did not reach the $10,000,000 per year mark 
until 1937.* 
b. German Imports .of Precious , Stones 1945-1954 
The German demand . for precious s.tones following 
World War II was ver.1 high. Most. such stones had been con-
sumed in the industrial . effort . accompanying the war. 
German imports of such stones .commenced to rise 
sharply after the industrial re-rival which followed currency 
* 68, P. 81 
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adjustment in 1948. It became necessary to replace those 
stones used during the war and to provide others for expand-
ed industrial uses. * 
South American exports of diamonds and similar 
stones to Germany showed very sharp increases after 1946. 
With all na tiona engaged .in industrial p.roduc tion replac• 
ing worn-out machine tools it became necessary to use every 
possible source of . such materials. 
South American diamond ,. ·production reached new 
heights and export.s . to Germany were some .ten times the 
1936-39 average. 
Since 1949, German imports from South America 
have followed a downward trend • . Thi.s .movement has been 
caused by the fact that war-time losses have been replaced 
and present German imports ,are .being .. used for ,normal re-
placement uses as well as for moderate . industrial expansion.*".t-
3. Trends !£. German Precious .. Stone . Imports 
It may be expected that German imports of 
precious stones will continue to inc.rease .in the near 
future. Industrial . consmnption of . such stones is on the in-
crease and with inc.reasing prosperity larger volumes will 
be used for jewelry purposes. 
Imports from South America will probably continue 
to move downward • . Stones .from this. area are generally not 
of sufficient quality to permit their use for jewelry purposes 
so any increased German imports for such purposes will not 
* 18, P. 57,$8 
** 32' p. 49,51 
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benefit the South American area.* 
In like manner, stones from other areas of the world 
are preferred for industrial purposes and as such sources 
continue to increase production it is probable that German 
imports from both Brazil and Peru will continue to show a 
downward movement. 
It does not seem possible that with world demand 
for industrial stones at a high level South American prod-
uction and export volumes will ever fall to pre-1939 lev,ls. 
Yet, it is quite possible that during the immediate future 
exports to Germany will fall by as much as 50~ as German 
purchases shift to areas producing a product more adaptable 
to jewelry and industrial uses. 
D. German Impor t s 2£ Copper From South America 
1. Volume 2f German Copper Imports 
German imports of copper from the world in gen-
eral, and from South America in particular, are tabulat-
ed in Table XXVII. 
Figures in the following table are for copper 
imports in ingot form and do not include any imports of the 
crude ores. 
Since shipping charges for copper ingots are con-
siderably lower than for raw ore most Ger.man copper imports 
originate in areas which have smelting facilities. 
* 13, P. 90 
Table XXVII 
GERMAN IMPORTS OF COPPER 
194.5·19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North South 
Year World America Africa America Bol. 
19!6-38 
Average 81,634 38,093 3.5,111 8,427 2,819 
1945 .5,790 3,201 2,4.52 137 8 
1946 12,160 4,318 4,281 3,.561 42 
1947 26,300 8,132 11,788 6,380 91 
1948 43,040 13,621 21,482 7,939 98 
1949 68,192 21,797 36,311 10,077 130 
1950 79,400 23,822 4k,432 11,146 197 
1951 83,220 2.5,930 4 ,337 11,9.53 200 
1952 92,349 28,3.51 .51,82.5 12,173 217 
1953 95,661 30,050 52,272 13,339 238 
19.54 97,834 30,810 53,309 13,71.5 250 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis 2£ German Copper Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German Copper Imports 
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Chile Peru 
-
4,263 1,346 
93 36 
2,679 840 
5,089 1,220 
6,230 1,609 
8,105 1,842 
8,812 2,137 
9,466 2,282 
9,.550 2,404 
10,611 2,490 
10,939 2,527 
During this period, South America supplied some 
10% of German imported copper requirements with Chile and 
Bolivia as the most important . supp1iers of German require-
ments. Peru, as the third most important supplier of copper 
to Germany, increased its exports some 60% from 1934 to 
1939 with consequent increases in amounts exported to Germany. 
Chilean production of refined copper was stimulated by large 
German imports and annually exported almost 80% of its total 
output to Germany. * 
·:!- 68, P. 92 
b. German Copper Imports ~-~ 
German copper imports were relatively low immedi• 
ately following World War IT until such time as the German 
electric industry regained its former position of import-
ance.* 
Since 1945, German copper imports have increased 
rapidly and by the third quarter of 1951 had exceeded the 
amount annually imported in any pre-war year. 
South Ameri can sources have increased exports o f 
copper to Germany and by 1954 had achieved a physical 
volume some 50% greater than that achieved in the pre-war 
period. 
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Exports of copper to Germany from Chile and Peru 
climbed steadily from 1945 to 1954 and by the latter year 
had more than doubled the aaounts annually exported in 1938. 
Bolivian copper exports, while showing a slow decrease , re-
mai ned less than one-tenth of the pre-war tota l . 
3. Trends !a German Copper Imports 
I t is most likely that during the immediate future 
German imports of refined copper will continue to increase. 
Although it is most likely that North America 
copper exports to Germany will show a decline in the near 
future, and that African sources will produce a larger ex-
port volume, it may be expected that South America will ex-
port increasing amounts of copper to Germany. 
* 18 1 P. 42 
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It is not anticipta ted that Bolivian exports to 
Germany will show any great increase in the immediate futu re. 
During World War II Bolivia found new export markets for 
copper ore and for copper in refined form. Most Bolivian 
copper moved to Britain and the United States during the 
years from 194.0 to 1945. During the post-war years follow-
ing the conclusion of World War II Bolivia has continued to 
export this product to her wartime customer~ and there has 
been very little available for sales to other nations in 
spite of the fact that copper production now is in excess 
of levels achieved prior to 1939. 
It may be expected that Chile will increase exports 
of copper to Germany during the next few years. Until 1950 
Chilean copper refining facilities were unable to handle 
the volumes of ore mined each year and it was necessary to 
export a considerable percentage of the copper mine d in the 
raw form . Copper shipped in this manner served to increase 
transportation charges and resulted in a lower volume of 
exports to Germany than would have been the case had it been 
possible to export copper ingots. With Chilean copper refin-
ing capacity doubled since 1945 it is now possible to export 
increasing amounts of refined copper. Thi s development has 
resulted in increased sales to Germany. 
The same situation as is found in Chile also exists 
in Peru. This country may likewise be expected to export larg-
er volumes of copper to Germany. 
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Ger~An mining equipment, mine and rail equipment. ~nd 
smelting equipment, have found excellent ma.rkets in both Peru 
and Chile and it seems that German imports from these 
countries will show a continued upward trend. * 
-:~ 30, P. 21 
X .• 
GERMAN IMPORTS FROM SOUTH AMERICA 
MACHINERY ~ TRANSPORT EgUI-PM1lli!, 
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United Nations Standard Internat i onal Trade Class-
ification, Section 7, includes all imports of mechanical and 
electrical equipment with the exception of scientific or 
controlling mechanism or instruments. 
South America, whose manufacturing industries are 
incapable of supplying domestic needs, has,, from 1945 to 
1954, exported only underone sub-division of Section 7--
Electro-mechanical appliances(SITC 7-21). 
A. Gennan Imports of Electro-mechanical Appliances 
From South America -
1. Volume of German Imports £! Electro-~anieal Appliances 
The volume of German imports of electro-mechanical 
appliances from the world in general, and from South America 
in particular, is tabulated in Table XXVIII. 
German imports of electro-mechantcal appliances 
from Europe and North America usually constat of 70% industr-
ial equipment, and 20% to 30% light machinery and household 
appliances. 
German imports under this section from South 
America have been of household equipment, hand sanders, hand 
saws, and electric shaving equipment. * 
* 76, P. 52 
Table XXVIII 
GERMAN IMPORTS 2f ELECTRO-MECHANICAL APPLIANCES 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Imports From: 
North South 
Year 
mb-38 
World Europe America America Argentina 
Average 19,268 8,471 11,797 
-
1945 26 2 24 
-1946 2,873 2,349 1,520 4 4 
194~ 4,118 3,306 1,812 2 2 194 7,908 4,237 3,661 11 11 
1949 11,640 6,132 5,487 21 21 
1950 14,890 8,110 6,754 26 26 
1951 17,019 10,322 6,677 18 18 
1952 16,089 9,311 6,756 12 12 
195~ 13,191 8,620 4,563 8 8 195 10,313 5,288 5,080 5 5 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis .££ German Electro-mechanical ~.ppliance Imports 
a. ~-1939 German Imports of Electro-~echanical Appliances 
Prior to 1939, German imports of electrical equip-
ment were concentrated in such commodities as hand power 
equipment and household electric-driven appliances. There 
were no imports of such equipment . fro~ the South American 
area during the pre-war period. 
b. German Imports 2£. Electro-mechanical Appliance.s 12!12-1954 
In the period immediately following 1945, most 
German imports of electro-mechanical equipment were center-
ed around power tools and allled products for industrial 
production. It was not until 1947 that small amounts of 
such equipment designed for household uses was imported. 
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Argentina, with a war-stimulated light electrical 
industry, commenced to export household cleaning e~ipment, 
shaving appliances, . and mixing equipment .to Germany during 
1946. Such exports, although never. reachi .og an important 
level, aided in the Argentine transition from a war to a 
peace-time economy, and managed to keep the limited electric-
al equipment factories operating. Most such Argentine 
electro-mechanical exports to Germany were products that had 
been licensed for Argentine manufacture by American 
companies.* 
Such Argentine exports achi.eved their greatest 
volume in 1950, when competing American pr<>ducts suffered 
production cut- backs as a result of the Ko1:-ean War. Since 
that time, Argentine exports to Germany ha,re shown a steady 
decrease. ** 
3. Trends in German Electro-mechani.cal . Appliance Imports 
In the immediate future it may be expected that 
German imports of electro-mechanical equipment will show 
steady decreases as German producti.on of such 1 tems moves up-
ward. 
German imports of such items. front South America may 
* 19, P. 103,104 
** 70, P. 97 
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be expected to cease entirely. during the coming years • Dur-
ing the past two years Gennan imports from .Argentina that 
fell into this section were limited to electric shaving equip-
ment. Such appliances are now being produced in Gennany, and 
if necessary, imported from the Netherlands or the United 
States. 
Argentine electro-mechanical equ:tpment is of poor 
quality and could not possibly compete in price with similar 
German or American equipment. Hence, German imports will un-
doubtedly cease to originate in Argentina, and the Argentine 
electrical industry, such as it is, will probably cease to 
exist if not extended greater protection than already high 
tariffs now provide. 
XI. 
GERMAN IMPORTS FROM SOUTH AMERICA 
MISCELLANEOUS TRANSACTION~ 
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United Nations Ste.nda.rd International Trade Class-
ification, Section 9, includes all transactions not cover-
ed in Sections 0 through 8. 
The only German imports from South America which 
f all into this section are; Live animals, not for food or 
breeding purposes(SITC 9-21); and Gold, form.anufacturing 
purpos es(SITC 9-99). 
A. German Imports £! 1!!! Animals ~ .south America 
1. German Imports £! Live Animals--Volume ~ Imports 
The volume of German imports of live animals, not ~ 
for food or breeding purposes, is as follows: 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
19.52 
1953 
1954 
Table XXIX 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS QE 1ill ANIMAL:~ 
194.5-19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars} 
Total German Imports From: 
World 
32 
1 
7 
12 
23 
30 
44 
46 
49 
Africa 
13 
-1 
3 
.5 
10 
12 
13 
1.5 
17 
Asia 
-
8 
-
-
2 
4 
7 
8 
11 
13 
14 
s.America 
11 
2 
3 
6 
10 
13 
17 
18 
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Animal imports in the above tablEJ have been gen-
erally used as follows: for purposes of medical research 96%, 
a nd for purposes of exhibition( zoo uses )4%,. * 
2. Analysis of German 1!!! Animal Imports 
a. Pre-1939 German Imports ~ 1ill_ Animals 
Prior to 1939, most animal import;s from South 
America were for disply purposes, and accon1panied the enlarge-
ment of German live animal display. facilitles. ** 
The imports from Africa and Asia consisted in the 
main of animals destined for medical resea1•ch. Monkeys made 
up the bulk of such imports with the remainder consisting of 
relatively rare tropical animals. 
b. German Imports £!. !4.!! Animals 194;~- 1954 
During the years immediately following World War II, 
German imports of live animals we·re strictly curtailed as 
replacement of animals for display purposeE: was postponed and 
as medical research was subordinated to immediate medical 
research and disease prevention. 
' 
Since 1948, such imports have increased considerably 
as a prospering economy sought to extend re,search facilities 
and to re-stock its display facilities. 
Brazil has been the . main supplier• of German animal 
* 68-75 
** 68, P. 113 
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imports from the South American region. Most German animal 
imports from _ Brazil have consisted of monkeys from the 
Amazon basin, although limited amounts of tropical animals 
for exhibition purposes have also moved to Germany. * 
3. Trends ~ German ~ Animal Imports 
German imports of live .animals for display 
purposes has shown a steady decrease over the past five 
years. During the same per.iod, imports of animals for med-
ical purposes have shown a tendency to move steadily upward. 
It may be expected that an expansion of medical 
research and associated sciences which are users of live ex-
perimental animals may tend to increase German imports of 
such animals in the immediate future. 
It is likely that South America, and Brazil in 
particular will share in the increased German market for 
live animals although it is also probabl.e that African and 
Asiatic sources will continue to supply the largest share 
of such imports. ~~ 
B. German Imports of Gold For Manufacturing Purposes 
1. Volume of German Imports. 2£. Gold -£.2.!:-- Manufac.turing Purposes 
The volume of German imports of gold from the world 
* 76, P. 52-54 
*':} 77, P. 84 
in general, and from South America in parti.cular are as 
follows: 
Table XXX 
-
GERMAN IMPORTS QE ~ ~ MANUFACTURI!Q PURPOSES 
194.5-19.54 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
19.54 
Source: 
World 
35,024 
67 
83 
96 
238 
8,934 
13,906 
22,001 
28,.5.54 
34,763 
39,811 
68-77, 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Import From: 
N. America 
9,271 
21 
24 
26 
38 
49 
1,469 
4,830 
.5,570 
5,721 
5,893 
83-85 
Africa 
.21,600 
22 
33 
42 
13.5 
6,981 
8,073 
10,995 
15,792 
19,046 
23,577 
Asia . 
-
4,150 
18 
16 
19 
96 
1-~86 
3,942 
.5,506 
6,464 
8,990 
9,10'9 
s. America 
23 
6 
10 
9 
9 
18 
422 
690 
728 
1,006 
1,232 
2. Gold imports in the above tabulation do not include 
monetary gold; only that gold which is used in jewelry man-
ufacture, and for technical and scientific purposes has 
been included. 
South American totals are approximately evenly 
divided between, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay, and 
Chile. Most such South American gold is secured as a 
by-product while carrying out other mining operations. Only 
some 20% of South American gold exports originate in mines 
opened for the express purpose of producing gold. * 
* 28, P. 31,32 
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2. Analysis 2£ German ~ Impor~s 
a. !!:.! 19 39-German ~ Imports 
Most German gold imports in the period prior to 
World War II were used in jewelry production or for the prod-
uction of watch casings or allied goods. 
South American pr.oduction and export to Germ.any ·, of 
refined gold was at a low level during .this. period. Approx-
imately 5o% of such export.s originated in Chile while a large 
share of the remainder was . o.btaine.d. in Colo·mbia. Only small 
amounts of gold was exported from Venezuela or .Uruguay dur-
ing these years. * 
In the yea~s · iti~e dia tely following World wa:r II, 
. . , 
German imports of gold were at a low level due to the fact 
that the German jewelry industry was .virtually at a stand-
still. Virtually all gold imported into GeJ:-man from 1945 
through 1948 was used for scientific purposes or for the 
production of technical instruments. 
With the improvement of the German economy after 
1948, the German . jewelry indus .. t .:cy and related indus tries re-
sumed large-scale production and . .. the importation of gold 
rapidly increased. 
Gold imported .in to Germany . for sci.entific or tech-
* 68, P. 99 
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nical purposes has shown but a 74% increase during the past 
six years; the remainder of imported gold, some 99~ of the 
import total, has been consume.d by jewelry industries. * 
South American exports have increased greatly dur-
ing the years following 19451 and a large portion of the 
increase has been the result of German purchases. 
3. Trends 1a German Gold Imports 
It may be expected that Gennan gold imports will 
continue to move steadily upward. The German jewelry indus• 
·· try has not yet reached capac! ty production for either 
domestic consumption . or for export purposes. 
North American gold exports appear to be level-
ing off and it does not seem possible at this time that 
Asiatic production will show any major increase in the near 
future. A changed politiC'al atmosphere an.d th9 ·entrance of 
Russia into world trade ·could of course shift .the Asiatic 
gold picture considerably. 
For the present, .. South .America and Africa appear 
to be the two sources of gold .which .. are . most likely to in-
crease their production-and export. 
It is most probable that South America will account 
for a minor though increasing share .of the German gold im-
port market. All countries .of the South American area 
presently exporting . gold to. Germany are .capable of increasing 
* 22, P. 57-58 
23, P. 40 
• 
their gold production and it would appear that the German 
will be a willing buyer--at least in those countries 
where i ts own exports find markets. Since German exports 
to all these countries are moving steadily upward it is 
probable that German imports, gold included, will show a 
similar increase. -11-
* 13, P. 51 
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XTI. 
GERMAN EXPORTS !Q. SOUTH AME!!!f! 
FOOD 
-
United Nations Standard International Trade Class-
ification, Section o, includes the exportation of all 
foods, in raw state, and prepared f onn, which take place in 
any given year. 
German exports of raw foods t uffs to South America 
are non-existent. German exports of. prepared foods t o South 
America are as follows: Meat, canned(SITC 0·13); Milk and 
dream, evaporated or condensed(SI TC 0-22); Fish, canned 
(SI TC 0•32); Vegetables, dried(SITC 0•54); and Food presera .. 
tives(SI TC 0·99). 
A. German Exports 2f Canned Meats ~ ~~ America 
1. Volume 2£ German Canned !1!!1 Exports 
The vo l ume of German canned meat exports to t he 
world in general, and to South America in particular, is 
tabulated in Table XXXI. 
Insignif.igant German exports of prepared foods were 
made to Argentina and Chile during 1952 and 1953. 
VirtuallJ all German exparts of prepared meats are 
of a processed or manufactured variety. 
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Table XXXI 
GERMAN CANNED ~ EXPORTS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World South America Brazil .Colombia Venezuela 
!ijj'b-38 
Average 16,729 21 16 3 2 
1945 
1946 16 
1947 304 2 2 1 
1948 459 6 5 1 
1949 2,115 11 7 3 1 
1950 6,019 24 17 5 2 
1951 8,221 31 22 6 3 
19.52 11,400 tt~ 34 34 2 1953 12,891 34 1 5 
19.54 13,620 49 3.5 8 5 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis 2£ German Prepared Meat Export~ 
a. E.!!,-1939 German Exports ~ Canned !1.!!!1! 
Prior to World War II, German exports of canned 
meats to South America were relatively small, and consist-
ed of manufactured beef products although some canned pork 
and mutton was included in the yearly totals. 
Brazil, as the most important South American market 
for German canned meat products, usually ·imported canned 
wurst and sausage products. * 
* 25, P. 20 
b. German Exports 2.f Canned Meats 1945-!.22!i 
In the period immediately follow~Lng 194.5, German 
canned meat exports were negligible. 
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Exports of canned meat to South America have shown 
a steady increase from 1948 through 19.54. Brazil has again 
become the most important market. in South America for Gennan 
canned meats. The Brazilian market, particularly southern 
Brazil, has evidenced a taste for highly spiced German 
canned manufactured beef. In contrast, German exports to 
Colombia and Venezuela have usually consisted of canned 
pork and pork by-products. * 
3. Trends in German Canned Meats Exports 
It is most likely that German manufactured meat 
exports will show a slow but steady increaf!e in the immediate 
future. 
It is probable that such exports to South America 
will show but a slight increase during this1 period. The only 
market which appears capable of expanding tts imports of 
German canned meats · is Brazil, which to date has accepted a 
limited volume. There are no j,ndications t;hat either 
Colombia or Venezuela will substantially increase their 
purchases of such German products in the inwediate future; 
there is, however, no indication that any c•ther South American 
nation is presently developing a market for German meats.** 
·:} 76, P. 90,91 
-:}~:- 13' p. 104 
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B. German Exports of tl!!!-Cream Evaporat~ ~ Condensed 
1. Volume 2£. Gennan Canned ~-Cream ExP<2.!!! 
The volume of German canned milk and cream exports 
to the world in general, and to South Amer:tca in particular, 
is as follows: 
Table XXXII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF CANNED MILK-CRJ!!AM 
--- ----
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe South America Brazil Colombia 
'1'910-38 --
Average 5,631 5,203 428 41E~ 10 
1945 
1946 167 167 .... 
1947 439 438 31 24 7 
1948 918 788 130 107' 23 
·1949 1,290 658 532 ~~ 84 1950 1,887 921 961 154 
1951 2,540 1,532 1,008 861 147 
19.52 3,.091 1,825 1,266 1,021. 245 
19.53 3,711 1,394 1,317 1,092 225 
19.54 4,005 1,498 1,430 1,132: 298 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
German exports to South America listed in the 
above tabulation are made up. as follows: evaporEed milk 63%; 
condensed milk, 31%; and c.anned c.ream, 6%. Such percentages 
are fairly constant for a11 .years listed. * 
* 76, P. 100, 77, P. 96,97 
2. Analysis 2f. German Canned !:!!!!-Cream ~ports 
a. ~-1939 German Exports £! Canned !1m-Cream 
In the years prior to World War II, German ex-
ports of canned milk p.roduc.ts to the South American area 
went mostly to Brazil. Brazil, with. dairy production in-
sufficient to meet its domestic needs, was. in fact, the 
single largest market for German canned milk exports. * 
Raw milk processed and canned in Germany origin-
ated in Denmark, the Netherlands, and Belgium; only some 8% 
of the raw milk entering German canned mil:k exports was 
procurred within Germany. 
b. German Exports 2!. Canned lli!f-~! 1945-1954 
Immediately following 1945, Germ1a.n exports of 
canned milk products were extremely low. :Reduced milk 
production throughout Europe as a result of the war made 
it impossible for Germany to secure the necessary raw milk 
for processing and export. 
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German exports of canned milk . to ,South America in-
creased rapidly from. 1948 to 1954. The largest single 
market for such Gennan exports, both in South America and 
throughout the world, is once again Brazil. The rapidly 
increasing Brazilian population has made domestic milk 
production insufficient for the nation's requirements and 
an increasing amount of such milk is being imported; in 1954, 
~f. 68, P. 110 
1.56 
some 82% of such imports originated in Gennany in comparison 
to 34% so procured in 1948. * 
The Colombian market for German c~anned milk has 
likewise expanded as total Colombian imports of this product 
have increased some 140% over the p_ast five~ years. 
3. Trends !!! German Canned ~-Cream Exports 
It may be expected that Gennan e:~tports of canned 
milk will show a steady increase in the i~nediate future 
provided raw .milk production in Denmark, the Netherlands, 
and Belgium, continues to show yearly increases. A re-
versal of the present upward trend in such raw milk prod-
uction would result in a decrease in German exports of the 
canned product. 
It is likely that German exports to South America 
will steadily increase during the next few years. Brazil 
should continue to be the largest single purchaser of such 
products although the volume of Colombian purchases may 
also be expected to increase sharply provided the present 
prosperity is maintained. ~~ 
It is, however, rather unlikely that German exports 
of milk products will establish themselves to any degree 
in any other South American market but . those listed. The 
American product appe.ars to be well in control of other markets'f'*·::-
* 76, P. 102 
>.Ht- 33, P. 53-55 
*-ll* Ibid. 
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C. German Exports of Canned ru.h .!.£ Sot!!E: America 
1. Volume 2[ German Exports £! Canned E!!!! 
The volume of German exports of c:anned fish to the 
world in general, and to South America in particular, is as 
follows: 
~ -38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Source : 
Table XXXIII 
-GERMAN EXPORTS OF CANNED FI8H 
- --
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Export To: 
World Euro;ee South America B:razil 
1,420 1,207 113 91 
6 5 1 1 
13 11 2 2 
94 83 11 9 
230 142 41 38 
487 414 73 66 
653 572 81 73 
748 651 97 87 
882 760 103 81 
894 786 128 106 
906 875 131 108 
68-77, 83-85 
Paraguay 
22 
2 
3 
1 
8 
10 
22 
22 
23 
Very small German exports of canned fish were 
made to Colombia, Venezuela, and Ecuador in 1953 and 1954. 
2. Analysis of German Canned~ Ex;eorts 
a. Pre-12J2 German Canned E!!h Exports 
Prior to 1939, virtually all German exports of 
fish to the South American area where limited to Brazil and 
Paraguay. Small exports were made to Colombia during this 
time since this country had no fishing fleets or canning 
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facilities sufficiently developed to supply domestic needs. 
With the exception of countries located in Eastern Europe, 
Brazil was the largest purchaser of German canned fish prod-
ucts. Most German exports to Brazil consisted of northern 
varieties of fish procured in waters off the Norweigan coast; 
in comparison, most exports to Paraguay were of the Cod var-
iety and were caught in waters adjacent to the North American 
continent. ~.to 
b. German Canned Fish Exports 1945-195lb 
With German fishing fleets destrc•yed by World 
War II, German exports of canned fish products were very 
small immediately following 1945. 
Exports to the South American are~ a were partic-
ularly small from 194.5 through 1947; since that time, German 
fish exports to Brazil and Paraguay have mc•ved . steadily up-
ward. 
The expanding population of Brazil, in conjunction 
with limited agricultural production, has made that country 
a major importer of foodstuffs. German fish products have 
found particular favor in the Brazilian market and much larg -
er Brazilian purchases of such canned fish could be expected 
if the economic situation in Brazi.l made it pose~ible to pay 
for increased imports. 
Paraguay, while importing a much smaller volume of 
canned fish from Germany than does Brazil, has nevertheless 
* 18, P • .58-.59 
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provided a most important outlet for German exporta. This 
small country has shown a steady increase in fish imports, 
and in spite of its small population, was. the eleventh most 
important market for German fish exports, out of some thirty-
one countries to which German fish moved during 1954. 
3. Trends in German ~ Exports 
It is most probable that German fish exports will 
continue to increase in the immediate future. German fish-
ing fleets and canning facilities are still in a state of 
expansion. 
The South American market for .German fish products 
should continue to expand at a modest rate. It is quite like-
ly that German exports to Colombia and Venezuela will in-
crease from present token levels. The small amounts of 
German canned fish exported to these countries in 1953 and 
1954 appear to have met with customer approval. * 
The Brazilian market for German canned fish has 
the greatest potential! ty for expansion. A.n improvement in 
the Brazilian economic situation eould .well increase Brazil-
ian imports of fish from Germany by some 25%. 
It is not expected that the Paraguayan market for 
fish will evidence any greater rate .of expansion in the 
immediate future than it has in the past. Nevertheless, the 
relatively stable Paraguayan. fish market will remain as an 
important, and modestly expanding, outle .,- for German canned 
* 30, P. 71 
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fish. 
D. German Exports 2f Dried Vegetables ~ South America 
1. Volume 2£ Ger.man Dried Vegetable Export~ 
The volume of German dried vegetable exports to the 
world in general, and to South America in particular, is as 
follows: 
Table XXXIV 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF DRIED VEGETABLES 
194.5-19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
South 
Year World Europe Americ.a Argent. ~- Urug. Venez. ID0-38 
Average 22,961 19~. 048 2,813 949 820 496 .5.50 
194.5 2 2 
- - - -1946 108 102 6 2 2 1 1 
1947 920 833 87 22 31 23 21 
1948 3,600 3,490 110 47 ~3 18 11 1949 8,311 7,937 364 101 93 72 
19.50 10,700 9,797 903 .581 172 80 10 
19.51 13,104 11,833 1,271 828 174 168 99 
19.52 1.5,890 14,046 1,844 1,437 181 126 100 
19.53 16,430 14,.537 1,893 1,449 192 1.50 102 
1954 16,.523 14,613 1,910 1,4.51 199 1.5.5 10.5 
source: 68-77, 83-8.5 
2. Analysis 2.£ German Dried .Vegetable Exports 
a. f!!-1939 German Dried Vegetable Exports 
Prior to 1939, Ger.man exports of dried and packag-
ed vegetables were the single largest item in food exports. 
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South America was an important customer for these products 
and Argentina, followed . closely by Brazil, was the largest 
purchaser of such German exports in the . South American area.-~ 
b. German Exports of Dried Ve.getables !2.!!2-.!2.2.!1 
Immediately following World War II, German exports 
of dried vegetables were extremely small as the German prod-
uction of fresh vegetables fell below domestic requirements • 
At the same time, neighboring European countries which prior 
to 1939 had supplied a large portion of the fresh vegetables 
entering into German dried .vegetable expo~ts were in no 
position to export such products .to Germany. ~~ 
Exports to South America remained low until 1948, 
when available supplies of fresh vegetables made it possible 
for German processing plants to resume large-scale production. 
Argentina, with per capita agricultural production 
evidencing a downward trend from l945 to the present, has 
become the largest purchaser of German dried foods. In com-
parison, Brazil, Uruguay, and Venezuela, which together had 
absorbed some 50% of German dried . food exports to South 
America in 1938, are presently purchasing only some 20% of 
German exports to the area. 
In spite of the large volume of . dried foods import-
ed by Argentina in each year since 1949, the serious decreases 
in the amounts purchased by Brazi~, Uruguay, and Venezuela, 
* 68, P. 122 
i!•* 31, p. 37 
have resulted in total German dried food exports to South 
America amounting, in 1954, to only 60% of the 1938 total. 
3. Trends ~ German Dried Vegetable Export~ 
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It is most likely that German dr1.ed vegetable ex-
ports to South America will show little if any gain in the 
near future.; it is more possible that Ge1rman exports will 
actually show a decrease. 
It does not appear possible that . the markets former-
ly held in Brazil, Uruguay, and Venezuela ldll be re-gained. 
Each of these countries has increased domestic production of 
such goods, and in moat cases are securing the bulk of their 
imports from the United States. 
The Argentine market, upon which the bulk of 
German dried vegetable exports to South America now depends, 
will quite possibly show a decrease in purchases from Germany 
during the near future. Argentine production of fresh 
vegetables may be expected to rise with a consequent decrease 
in imports of the dried product. Such a decrease in imports 
would seriously reduce the volume presently imported from 
Argentina's most important supplier--Germany. 
E. German Exports 2f ~ Preservatives to South America 
1. Volume of German Exports ££ ~ Preservatives 
The volume of German exports of food preservatives 
to the world in general , and to South America in particular, 
is as follows: 
Table XXXV 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS QK EQ2l2 PRESERVATIVES 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars} 
Total German Exports To: 
,year World Africa Australia s.Amer:l£!. Argent. 
N%-38 
Average 2,361 168 2,106 87 82 
1945 7 l 5 1 1 
1946 190 ll 162 17 16 
194~ 839 148 659 32 28 19l~ 984 109 826 49 43 
1949 1,197 81 1,052 64 51 
1950 1,580 109 1,392 A§ 62 1951 1,673 128 1,460 67 
19.52 1,774 167 1,521 86 67 
1953 1,893 187 1,613 93 70 
1954 1,916 199 1,620 97 72 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
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Brazil 
5 
1 
4 
6 
13 
iA 
19 
23 
25 
Virtually all of the food preservatives exported 
south America as listed in the above tabulations are used 
in the preservation of beef products. 
2. Analysis ££ German ~ Preservatives ~:X,eorts 
a. Pre-1939 German ~ Preservative Exports 
Prior to 1939, only a small portion of the food 
preservatives exported by Germany was destined for South 
America. 
Argentina, as the largest beef producing nation in 
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the area, used such preservatives in the preparation of beef 
products for export. The relatively small Brazilian beef 
industry used the remainder of South American imports although 
mnall amounts were later trans-shipped to Uruguay. 
b. Gennan Exports .2f. ~ Preservatives ill2-1954 
German exports of food preservat:Lves have not re-
gained their 1938 level during the period 1945-1954. This 
may be attributed to the fact that many fo:rmer markets are 
now closed to German exports and that othelr- markets shifted 
their source of supply during World War II. 
Exports to South America are pre:3ently above 1938 
levels. Argentine imports of German ·food preservatives are 
better than 10% below the 1938 volume, but Brazilian imports 
are some five times the amount purchased f1~om Germany in 
1938. 
Argentine imports of food preservatives are now 
usually secured in North America; a shift ln import sources 
brought about by World War II, while Brazilian imports are 
secured both from Germany and North America in equal pro-
portions. 
3. Trends ~ German ~ Preservative Exports 
It is moat likely that German exports of food 
preservatives will show but a small increase in the immediate 
future. 
Exports to South America may expand slightly, 
although any major increases are not probable. 
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It would appear that Argentina is presently shift-
ing imports of such products away from Gennany, while even 
in Brazil, where German food preservatives have met with 
success, a smaller portion of tot~l . Brazillan imports were 
supplied by Germany in 1954 than in 1950; although there was 
a quantitative increase in such German exports to Brazil. 
XIII. 
GERMAN EXPORTS !Q. SOUTH AMERICA 
BEVERAGES ![Q TOBACCO 
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United Nations Standard International Trade Class-
ification, Section 1, includes all exports of beverages, 
alcoholic, and non-alcoholic, and all tobacco products. 
The only German export to South America which falls 
into this section is: Alcoholic beverages(SITC 1-12). 
A. German Exports of Alcoholic Beverage! 1£ South America 
1. Volume ££ German Alcoholic Beverage Exports 
The volume of German alcoholic beverage exports to 
the world in general and to South America in particular is as 
follows: 
Table XXXVI 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE ALCOHOLIC BEVER~ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
~ World N.America !!!! S.America Argentina 
1936-38 
Average 26,117 16,320 8,009 287 159 
1945 
-1946 214 158 32 7 6 
1947 940 673 238 21 18 
1948 2,330 887 360 93 68 
1949 6,510 3,900 1,420 126 94 
19~£ 9,209 5,977 2,300 201 126 10,640 7,860 2,408 268 138 
1952 11,171 7,930 2,422 300 156 
1953 13,826 8,200 2,470 319 179 
1954 14,921 8,255 2,509 322 186 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Brazil 
127 
1 
3 25 
32 
82 
130 
144 
140 
136 
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German exports to South America are usually made 
up of the following products: wine, 78%; beer and ale, 22%. 
2. Analysis £!. German Exports of Alcohol!£ Beverages 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports 2[ Alcoholi£. Beverages 
Prior to 1939, Argentina presented the single 
largest market in South America for German alcoholic bever-
age exports. This is attributed to the fact that a size-
able portion of the Argentine population are of German ex-
traction and of the first or second generation. 
Brazil, with a large portion of the population of 
central or southern European origin, accounted for the remainder 
of German wine and beer exports to South kmerica. 
Very small amounts of such products were exported 
to Chile, and Peru in 1937 and 1938, but such shipments 
accounted for less than i of 1% of total South American im-
ports from Germany. i} 
b. German Exports .2! Alc.oholic Beverag!.! 1945-1954 
German alcoholic beverage exports are increasing 
rapidly but have not as yet equalled more than one-half of 
the 1938 total, This decrease may be attributed to l ost 
markets and to the fact than many nations in an insecure 
economic position have limited the importation of such 
products as wines and beers. 
Argentina, although purchaslng 25% more German 
alcoholic goods than was the case in 1938, nevertheless, is 
* 68, P. 106-107 
capable of absorbing an even greater amount; were there not 
import restric tiona on such luxury goods. ~r 
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The Brazilian market appears to be purchasing all 
the German wine and beer that can presently be disposed of 
and although there are like Brazilian impoz•t restrictions, 
there has not, since 1945, been a year when such restrictions 
actually were the cause of limiting beverage imports from 
Germany. 
3. Trends in German Alcoholic Beverage ExpC>rts 
It is likely that German exports of alcoholic 
beverages will continue to increase in the immediate future. 
Even without the recovery of Eastern and Southeastern European 
markets, a yearly increase of $1~0001 000 pE~r year for the 
next five years would seem reasonable. 
German exports to South America \till most prob-
ably show only a modest increase. The Bra:~ilian market 
appears to be presently purchasing the largest volume of 
German alcoholic products which it is capable of consuming. 
Any further increase in exports to Brazil appears to be very 
unlikely. 
Under present restrictions, Argentina will not 
greatly increase the present volume of imports from Gennany 
although a steady small annual increase may be anticipated. 
Were import restrictions removed in regard to 
Argentine alcoholic beverage imports, it is estimated that 
* 29, P. 40-42 
an annual increase of some 5o% might well be expected. A 
large portion of such increased imports would undoubtedly 
originate in Germany. 
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XIV. 
GERMAN EXPORTS TO SOUTH AMERICA 
-
CRUDE MATERIALS, INEDIBLE, EXCEPT FUELS 
Unit~d Nations Standard International Trade Class-
ification, Sect~on 2, includes exports of all inedible mat-
erials. 
German exports to the South American area which 
fall into this section are: Crude synthetic rubber(SITC 2-31); 
Synthetic fibers(SITC 2-66); and Crude minerals(SITC 2-72). 
A. German Exports of Crude Synthetic Rubber. to South America 
1. Volume 2£ German Crude Synthetic Rubber Exports 
The volume of German crude synthetic rubber ex-
ports to the world in general, and to South America in 
particular is as follows: 
Table XXXVII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER 
--
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars ) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe 
~-38 
S.America Argentina Venezuela Colombia 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 16 16 
1949 42 40 2 2 
1950 158 152 6 3 1 2 
1951 364 353 11 8 1 2 
1952 641 627 14 10 1 3 
1953 774 757 17 12 2 3 
1954 855 834 21 15 4 2 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
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2 . Analysis of German Crude Synthetic Rubb~ Exports 
a. ~-1939 German Crude Synthetic Rubb~ Exports 
There were no exports of German e:ynthetic crude 
r ubber prior to 1939. 
b. German exports of Crude Rubber Synthetic 1945-.!.2.2!: 
The war-damaged German synthetic rubber i ndustry 
did not commence to produce substantial amounts of the 
synthetic product until 1947; and did not commence to ex-
port the synthetic crude until 1948. * 
German exports of synthetic rubber to the South 
American area have remained extremely small in the period 
1948 t o 1954. 
The limited Argentine automobile tire industry has 
absorbed the largest portion of all German exports to South 
America. This industry, war-stimulated, is still in i ts 
i nfancy and, as yet, produces but an extremely small por t ion 
of t he total demand for automobile tires. 
Venezuela and Colum.bla import and consume 
synthetic rubber in their mining and oil industries where 
the synthetic product is more successful than natural rubber 
i n certain types of mining and drilling equipment. ~~ 
3. Trends !£ German Crude Synthetic Rubber Exports 
The immediate future should see large increases in 
* 31, P. 40 
** 30, P. 42 
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t he amounts of crude synthetic r ubber which Germany exports. 
It is not likely that exports to South America will 
i ncrease at a rapid rate. 
Argentina remains as a potential market of consider-
able importance, but until such time as rubber processing 
industries expand there is no probability that Germany ex-
ports to that country will show more than e. modest annual in-
crease. 
Venezuela and Colombia presently appear to be 
absorbing all of the crude rubber which their present mi n-
ing industry can use. Even with a substan1;ial increase in 
mining operations it is not likely. that there would be a 
corresponding increase in synthetic rubber imports from 
Germany, since, with large portions of such mining ac tiv-
ities financed with North American capital ~ it is more l ike-
ly that additional synthetic rubber imports would originate 
i n the United States. 
B. German Exports .2!, Synthetic Fibers to South America 
1. Vol ume of Synthetic Fiber Exports 
The volume of German exports of :3ynthetic fibers 
to the world in general and to South America in particular, 
is as follows in Table XXXVIII. 
The fibers which are listed in the following tabul at-
ion are fibers which en t er into textile pr(>duction. 
Table XXXVIII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF SYNTHETIC FIBEJ1§ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
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South 
Year World Europe America Bolivia Colombia Uruguay 
'I9'3b-38 
Average 106 94 6 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Source: 
12 
23 
1,100 
4,oo8 
7,200 
8,313 
10,410 
12,835 
13,720 
14,980 
68-77, 
10 
5 
1,102 
3,620 
6,733 
7,840 
9,575 
12,008 
13,448 
14,260 
83-85 
1 
18 
94 
122 
291 
383 
477 
489 
512 
593 
3 3 
1 
8 
40 
73 
109 
148 
174 
194 
226 
242 
6 
33 
34 
97 
136 
172 
184 
190 
210 
2. Analysis 2£ German Synthetic Fiber Exports 
4 
21 
24 
85 
99 
121 
111 
96 
141 
a. The Ger.man synthetic fiber industry was not well dev-
eloped prior to 1939, and consequently, production and ex-
ports were at a low level. 
Only Bolivia and Colombia, both with infant textile 
industries, imported quantities of German synthetic fibers. 
The fibers imported by these countries were used for experi-
mental textile during this period and did not enter into 
consumer production. 
b. German Exports of Synthetic Fibers ~-~ 
The German synthetic fiber industry, which had been 
enormously expanded during the war, did not resume large-scale 
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production until 1947. Since that time, German fiber prod-
uction has increased at a very rapid rate and exports have in-
creased at the rate of over $1,000,000 per year. * 
German exports of synthetic fibers to South America 
have increased very rapidly from 1947 to 19~54. Bolivia has 
been the best customer for such German products in the South 
American area, although Colombia, with a rapidly expandi ng 
textile production is importing ever-increasing amounts of 
such synthetic fibers. 
Uruguay, with a relatively new te:x:tile industry, is 
the third most important market for German fibers in South 
America. This market, has, however, shown considerable in-
stability in total production and import volume, and its 
continued growth is uncertain. ** 
3. Trends !a German Exports 2£ Synthetic Fibers 
To date, South America has not been a really im• 
portant market for Ger.man synthetic fibers, but with the 
possible exception of the Uruguayan market, it is most prob-
able that during the immediate future the textile industries 
of Bol ivia and CoHnnbia will increase production of finished 
goods and hence may be expected to increasE' their imports of 
German fibers. 
Since most countries of the South American area are 
launching textile industries, it may be expected that this 
area as a whole may soon absorb an ever-in<~reasing amount 
* 77, P. 11.5 
** Ibid. P. 116 
of total German synthetic fiber exports. 
c. German Exports 2£ Crude Materials !2 S~ America 
1. Volume 2.£ German Exports ,2! Crude Minerals 
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The volume of German exports of crude minerals to 
the world in general, and to South. America in particular, is 
as follows: 
Table XXXIX 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF CRUDE MINERALS 
-
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
South 
Year World Europe America Argent. Brazil Urug. 
.!!!!:!· 
n1b-38 --
Average 19,033 18,400 62 21 19 18 4 
1945 ~,88~ 3,664 19 7 5 5 2 1946 ,611 4.,530 32 13 10 6 3 
1947 7,244 6,981 60 26 19 9 6 
1948 10,118 9,900 73 29 27 11 6 
1949 13,021 12,755 81 34 32 12 3 
1950 16,836 1~,700 84 34 33 12 5 
1951 20,1~0 1 ,620 92 35 36 14 7 
1952 23,6 8 21,300 98 37 39 15 1 
1953 25,900 23,118 101 37 40 17 7 
1954 25,.963 22,800 102 42 38 17 5 
Source : 68-77, 83-8.5 
The totals for South American countries in the 
above tabulation are for imports of German potash. Although 
there were small imports of assorted German crude minerals in 
the two years following 1945, such purchasElS were small and 
had no effect on the above totals. 
2. Analysis of German Crude Mineral Export~ 
a . Pre-1939 Gennan Exports .2£ Crude !1!Berals 
German exports of potash to the South American 
region prior to 1939 were relativelY" insigr::~.1figant. Such 
potash, an important in ~; -redient of certain types of fert-
ilizers, was generally imported by those na.tions engaged in 
agric ultural production. 
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Such German exports to South A,."l'lei•ice. were limited 
due t o the fe.c t that facilities for transfc1rming crude 
po t ash into finished fertilizers were unde"<'eloped among 
the South American nations• Most fertilizetrs used in t his 
a rea at this time were produced abroad and imported in fin-
ished form. 
b. German Exports 2.£ Crude Minerals 1SU±2-.!2.2!! 
Exports of crude minerals from Gonnany were relat-
i vely high after 194$, when, for the first time in over 
fifty years, Germany became an exporter of crude, rather th~ 
finished products. 
Exports to the South American arE~a climbed rapi dly 
after 1946 and by : 1954 were sane 60% higheJ:o than the 1936-38 
average. 
Argentina, once the most important South American 
purchaser of German potash, has increased i ts purchases dur -
ing the post-war period by some 80%, but i:3 second in import-
ance to Brazil·, whi ch has more than doubled its imports. The 
establishment of Brazilian fertilizer proc«~ssing facilities 
has accounted for increased imports, while a tendency for 
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uruguay and Paraguay to import finished fer t ilizers accounts 
f or the fact that their present level of po tash imports are 
not exceeding pre - war levels. -><-
3. Trends !a German Crude Mineral Exports 
It is most likely that total German exports of 
crude minerals will show very little increase in the near 
future, although potash exports may be expec.ted to move 
steadi.ly upward. 
Potash exports to South America ~:hould show a 
steady though unspectacular increase. It is unlikely that 
either Uruguay or Paraguay will. greatly in<:rease their im-
orts since the trend in these countries is toward the import-
ation of finished fertilizers. 
Argentina and Brazil will most p:robably continue 
to increase their imports of potash, although the rapidly 
increasing fertilizer demands of these cou:ntries, and their 
limited fertilizer production facilities, will make it 
.. ecessary for them to import larger amounts of the finish-
ed product. With the completion of enlarged fertilizer 
manufacturing factories, it is possible that within the 
next five years, imports of potash will show a like increase. 
·~ 28, P. 73, 74 
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XV. 
GERMAN EXPORTS !Q SOUTH AMERIQ! 
MINERAL FUELS AND LUBRICANT~ 
United Na tiona Standard I"nternat i.onal Trade Class-
ification, Section 3, "Mineral Fuels, and Lubricants", includes 
all mineral fuels and lubricants processed from mineral 
products and synthetic lubricants. 
The only German export to the SotL th American area 
which falls into this section is: Lubricants(SITC .3_-13). 
A. German Exports £! Lubricants !2 §9~ America 
1. Volume of German Lubricant Exports 
The volume of exports of German l ubricants to the 
world in general, and to South America in particular, is as 
fo l lows: 
Year 
TI1b- 38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
Table~ 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF LUBRICANTS 
1945•1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German ?XJ>?~ts To: 
World Europe S.America Argent,. 
31,072 30,400 41 28 
'!"!' .. 
-
· 240 -200 3 2-
1;622 1;600 9 6 
6; 530 . - 6;480 31 14 
12;i90 12;400 46 19 
19; 20 19;100 58 23 
1.95l . . 22,161 22;-ooo · 67 28 
1952 24;613 24;3.50 69 31 
1953 25;119 25;000 76 38 
1954 26,047 25,970 72 44 
Source: 68-77, 83- 85 
Chile 
8 
1 
3 
8 
16 
2i 
26 
28 
30 
30 
Peru 
-
5 
9 
11 
1'2 
13 
10 
8 
2 
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The figures in the above tabulation that refer to 
the South American area are made up approximately as follows: 
Refined industrial lubricating oils, 73%; and grease products, 
27%. 
2. Analxsis of German Lubricant Exports 
a. Pre-1939 German Lubricant Exports 
Prior to 1939, Ge~nan exports of lubricants were 
very large but were mostly exp0rted to Eastern Europe and 
Western Europe. 
, German exports to trn South American area were 
extremely small and went mostly to Argentina. Such lubricants 
imported by Argentina at this time from Germany were usually 
used is such specialized equipment as electric generator and 
wat~r turbine installations. 
Lubricants exported to Chile and Peru were mostly 
used in mining and conveyor belt equipment. 
As such German lubricants were used for specialized 
equipment they made up no signifigant _part of the lubricants 
used in various forms of transportation equipment. * 
b. German Exports _,2£ Lubricants 19!±5~1954 
German exports of lubricants from 1945 through 1947 
were of a h i ghly specialized nature. From 1948 to the present, 
there has been a normal balance between specialized and gen-
eral purpose lubricants. 
German exports to South America, while double the 
1938-1939 average, have been extremely smal l. Argentina has 
-~ 18, P. 93 
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remained as the single largest customer for such products 
in the South American area, although Chile is presently import-
ing a volume of lubricants which is ~me four times the 1938 
level. 
The Peruvian market for German lubricants has shown 
a rapid decline since 1951, as Peruvian purchases have been 
made in North America rather than in Germany. * 
3. Trends in German Lubricant Exports 
It is most probable that total GE~rman lubricant 
exports will show a steady increase in the immediate future. 
. . 
German exports to South America, will, in all 
. . 
likelihood, show but small increases; in fta.ct a decrease 
over the next five years is a distinct pos :sibili ty. 
As refining facilities are expanded in the South 
American area, it appears apparent that la:rger amounts of 
South American lubricant requirements will be supplied from 
domestic sources. 
Argentine imports of German lubricants, while show-
ing steady increases, are falling relative to total 
. . . . . ~ . -
lubricant imports. The . same situation is - evidenced in 
Peru where the vast bulk of all lubricants now come from 
the United States or other South American nations • 
. - - --
The position of German lubricant sales in Chile 
are likewise insecure. In that country, only a small port-
ion of requirements are being imported from Germany; the 
major portion of such lubricants now origi.nate in the 
United States. ** 
·:!- 30, P. 58 
\ :i' 
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XVI. 
GERMAN EXPORTS TO SOUTH AMERICA 
-
CHEMICALS 
United Nations Standard Interna t:l.onal Trade Class-
ification Section 5, "Chemicals", includes all chemicals and 
chemical preparations entering into export totals. 
German exports to South America to~rhich fall into 
this section are: Industrial inorganic chemicals(SITC 5-11); 
Industrial organic chemicals(SITC 5-12); Cc>al derivative dyes 
. . . . 
(SITC 5·31); Tanning chemicals(5-32); Pigments, paints, and 
. . 
varnishes(SITC 5-33); Manufactured fertili~~ers(SITC 5-61); 
Medicinal supplies(SITC ~-41); Nitr~genous fertilizers 
(SITC 5"6101); and Explosives(5-90). 
A. German Exports 2£ Industrial Chemicals .!:£ South America 
1. Volume of German Industrial Chemical Exports 
The volume of German industrial 1:>rganic and in-
organic chemical exports to the world in general, and to 
south America in particular, is tabulated in Tables XLI and 
XLII. 
All chemicals included in these tables are industr-
ial chemicals of a very wide variety. Such chemicals differ 
from other chemicals listed in this chapter in that they are 
merely used in an industrial process and are not in them-
selves finished products. 
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Table XLI 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
-
1945-.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World N.America Europe S.AmeriC!, Argentina 
n)0-38 
Average 63,020 8,008 52,34.5 1,570 190 
194.5 2;211 100 1;900 61 17 
1946 9;491 1,885 7,360 239 40 
1947 21;364 3,670 16;800 537 101 
1948 30;840 4;900 23;834 · 849 118 
1949 41,203 .5,667 32;040 1,349 147 
1950 49,113 5;100 41;270 1,732 188 
1951 59;372 6;920 49;,000, 1,982 202 
1952 62,862 8;000 51;,180 2;.568 203 
19.53 6.5;889 7;460 52,800 2;786 247 
1954 68,993 7,440 .53,300 2,940 266 
Year Brazil Chile Colombia Peru Uruguay 
~-38 -
Average 831 104 133 164 101 
1945 23 5 7 · 6 3 
1946 82 20 49 36 12 
194~ 203 61 98 . 80 30 
. 194 368 ~~ 109 120 51 1949 724 1~1 204 84 1950 ' 932 119 1 9 221 93 
1951 11064 136 213 2.50 117 
1952 1;,564 178 244 271 124 
1953 1;693 189 249 280 128 
19.54 1,801 201 2.56 286 130 
Source: 68-77, 83-8.5 
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Table XLII 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS OF INORGANIC CHEMICALS 
-
1945-1954 
(Thousands of U.S. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World N.America 
!'91b-38 
Europe s.Americ_! Argentina 
Average 91,843 8o,oo8 2,800 4,300 509 
194.5 1,200 100 900 51 20 
1946 2,174 1;860 200 270 69 
1947 19,420 1i400 13;34.5 735 130 
1948 39;821 2;Boo 32;468 1,655 210 
1949 5li36~ 3i700 441420 1,849 289 1950 64,00 4;300 53,450 2,548 353 
1951 72,116 5,790 62;008 3;280 410 
1952 88;835 6,500 78;880 4;303 433 
1953 89;101 6,00.5 79,251 4i042 440 
19.54 93,153 7,100 80,300 4,63E: 41+2 
Year Brazil Chile Peru Colombist Uruguay 
'I'910-38 
Average 2,355 381 400 190 140 
1945 16 9 6 L~ 2 
1946 81 60 31 20 9 
1947 327 106 92 51 29 
1948 . 942 182 1.50 69 62 
1949 1;003 204 201 82 70 
1950 1;366 286 26~ 97 102 1951 1;877 320 33 12'~ 119 
19.52 2;528 393 413 171 150 
1953 2;844 401 415 183 1.59 
1954 3,019 409 415 190 160 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis £f German Industrial Chemical F~ports 
a. Pre-1939 German Chemical Exports 
Prior to 1939, German chemical exports to the 
South American area were small relative to total German ex• 
ports. The limited industry of South Americ:a was not 
capable of abaorbing greater amounts of such industrial 
chemicals. 
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b. German Exports of Industrial Chemic~ 194.5-1954 
The German chanical industry wa~ one of the first 
German industries to show substantial recovE,ry in the 
immediate post-war years. 
German exports to South America made steady progress. 
during this period, although by 1954, German exports to the 
area had shown but small increase over the volume achieved 
in 1938. 
In 1954, Germany was exporting chf~micals to the 
same countries , in the same approximate ra it;io, as in 1939. 
With the German chemical industry operating at a greater 
capacity than was the case in 1938, the Sout h American 
market therefore was absorbing a smaller po:rtion of total 
German exports. 
3. Trends in German Industrial Chemical ~ports 
It is most likely that German industrial chemical 
exports will continue to increase in the imnediate future. 
German exports of industrial chemicals to the South 
American area will probably increase at a slow rate. Any 
further major expansion of German exports to this area depends 
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on an expansion of South American industryj. and general im-
provement in the economic condition of the:3e countries. -:~ 
B. German Exports .2f £2!.! Derivati!.! ~ !£> South America 
1. Volume of German Exports 2f .£2!1 Deriva1~ ~ 
The volume of Gennan exports to the world in gen-
eral, and to South America in particular, <>f coal derivative 
dyes, is as follows: 
Table XLIII 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE COAL DERIVATIV~ ~ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
South 
Year World Europe America Brazil Chile Colombia 
n1b-38 --
Average 31,071 28,550 1,089 538 253 231 
1945 26 18 8 5 ., 1 
'· 1946 2;844 119 51 40 20 
1947 5,16' 260 128 51 5') 14 '· 1948 9;80 9;008 502 266 98 110 
1949 14;9§6 13;000 688 402 122 128 
1950 21,8 2 17;060 884 481 189 164 
1951 29;641 21;600 1;091 590 240 202 
1952 34;337 30;400 1;267 609 28!) 27~ 1953 35;870 31;300 1;321 623 301 28 
1954 37,624 32,350 1,424 641 384 283 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Peru 
-
40 
10 
36 
50 
59 
100 
109 
110 
116 
The dyes included in the above tnbula tion are used 
in textile production, and in more recent years for such 
. . 
purposes as coloring plastics and synthetie fibers. 
* 13, P . 116 
2. Analys 1 s 2f German .2.2!:1 ~ Exports 
a. f!!-1939 German dye exports 
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Prior to 19 39, German dye export::~ to the South 
American area were but a small portion of t he export total. 
Brazil, with a small textile industry, was the largest 
purchaser of such dyes since virtually all Brazilian imports 
originated in Germany, while other nations usually split 
their imports among several nations producing dyes equiv-
alent to the German product. 
b. German ~ Exports ~-1954 
German dye exports did not reach respectable 
volumes until late in the third quarter of 1949. Since that, 
time, exports have iDCreased rapidly, and by mid-1951 had 
exceeded the previous high extablished i n. 1938. 
Gennan dye exports to South America have increased 
only slightly above the level achieved in 1938; consequently 
South America, in 1954, was accounting fo1• a smaller portion 
of German exports than was the case in pre-war years. 
Brazil remained as the single me>st important 1m~ 
porter of German dyes, although Argentinas with a rapidly in-
creasing textile and plastic . industry, has been steadily in• 
creasing its imports of Ger~ai1 dyes. ?~ 
Colombia and Peru, wi ~h consid~:r>ably smaller imports 
of such dyes, are, nevertheless, steadily increasing such 
purchases as their relatively new textile industries expand. 
* 77 1 P. 114,115 
3. Trends in German Coal ~ Exports 
Total exports of German dyes may be expected to 
show a steady upward trend in the immediate future. 
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Exports to the South American area should increase 
during the next few years as the South American textile in-
dus tries continue to expand .• 
An even more important use for such dyes is in 
the recently established South American ple.stic industries. 
These industries are located primarily in Brazil and Argentina 
and these two nations may be expected to increase imports of 
dyes for coloring plastic products. * 
c. German Exports ~ Tanning Chemicals ~ South America 
1. Volume 2£ German Exports 2f Tannins ~~icals 
The volume of German exports of tanning chemicals 
to the world in general, and to South Amer:tca in particular, 
is as follows: 
Differences between South American totals and 
Argentine totals are accounted for by t~e fact _that Brazil 
annually imports small amounts of German tanning chemicals. 
* 23 , P. 50, 60-61 
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Table XLIV 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE TANNING CHEMICALS 
-
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe Asia South America Argentina 
T9'5b-38 
Average 2,164 1~~00 200 11 10 
1945 9 6 1 2 2 
1946 130 101 20 9 9 
1947 268 1.$1 24 94 92 
1948 440 140 139 160 156 
1949 633 304 137 194 191 
19.50 829 450 163 216 213 
1951 . 944 502 145 297 293 
1952 1;200 610 242 348 344 
1953 1;940 1,200 398 358 356 
1954 2,018 1~250 398 370 366 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Anal;y:sis of German Tannins Chemical Exports 
J a. ~-1939 German Tanning Chemical Exports 
Prior to 1939, Germany was the third most important 
exporter of chemicals and preparations usc:td in leather tann-
ing. 
German export~ to _the South American area were very 
small and moved mostlY. to Ar~ent _ina, al th«?Ugh Brazil usually 
purchased insignifigant amounts each ye~r. Argentine imports 
were usually extremely unstable and cannot be considered as 
an important market for German tanning prep~ations. 
b. German Tanning Chemical Exports 1942.-~ 
Since World War II, the German tanning chemical 
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industry has shown vast expansion. Product:l.on both for 
domestic consumption and for export has mov•sd steadily up-
ward, until by 1954, such production was 156% of the 1938 
level; however, with increasing domestic de:mands on the tann-
ing industry a smaller amount of the total production was 
being exported. 
German exports to the South American srea have 
greatly increased since 1945. Argentina is the single larg-
est market for such German chemicals; Brazil usually imports 
small amounts to supplement ita total supply. 
The Argentine tanning industry ha.s expanded since 
1939 and this expansion accounts for at lea.st some of the in-
creased German exports to this country. More important, is 
the fact that Argentina has apparently shifted sources 
of supply and an ever-increasing portion of Argentine 
imports are now originating in Germany. 
The Brazilian market for such Ge1~an exports remains 
small, and although the Brazilian tanning ~ ndustry is increas-
ing production, no signifigant portion of uuch requirements 
are now originating in Germany. 
3. Trends in Gennan Tanning Chemical Ex;eo1~ 
It seems possible that in the Umnediate future 
totml. German exports of tanning chemicals liill show a steady 
increase. 
German exports of such chemicals to the South 
American area mey be expected to show a slow but consistent 
increase. 
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Argentine imports of tanning chemicals are increas-
ing yearly as the domestic tanning industry increases product-
ion, and it is likely that the increased V()lumes of tanning 
chemicals required by this industry will 01:-iginate in Germany. 
Brazilian tanning facilities are likewise showing 
an expansion in production, but it is not probable that such 
production increases will greatly expand th.e market for 
German preparations. For at least the present, Brazilian 
supplies are procured in North America and Northern Europe 
and it does not seem that such areas will lose the Braz.ilian 
market at any time in the forseeable future. 
D. German Exports 2f Pi~ents, Paints, ~ Varnishes !2 Sout America 
1. Volume 2.f German Exports of Pigments,Paints, ~ Varnishes 
The volume of German exports of pigments, paints, 
and varnishes, to the world in general, a~1d to South America 
in particular, is as follows in Table XLV. 
Small amounts of German paints ELre exported to 
Uruguay and Paraguay but such exports are so small as to 
have no bearing on overall exports to the South American 
area. 
Periodic shipments of small amounts of paint are 
made to other South American countries but these volumes are 
likewise of no particular importance to this study. 
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Table XLV 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF PAINTS, PIGMENTS, AND VARNISHES 
--
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
South 
Year World Europe ~ Brazil Ch:J.le Colambia America 
mb-38 
Average 15,440 13,200 2,100 240 307 226 931 
1945 28 10 8 1 2 1 . 10 
1946 387 240 86 41 13 6 62 
1947 1,644 1,200 250 122 1~1 16 179 
1948 3,290 2,100 600 308 62 32 402 
1949 7,164 5,200 1,100 472 ·~3 53 618 
1950 10,892 8,600 1,870 501 117 80 698 
1951 12,113 9,008 1,980 699 l P+O 108 947 
1952 14,227 9,700 2,340 764 21+3 135 1,142 
1953 16,990 11,190 3,000 770 2.54 149 1,173 
1954 17,004 12,400 2,875 771 2,Sl 162 1,214 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Exports £! Paints, Pigments, Varnishes 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports of Paints, Pigments, Varnishes 
Prior to 1939, German exports of paints and var-
nishes made up an extremely important part; of total German 
chemical product exports. 
German exports to the South Amel~ican area, while 
not large, were of importance since it wan anticipated that 
this area would rapidly increase its imports of such products 
as economic development progressed. 
Chile was the single largest importer of German 
paints, and such paints were usually of a special type design-
ed for preservation of heavy-duty equipment. 
Brazilian imports consisted of a wide variety 
of consumer paints while Colombian totals 1111ere usually made 
up of paints for rail equipment and indust:t'ial uses. 
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b. German Exports 2£ Paints, Pigments, Varnishes ~-1954 
German exports of pigme nts, paints, and varnishes 
have increased rapidly since 1945. By mid-1952, total exports 
of aueh products had exceeded the 1938 level in spite of the 
fact that the large Eastern European market was no longer 
open to German exports. 
Gernan exports to the South American area have mov-
ed steadily upward since 1948 and are at present higher than 
was the case in 1938. 
Brazil, Chile, and Colombia are still the only im-
portant markets for German paints in the area, and although 
Chilean and Colombian imports are 20% to 30% below 1938 im-
ports the vast increase in Brazilian imports has served to 
account for the total increase in German exports to the area. 
Overall imports of paints and a llied products by 
Brazil have risen at an even more rapid rate than have 
Brazilian imports from Germany. Nevertheless, German paints 
have met with considerable favor in the Brazilian market 
and were production to increase it is entire.ly possible that 
exports to Brazil would show a like gain. * 
Decreases in exports to Colambi:9. and Chile may be 
attributed to the fact that while these countries are import-
* 30, P. 73,74 
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ever-increasing amounts of paint products, the war years 
shifted their sources of supply and the bulk of their imports 
now originate in the United States. 
3. Trends in German Exports .2.f. Pigments, Paints, Varnishes 
In the immediate future it is mo~tt probable that 
German paint production and exports will C()ntinue to increase. 
It is also possible that German •sxports of such 
products to the South American area will show a like increase. 
The Brazilian market for paints u.nd like products 
continues to show expansion and it is probable that at least 
a percentage of such enlarged requirements will be met by 
increased imports from Germany. 
The market for German paints in Colombia and Chile, 
while not at the 1939 level, nevertheless, are expanding in 
spite of the fact that large amounts of ths paint requirements 
of these nations originates in North America. 
German paints are likewise being exported at pr osent 
in very small volume to other South American countries and 
while such exports are so small as to not be included in 
export totals it is entirely possible that such markets may 
well absorb an increasing amount of the German products in 
the immediate future. 
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E. German Exports 2[ Manufactured~ Nitrogenous Fertilizers 
To South America 
1. yolume 2£ German Exports of. Manufactured~ Nitrogenous 
Fertilizers 
The volume of German exports of manufactured and 
nitrogenous fertilizers to the world in general, and to South 
America in particular, is as follows: 
Table~ 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURED FERrri LIZERS 
194.5-19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars ) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe Asia South America 
~-38 -
Average 62,831 47, 000 13,000 833 
1945 1,811 1,400 220 42 
1946 3,240 2,580 265 173 
1947 13,390 9,500 2,000 301 
1948 2~ , 949 15, 600 10,200 405 
1949 3 ,164 24,100 11, 700 500 
1950 49,221 30,780 1~,550 610 1951 53;·414 32,12.5 1 , 900 754 
1952 62,760 34,500 22,880 8.51 
19.53 64,008 3.5, 460 24, 000 874 
1954 64,931 36, 600· 24, 650 905 
Year Arsent . Brazil Colomb~& Para~ai ~-38 337 243 13 6 
Average 
14 1945 19 7 2 
1946 83 61 21 8 
1947 1.50 110 30 11 
1948 1~9 132 61 42 1949 1 9 164 . 87 50 
1950 201 244 101 64 
1951 241 302 118 93 
1952 263 338 133 118 
1953 269 348 138 119 
1954 274 371 139 121 
Source: 68 - 77, 83-8.5 
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Tabl e XLVII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe Asia South America 
193b-38 
Average 1,165 1,000 100 41 
1945 1,385 1,100 89 31 
1946 3;552 2;200 1,190 91 
1947 9,455 8,100 1,10() 204 
1948 17;221 12,500 4;230 287 
1949 19,336 13,780 4i700 3~6 1950 25;852 14,080 ' 7 i400 4 0 
1951 32;650 19i700 10,600 570 
1952 48;638 24;430 12i25~) 709 
1953 0;120 26,100 12,300 726 
1954 41,888 26,220 12,460 761 
Year Brazil Colombia Chil! Argentina 
1"9)7)-38 
Average 9 11 1)~ 7 
1945 18 8 3 2 
1946 62 30 20 9 
1947 98 49 41 16 
1948 141 61 58 27 
1949 16~ ~~ 81 53 1950 20 112 72 
1951 249 110 129 92 
1952 262 118 217 112 
1953 264 121 221 120 
1954 270 130 239 122 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
The above tabulations include all German fertilizer 
exports to all countries of the South American area. 
2. Analysis 2£ German Fertilizer Exports 
a. ~-1939 German Fertilizer Exports 
Even in pre-war years German fer1;ilizer exports 
made up the bulk of exports of chemical pre, duets. 
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German exports to the South Amer~Lcan area were unim• 
portant relative to total exports, but, ne,;ertheless, made 
up a respectable volume. 
Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia 1~ere the largest 
importers of German fertilizers;. each of these nat ions import-
ed large quantities of both manufactured and nitrogenous 
fertilizers. 
Paraguay and Chile also purchased considerable 
amounts of fertilizers although these countries generally 
imported either manufactured or nitrogenous fertilizers 
rather than a combination of both such var·ieties. * 
Only Ecuador, Venezuela, Uruguay, and Peru, failed 
to import any of the German product during this period, 
German control of the fertilizer markets ln which they operat-
ed was extensive. Such German fertilizer21 accounted for 20% 
of the Brazilian market, 54% of the Chile1m market, and 71% 
of' the Peruvian market • . .Overall, fertili;~ers originating 
in Germany made up some 63% of' total South Ameri.can imports. 
b. German Exports of manufactured, ni tJ:-ogenous fertilizers lli.2-!22!1 - -
German fertilizer production andexports rose rapid-
ly after 1945, and by 1953 had exceeded p:r:>e-war levels. 
* 68, P. 122-129 
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German exports o~ such fertilize~rs to the South 
American area have shown a steady increaset since 1948, and 
have to date exceeded the volume achieved in 1938. In spite 
o~ such quantitative gains, German exports: to South America 
make up approximately the same share of the total German 
export total that they did in 1938. Such is the case since 
to tal exports have shewn a tendency to inc.rease in the same 
proportion as have expo.rts to South America. 
Today, however, German fertilizers, in spite of the 
fact that more are being exported to South. America than was 
the case in 1938, make up a smaller portion oft otal Souti:L 
American imports. The fertilizer requirem.ents of South 
America have increased some three times since ~ 9'38 , · nd w th 
German exports to the area showing only a 20% ·to 30% increase , 
there has been a loss of German c·ontrol of' this South American 
i mport market. * 
The same nat ions as were importing fertilizers from 
Germany in 1938 still make up the bul~ of all German sales 
in the area. There have, however, been decided shifts of im-
port volume among the nations involved, and Chile, Brazil, 
and Peru, are now the major importers of German fertilizers; 
whereas in pre-war year . s, Argentina, as an importer of both 
manufactured and nitrogenous fertilizers had been the single 
most important·. South American market. for such German exports. 
3· Trends !_!! German Ferti.lizer Exports 
It is expected that production and export of German 
* 13, P. 118 
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f ertilizers will cor,.tinue to show an incre:ase in the immediate 
future. 
German exports to the South Amer~ca.n area. will ·prob-
ably show a slow but steady increase. South American area 
requirements are increasing at a rapid rat.e but the ability 
to pay for such imports will serve to limit purchases for 
at least the immediate future. 
The modest annual gain in such South American im-
ports which may be expected in the next few years will undoubt-
edly result in somewhat increased German exports to the area. 
Any major increase in Ger.man exports to these countries, will 
however, have to wait until such time as there is general im• 
provement in the South American economic sltua.tion. 
F. German Exports .2f. Medicinal Supplies ;~ South America 
1. Volume of German Exports of Medicinal Supplies 
The volume of German exports or tnedicina.l supplies 
to the world in general, and to South Amer:lca in particular, 
is tabulated in Table XLVII. 
The following tabulation include:~ all medical drugs , 
supplies, and instruments used by the medi<~al profession. 
Instruments included in this tabulation are design-
ed for medical research or treatment and are not further 
included in the section on scientific instl~uments which is 
located at another point in this thesis. 
Table XLVIII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF MEDICINAL SUPPLIES 
Year World 
rno-38 
America 31,210 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1,240 
4,810 
9,600 
15,455 
18,762 
23,343 
27 ,4ao 
29,491 
33,922 
36,760 
- -
1945-19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To : 
Europe 
22,800 
740 
2,400 
4,900 
11,3.50 
12,110 
14,200 
14,335 
14,800 
16,600 
18,425 
Asia 
-
4,900 
230 
1,700 
3,100 
3,030 
3,150 . 
4,650 
6,125 
6,450 
8,050 
8,075 
North 
America 
2,230 
81 
300 
1,580 
975 
2,200 
3,900 
5,010 
6,245 
6,170 
7,400 
South 
America 
936 
19 
39 
117 
312 
624 
1,252 
1,448 
1,464 
1,467 
. 1,577 
Year Argent. Bolivia Brazil Chi le Colombia Peru 
~-38 
Average 214 116 104 288 115 56 
194.5 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
19.51 
19.52 
1953 
1954 
2 
10 
f~ 
67 
76 
110 
122 
123 
127 
1 
12 
21 
38 
81 
94 
164 
188 
190 
191 
Source: 68-77 1 83-85 
1 
2 
7 
9 
63 
93 
173 
192 
189 
190 
3 
7 
23 
62 
138 
204 
.529 
533 
538 
.542 
2 
2 
13 
73 
148 
211 
261 
254 
247 
236 
2 ~ Analysis of German Exports of Medicinal Supplies 
a. ~-1939 German Exports of Medicinal Supplies 
0 
6 
29 
84 
126 
208 
311 
379 
380 
391 
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Germany has long been one of the world's most im-
portant export ers of drugs, instruments, and general medicinal 
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supplies. 
In the pre-1939 period, the German export volume 
of such supplies was the world's largest. 
German exports to the South Amer:Lcan area made up 
approximately 48% of total South American J:>equirements ; 
although such exports from the German point; of view were but 
a small portion of total exports. 
During this period, Ohile and Argentina were the 
two largest South American purchasers of Gorman medicinal 
equipment and supplies. Such German produ<~ts accounted for 
' 
some 72% of total medicinal imports of thesE~ two countri ea . 
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, and PEtru also provided 
large markets for German exports, but the largest portion 
of the requirements of these nations was S\JLpplied by the 
United States and Great Britain. * 
b. Ger.man Exports of Medicinal Supplies 1945-1954 
In the immediate post-war years, German exports of 
medicinal supplies were very low, relative to pre-war totals, 
but by 1948, such exports were the tenth most important 
category a.ong German exports. 
Exports to the South.American area have been large 
during the past five years and the 1954 volume of such exports 
is 61% •hove the level achieved in 1938. 
A higher South American standard of living has re-
sulted in an increased market for such goods, but a conside~­
able portion of the increase in German exports to this area 
* 68, P. 174·176 
lies in the fact that the German product h1as been highly 
successful in displacing similar British goods. 
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Vast medical programs in Chile, :Peru, and Colombia, 
have resulted in larger imports of medical products from 
Germany, while Bolivia and Brazil have also shown a tendency 
to inc rease imports of such German productn. * 
_ As a result, German medical good:s dominate the 
Chilean, Peruvian, and Colombian markets, \orhile in Bolivia, 
and Brazil, such German goods account for e.ome 30% of the 
total impor ts of these countries. 
3. Trends in German Exports of Medicinal .§upplies 
It seems evident that in the immediate future 
German exports of medicinal supplies will continue to increase. 
German exports to South America will undoubtedly 
continue to increase although it is doubtful that such exports 
will make up . any large r portion of · total German exports than 
is now the case. 
It is likely, that total South Am~ican imports of 
these commodities will move upward, and at least in Chile 
and Colombia it would seem that German prod1~cts will increase 
the shar e of the market they now control. In other South 
American countries, it is probable that although German medic-
inal products will find wider markets they uill also run into 
increasingly stiff competition from American productl!. · 
·U· 77, P. 127,128 
G. G rman Exports of Explosives !£ ~~ America 
1. Volume 2f Ger.man Exports £! Explosives 
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The volume of German exports of oxplosives to the 
world in general, and to South America in particular, is as 
follows: 
Table IL 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE EXPLOSIVID~ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe 
20,115 
Asia S.America Chile Peru Colombia 
~~38 
Average 29,336 8,050 473 320 100 53 
1945 
1946 During 
1947 
this period the manufacture and export 
1948 explosives was limited by military occupational 
191~9 
1950 officials. 
1951 1,422 750 480 61 
1952 1,773 11200 ' 500 64 
1953 71704 61100 1,200 72 
1954 12,008 9,500 2,250 83 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Exports .2f. Explosives~ 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports 2£ Explosives~ 
19 34 
22 35 
23 38 
31 40 
of 
8 
7 
11 
12 
Prior to 1939 1 Germany was one of' the world's larg .. 
est producers and exporters of explosives for commercial use. 
German exports to the South Amer1.can area of such 
explosives for mining purposes made up the better part of 
total South American imports. 
In Colombia, Chile, and Peru, German explosives 
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controlled the market for such goods, and although there 
were small German exports to most other South American nat-
ions such exports made up -but a minute share of those nations' 
total imports. 
b. German Explosive Exports 1945-1954 
The l~itation on the production and export of 
explosives in Germany immediately after 19 .~5 virtually destroy-
ed German export markets for this commodit:r. 
With the resumption of production and export of 
explosives it became evident that South Am~9rican marke t s had 
been almost completely lost to competing American and British 
mining explosives. Domestic South American production, war-
stimul ated, was also supplying almost 25% e>f total require-
ments. 
Since 1950, total German exports of explosives 
have increased greatly, but exports to South America have 
shown but slight increase. Although South American imports 
of explosives have increased some 500% since 1938, and ever-de-
creasing portion of total imports is being secured in Germany. 
German explosives are _finding markets only in 
Chile, Peru, and Colombia, the major pre~war customers, but 
the share ofthe market which Germany supplies is extremely 
small, and there has been no tendency forthis relative share 
to increase. 
3. Trends in German Explosive Exports 
It is :roost likely that in the nea.r future German ex-
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plosive exports will show a very rapid inct•ease, but not to 
south America. It would appear that American and British 
suppliers have gained virtual control of the South American 
market for explosives and it is not at all probable that the 
German product will be able to displace these goods. 
The only field in which the r e might be a substant-
ial increase in German exports to the area is in the highly 
specialized construction explosive field. The fact that the 
demand for such explosives is quite limite<i relative to total 
requirements indicates that even there, considerable German 
gains in this type of explosive is not likely. 
XVII. 
GERMAN EXPORTS TO SOUTH AMERI~ 
MANUFACTURED GOODS CLASSIFIED BY MATERIAL 
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United Na. tiona- Standard Interns. tlona.l Trade Class-
ification, Section 6, "Manufactured Goods Classified by Mat-
erial", includes exports of all goods which are of manufact-
ured origin with the exception of transport and capital 
equipment. 
German exports to the South AmeP.tcan area which 
fall into this secti~n are as follows: Manufactured leathers 
(SITC 6·12 ) ; Manufactured rubber articles(:3ITC 6-29); Textile 
yarns(SITC 6-51); Floor coverings(SITC 6-5'7); Cements(SITC 
6~61); Glassware(SITC 6-51); Jewelry(SITC 6-73); Structural 
iron and steel(SITC 6,.:81); Copper produc ts(SITC 6-82 ); and 
General metal manufactures {SITC 6·99). 
A. German Exports of' Manufactured Leathers 
!£ south America 
1. Volume of German manufactured leather e~Jtports \.. _ 
The volume of German manufactured leather exports 
to the world in general, and to the South American area in 
particular, is listed in Table L. 
The figures in the following tabulation for 
South American countries are made up as follows: Leather 
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s pecialties, 1%; and Leather driving belts far machinery 99%. 
Where Argentine and South Americ.,e.n totals fail to 
agree the difference is made up by exports from G~many to 
Brazil. 
Table L 
GERMAN EXPCR TS QE MANUFACTURED LJY. THERS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe Asia South Amt1rica Argentina 
~-38 -
Average 943 860 31 L~ 
194.5 
-1946 2 2 
1947 17 9 7 l. 
1948 92 58 30 ':1· .... 
1949 210 180 21 9 
19.50 527 426 82 8 
1951 880 6.50 178 7 
19.52 9~6 710 205 8 1953 1,0 5 804 225 8 
1954 1,093 820 220 9 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German exports 2£ Manufactu~ad Leathers 
a. f!:.!-1939 German Expor.ts of Manufactured Leathers 
4 
1 
3 
9 
8 
6 
8 
8 
8 
Prior to 1939, German exports of manufactured 
leather products to the South American area were very smalL 
Such exports were made up almost entirely o:f heavy-duty 
leather driving belts which were used on rat;her ancient tex-
tile machinery. Argentina was the only customer for such 
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products as other nations in the area seour·ed their imports 
from North America or converted their factories to more mod-
ern equipment. * 
b. German Exports 2£ Manufactured Leath!!! ~-~ 
German leather exports during the post-war perioc 
have slightly exceeded the level reached in 1938. Most of .. 
these exports have been in shoe products and luggage. 
Tn contrast, most exports to South America are 
still made up of leather driving belts with small amounts 
of luggage making up the total. Most South American countries 
are securing their leather imports in Europe or North America 
or have comnenced to displace. leather with synthetic products. 
Argentina remains as the only customer for out-dat 
ed leather drive belts. The Argentine textile industry has 
been greatly expanded and modernized since 1945, but there 
are still many factories operating which melee use of obsolete 
power equipment. ** 
The small amounts of German leath-er products which 
have been expcr ted to Brazil are usually made up of expensive 
luggage or protective instrument cases. 
3. Trends '!e German. Manufactured Leather ~tports 
It is rather unlikely that German exports of man-
ufactured leather productswill show any coJlsiderable increase 
in the immediate future. The German leather industry is 
still incapable of supplying domestic requiJ:sements. 
* 13, P. 106 
** Ibid. P. 107 
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It is most probable that German manufactured 
leather exports to the South American area will show a 
steady decrease in the near future. Present exports of 
leather drive-belts will soon cease as either South Americ-
an textile factories are modernized or as a shift to synthet-
ic belts is made. 
German luggage and leather cases and protective 
specialties do not appear to have met with great favor in 
South American markets. Most such South American require-
ments are now met with American products and it does not 
appear possible that Germany will be able to displace these 
goods which have well-established markets. 
B. Ger.man Exports 2f Rubber Manufactures 
1. Volume .2f German Exports of Rubber Manufactures 
The volume of German rubber manufacture exports 
to the world in general, and to South America in particular, 
is as follows · in Table LI. 
The manufactured rubber . products in the follow-
ing tabulation refer almost exclusively to automobile tires 
and tubes. South American totals are made up entirely of 
such tires and tubes. 
Gennan exports of manufactured rubber products 
to the world, exclusive of South America, consist not only 
of autmmotive tires and tubes but a wide variety of in-
, 
dustrial rubber products. 
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Table g 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE RUBBER MANUFACTURES 
1945-1954 
{thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German EXports To: 
~ World Euro:12e ~ s.America Arsent. Colombia 
1936-38 
Average 7,249 6,200 675 193 141 52 
1945 6 5 1 
1946 21 17 4 
-1947 225 190 26 13 6 7 
1948 1,271 950 150 31 20 11 
1949 3,832 2,226 1,150 114 82 32 
1950 5,001 3,845 1,180 180 111 10 
1951 7,334 5,900 1,228 21.5 118 97 
1952 8,160 6,145 1,58.5 222 130 92 
1953 8, 747 7,100 1,250 245 137 108 
1954 9,211 1,500 1,235 265 152 113 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Anallsis of German Manufactured Rubber Exports 
a. Pre-1939 German Manufactured Rubber Exports 
Ger.man exports of rubber tires to the South Amer-
ican area prior to 1939 were small relative to total German 
exports. The amounts exported to Argentina and Colombia 
were later trans-shipped to other South American countries·. 
G-ennan exports in these years were made up of tires which 
would fit only cars of German manufacture. The markets for . 
such tires was therefore strictly limited by the number of 
automobiles which were exported from Germany to the area. ~~ 
-li- 68, P. 113 
b. German Exports 2£ Manufactured Rubbe~ 1945- 1954 
The German tire industry did not regain a size-
able export volume until 19481 and it was not until 1950 
that exports to South America came close to equalling the 
pre-war level. 
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German tires are still exported to Colombia and 
Argentina from where such products are distributed through- -
out nearby countries. Although actual stsc istics covering 
the amounts of tires which are re-exportec~ appear inaccurate, 
it seems po~sible that from 15% to 25% remain in the country 
to which first exported while the remainde1r is distributed 
throughout South America. * 
The steady upward movement of GE•rman tire exports 
to South America during the past .four yea1•s may be accounted 
.for in part by the fact that German automobile exports to 
the area have increased greatly. 
3. Trends in Ge nnan Tire !;!!!! ~ Exportf~ 
It would seem probable that Ger111an tire and tube 
exports will continue to move upward as Gorman produc t ion 
continues to show large yearly increases ., 
Exports of such products to the South American 
area mould show a considerable increase :tn the immediate 
future. German- automobile exports to thi::; a rea. are steadily 
increasing, while present German productlon plans call .for 
adding tire pro duets ' ·built to British and North American 
* 30, P. 62 
exports will continue to move upward as German production 
continues to show large yearly increases. 
It may be expected that German synthetic rubber 
production will figure to a greater degree in German tire 
production in the coming years and such tires appear to be 
well received in the South American area. 
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It is also likely that Argentina and Colombia will 
cease. to be the only countries to which German tire products 
are directly exported. The Brazilian market is large and 
expanding and it would appear from present trends that the 
nucleu.s of a widespread German distribution program is be-
ing e.stablished. Direct .German tire exports to Brazil should 
commence as soon as this organization is functioning. 
In Venezuela the German automobile is finding great 
popularity although the American product still dominates the 
markets. Increased automobile sales may be expected to in-
crease German tire salea in this country. 
A like si tua.t ion exists ·in Chile and Peru where 
Ge nnan tire sales have moved steadily upwar·d as Ge rrre.n aut9-
mobile products have met with increasing favor. 
The German rubber industry is also trying to secure 
a competitive footing in the sales of tires designed to fit 
American cars and are adding tires built to North American 
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s pecifications in 1955. 
This action may be expected to increase German 
sales in this area, and it is most likely that the next few 
years will see greatly increased German exports of such pro-
duc t s to South America. 
c. German Exports 2.£ Textile Yarns !2_ !>outh America 
1. Volume ££_ Germa!! Exports .2f. Textile ~:!!!!. 
The volume of German exports of textile yarns to 
the world in general, and to South America in particular , is 
as follows: 
Table ill 
GERMAN EXPORTS ·gF : TEXTILE YARNS 
- - -
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollar s) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year World Europe Asia s.America Chile Uruguay 
rrn;- 38 
Average 13,388 11,300 460 724 393 321 
1945 8 1 
-
7 7 
-1946 47 38 2 7 6 1 
1947 630 400 130 88 40 48 
1948 1,204 150 238 126 59 67 
1949 6,135 ~,200 1,200 288 161 127 
1950 9,200 ,ooo 650 407 213 194 
1951 11,499 9,900 970 407 210 197 
-1952 13,630 11,499 600 649 321 328 
1953 16,885 12,500 2,200 754 379 315 
1954 18,320 13,300 2,500 842 423 410 
Source·: 68-77, 83-85 
During the period 1945- 1954 Germa.n textile yarns 
to South America were made up as follows: yarns made f r om 
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natural fiber, 17~; and yarns made from synthetic materials, 
83%. 
2 . Analysis ~ German Experts ~Textile :~arns 
a. Pre-1939 Gennan Exports .2£ Textile Y~ 
Prior to 1939 1 t-he South American area absorbed 
but a small portion oftotal German textile yarn exports. 
The markets in Chile and Uruguay were developed after 1936 
and hence had little time to increase their volume of pur-
chases before war broke out in 1939. 
Other South American nations continued to import 
such yarns from Northern Europe and North .~erica and the 
German product was unable to penetrate the ;se countries. * 
b. German Exports 2£. Textile Yarns 194!2.-.ill!± 
Since 1945, the largest percentage of all German 
textile yarn exports have consisted of syn·~hetic yarns 
rather than yarns made from natural fibers .• 
German exports to South America have been limited 
to their pre-war customers, Chile and Uruguay. Others in 
the area have shown no tendency to shift their imports from 
other sources to the German product. 
Volumes exported to bo th Chile and Uruguay have 
exceeded the levels attained in 1938, and :J.s due to the fact 
that both of these nations expanded their t~extile industries 
from 1940 to 1945. 
There has also been a tendency fc,r these countries 
.;~ 68, P. 131,132 
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to reduce textile yarn imports from Great B:t>itain, and to 
make purchases in Germany. These are the only countries, 
however, where such a trend has taken place; other South 
American countries still secure virtually all of their yarn 
imports from either the United States or Great Britain, with 
small amounts originating in France and Italy. * 
3. Trends ,!a Gennan Exports £! Textile ill~ 
It seems probable that total German exports of 
textile yarns will show a steady increase dllring the immediate 
future. 
There appears to be no indication that Germany ex ... 
pects to greatly increase their exports to South America. Ex• 
ports to Chile and Uruguay may be expected to move upward 
although the market for yarns in both of these countries is 
strictly limited and it does not seem likely that they are 
capable of absorbing a volume much in excess of present levels. 
German penetration into other South American textile 
markets need not be expected unless it beco:m.es impossible for 
present sources of supply to satisfy the increasing demands 
for yarns as South American textile industries expand; this, 
however, does not appear likely at this time. 
German textile yarns might meet with greater success 
provided the present trend toward synthetic yarns is maintain-
ed. The newer German synthetics are of novel nature and of 
excellent quality; a development along this line would arise 
were the United States and Great. Britain unable to supply a 
* 13, P. 119 
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similar product; this also does not appear very likely. 
n. German Exports 2f Floor Coverings !£ J3outh America 
1. Volume 2.£ German Exports of Floor Cove:rings 
EXports of German floor covering,s to south America 
have commenced only in more recent years. In 1953, some 
$6,000 worth of such goods were exported t•::> Argentina, while 
in 1954, $8,000 worth of coverings moved f :r:-om Germany to 
the same country. -~~ 
2. Analysis of German Exports £[ Floor Co'~erings 
These floor coverings which were purchased by 
Argentine interests were of a synthetic va:r:-iety designed 
for office and business use rather than fo:r service in the 
home. While such products are designed fo:r a highly special-
ized purpose the potential marke t is very large in virtually 
every South American country. 
3. Trends in German Exports 2!_. Floor Cove1:oings 
It is as yet too early to determ1ne trends which 
may be developing in such exports. from Gen~any of synthetic 
floor covering materials. It would appear 1, however, that 
with the large market which is available, German products 
will undoubtedly secure at least a small share of total 
sales. With even a small penetration into South American 
markets, German floor covering exports could easily increase 
rapidly over the 1954 export volume. 
* 73, P. 126, 74, P. 141 
E. German Expor ts of Cement ~ .2.2.ill;h America 
1 . Volume 2£ Ger.man cement Exports 
The volume of German cement expot• ts to the world 
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in general, and to South America in particular, is as follows: 
Table LIII 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS OF CEMENT 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports ~~o: 
South 
Year World Europe !!!!. America Br~!:.!. Peru Urug. Venez. ~-38 
Average 17,0.56 8,100 6,200 3,997 1, 9:~3 760 1,006 320 
1945 39 25 9 
1946 830 550 180 16 7 2 3 4 
194A 1,270 875 11.5 141 l:t3 163 10 9 
194 2,144 1,0.50 420 598 5;~o 360 11 31 
1949 7,219 ,,ooo 2,250 1,025 8;24 90 27 84 
1950 10,440 ,100 2,460 2,076 1,800 92 83 101 
1951 1.3,100 5,400 3,070 3,110 2 ,614 128 147 181 
1952 15,820 5 , 880 6,900 4,795 4,2'77 241 154 183 
1953 16,110 7,500 5 , 000 5,798 5,133 309 160 196 
1954 19,210 7,100 4,110 5 ,904 5,2·~1 320 167 226 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Cement totals listed above are almost entirely 
made up of heavy-duty construction concrete far bridge and 
highway cons truction and for use in the er-ection of heavy 
concrete-reinforced steel buildings. South American totals 
are made up entirely of such heavy duty ce:m.ent. 
2. Analysis of German Concrete Exports 
a. Pre-1939 German Concrete Exports 
Sout h America usually accounted for from 20% to 25% 
of total German cement exports in the pre··World ~var II 
period. Brazil was by far the largest customer although, 
Uruguay, which was engaged in highway and dock construction, 
absorbed a :: large volume. 
Limited amounts of concrete moved to Peru and 
Venezuela where it was used in railroad construction and in 
the erection of bridges and buildings. 
Small amounts of German concrete moved to other 
south American countries but such totals were so small as 
to not be included in any but the most det.ailed tabulations. 
' 
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It has been estimated however, that approximately 10% of all 
German concrete imported by Brazil was later trans-shipped 
to Argentina or Paraguay. * 
b. German Concrete Exports 19~-~ 
' 
German concrete exports did not reach high volume 
until 1950. Until that year the largest percentage of German 
concrete manufactured wen into the reconstruction of German 
buildings and roads which had been destroyed by the war. 
The volume of cement exported to South American in 
1954 was some 51% above the 1938 level, and such exports to 
the south American area accounted for over· 25% of all German 
cement exports. 
South American imports of concre:te have increased 
some six times from 1938 to present, even though domestic 
production has during the same period inci•eased some 300% ** 
* 30, P. 96,97 
-l!-* Ibid. P. 100-101 
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The largest single market for German cement in 
South America continues to be Brazil, which in 1954, imported 
over 2! times the volume reached in 1938. Other markets in 
the South American area have failed to reach pre-war import 
volumes as far as the German product is concerned. This 
may be attributed to the fact that during the course of World 
War II, and in the years imm.e dia tely theresLfter, the German 
product was not available and these nation~: sought other 
sources of s upply. 
Insignifigant amounts of concretEl are moving from 
Germany to Argentina and Chile although in 1954, such exports 
failed to amount to more than $5,000. 
3. Trends in German Exports 2£ Concrete 
It is most likely that in the immediate future 
German exports will continue to increase. 
It is probable that exports to the South American 
area will show a like increase, although ii; would appear that 
i n the next few years South America would be the destination 
of from 20% to 22% of concrete exports rather than the present 
25%. 
Providing that South American nations continue to 
. . . 
expand construe tion, it is probable that B1•azil, Venezuela, 
Uruguay, and . Peru will all continue to inc1•ease cement imports 
from Germany. It would also .appear quite possible that 
markets in Argentina and Chile will absorb a much larger 
volume of the German product while it is l:l.kely that other 
South American na. tiona will attempt to takEI advantage of 
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the present low price which is being asked for the German 
product. * 
A reversal of the present s itua t~Lon could develop, 
however, if the present construe tion boom :Ln South America 
were to evidence a distinct downward moveme:.nt. 
F • . German Exports of Glaas.ware To ~!la America 
1. Volume of German : Exports .2£ Glassware 
The volume of German exports of glassware to the 
world in general,_ and to South America in particular, is as 
follows: 
Year World 
B'!0-38 
Average 5,013 
1945 7 
1946 126 
1947 . 545 
1948 1;265 
1949 2;214 
1950 31120 
1951 l,977 1952 ;600 
1953 4;919 
1954 5,022 
Source: 68-77, 
* 
23, P. 72 
Table LIV 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS OF GLASSWAHE 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of U.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To:: 
Europe South America ~~o.rgentina 
4,690 219 182 
'1 .. ... 
110 9 8 
426 61 56 
1;070 .98 83 
1;850 137 112 
216oo 255 216 
3;194 421 338 
3;800 493 408 
3,960 494 408 
3 462 480 380 
83-85 
Brazil 
37 
-1 
5 
15 
25 
39 
~4 
86 
100 
Glassware in the above tabulation includes the 
following: glassware for dining purposes, 88%; and glass-
ware for industrial purposes, 12%. 
2. Analysis of German Glassware Exports 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports £! Glassware 
German exports of glassware for dining purposes 
made up the bulk of .all exports to the Sou.th American area 
prior to 1939. 
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Argentina was the single largest; customer in the 
South American area for such products although approximately 
15% of total Argentine imports were later re-exported to 
Uruguay and Paraguay. 
German glassware was oft he finEtst quality, and 
hence commanded a high price; such pricing frequently made 
it impossible for such German products to compete in South 
American markets. Only in Argentina and Brazil were there 
social classes willing to pay for such products. Most other 
South American countries imported a mass-produced and hence 
much cheaper product from the United Stat•~s or Great Britain. 
b. German Exports !i!f · Glassware 1945-~9'2.!1 
The German glassware indus try, 1a.s an earner of 
much-needed foreign exchange, made a fairly rapid recovery 
following World War II. 
Exports to South America showed steady increases 
from 1946 to 1952, after which time there was a downward 
trend. 
Argentina and Brazil remained as the most important 
German customers in t he area., although the extremely large 
Argentine imports are somewhat conditioned by the fact that 
a considerable amount of such goods are la tt~r re-exported to 
Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay. 
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Import controls on many goods weJilt into effect in 
both Argentina and Brazil in 1951, and impt:>rts of such a 
luxury as expensive glassware have been somewhat curtai led. 
It appears most likely that the reduction in Argentine and 
Brazilian purchases. which date from 1951 may be attributed 
to these stricter controls. 
3. Trends ~ German Glassware Exports 
Exports of German fine glassware should show a steady 
increase in the immediate future providing relative prosper-
! ty is maintained in the most important Ge:rman export markets. 
It is likely that in the next fe·ifl years, German 
exports to South America will continue to move downward 
unless present import controls are lifted. 
At this time, it does not seem possible that such 
German exports will meet with any great success in South 
American markets other than. those in Argentina and Brazil. 
Other South American nations, with smaller proportions of 
their population of _northern European stock, do not appear 
to be particularly prone to purchase expensive glass imports. 
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G. German Exports .2f Jewelry !2, Soutl;! America 
1. Volume of Ger.man Jewelry Exports 
-
The volume of German jewelry exp1:)rts to the world 
in general, and to South America in particular, is as follows: 
Table I£!_ 
GERMAN JEWELRY EXPORTS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
North South 
Year World 
'It116-38 
America Europe America B!:!!• Chile Venez. 
America 11,040 6,400 31450 427 221 149 75 
1945 21. 18 2 ... 
- -
.. 
1946 492 290 1~0 31 9 2 20 194~ 2,366 li650 3 5 83 30 13 47 
194 5,180 41200 -450 198 87 21 90 
1949 6;550 4;~50 1;200 384 118 69 197 
1950 8;101 5, 00 1;600 447 162 73 253 
1951 8; 732 6;160 1;980 562 213 72 277 
1952 9;490 7,000 2;100 779 194 93 492 
1953 10;100 6;775 2il50 841 182 101 558 
1954 13,800 8,200 2,300 805 138 102 565 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
South American totals in the .above tabula tiona in-
elude jewelry regardless of composition. Hence totals contain 
. . 
the following: 34% silver goods, 49% gold products, and 17% 
of miscellaneous precious metal composition. * 
2 .• - Analysis of Ger.man Exports 2.£ Jewelry 
a. f!:!-1939 German Exports .2£ Jewelry 
German exports of jewelry to Sou.th America prior to 
* 68-75 
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1939 made up a small portion of total German exports. 
Relative prosperity in Brazil and Chile resulted 
in large jewelry imports by these countries while Venezue~a, 
although a large importer of such products, generally had 
other European and North American countries as sources of 
supply. 
b. German Exports .2£ Jewel;cr 12!:12.-1954 
German exports of jewelry to the ~:>outh American 
area during the post-war period has reached a level double 
that achieved in 1938. 
Such German export volumes have closely followed 
the prosperity present in the South American markets. In the 
immediate post-war years, German exports to the area moved 
rapidly upward as pent-up South American demand made larger 
imports necessary. 
The present economic difficulties in Brazil have 
resulted in a steadily decreasing volume of such imports. 
This situation, in force since 1951, has res.ulted in a 30% 
decrease in imports of German jewelry over this four year 
period. 
The Chilean market, whlle still showing small yearly 
increases, appears temporarily to have reached a saturation 
point; although an increase in ' Chilean economic activity could 
well lead to greater purchases. from Germany. 
Venezuela, maintaining a rela t,i vely prosperous. 
economy, continues to import increasing amounts of jewelry , 
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although the yearly r~e of increase has shown a tendency to 
slow down. * 
3. Trends !a German Jewel~ Exports 
Although German exports of jewelry to the world 
in general will continue to move upward, it is likely that 
exports to the South American area will remain relatively 
stable with a possibility of a slight decrease over the next 
two years. 
It is most probable that the Brazilian market will 
eventually show improvement and the possibility that German 
exports will find additional markets in Argentina, Colombia, 
and Uruguay cannot be discounted. 
The long-range trend in regard to German jewelry 
expoPts to South America would appear to be upward, although 
the immediate future may show a distinct downward trend. 
H. German Exports of Structural Steel and Iron 
To:South America , --- ----
....... 
1. Volume ~ German Exports ££ Structural ~ ~ Steel 
The volume of German exports of structural steel 
and iron to the world in general, and to South America in 
particular, is tabulated in table LVI. 
Such figures include only iron and steel designed 
for the construction of bridges and buildings and does not 
include iron and steel in pig, rolled, or unrolled for.m des.ign-
ed for further processing. 
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Table £!1 
GERMAN EXPORTS QE STRUCTURAL .!.B2Ji ~!LS~TE;;;;;;E;;;;;L;.... 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
World 
131,900 
3,837 
9,300 
26,110 
72;300 
99,951 
109,735 
118,722 
138,004 
145,502 
153,827 
s.America 
7,971 
38 
-210 
1;642 
3,648 
5,562 
6;736 
8 · 402 
10:810 
11;873 
11,919 
North America 
8,400 
1,900 
2,000 
5,700 
6,000 
7,000 
7;200 
7,200 8,ooo 8,ooo 
6,400 
Argentina 
3,100 
20 
132 
831 
1,621 
1,940 
2,633 
3i932 
4,700 
41866 
4,700 
Year Ecuador Paraguay 
ITj0-38 
Average 81 11). 
1945 - -
1946 - -1947 - 13 
1948 3 37 
1949 8 80 
1950 22 95 
1951 53 108 
1952 87 133 
1953 104 169 
1954 105 175 
Source:68 -77 , 83-85 
Europe 
72,500 
1,100 
5;800 
14,000 
5).~600 
72.300 
81;000 
87,000 
94,700 
96,800 
103,000 
Brazil 
1,027 
11 
48 
. 622 
1,138 
1;992 
11975 
1i620 
1;800 
2;086 
2,093 
Asia 
58,100 
60 
300 
3,800 
10;450 
13-200 
12,000 
14,000 
20,000 
20,100 
23,900 
Chile Colombia 
270 
1 
5 
19 
126 
210 
300 
498 
530 
578 
581 
280 
26 
304 
531 
719 
820 
910 
' 990 
1,021 
~ Uruguay Venezuela 
440 380 1,490 
- - 7 2 3 20 
15 5 116 
88 21 332 
145 102 694 
212 223 . 781 
281 305 1;110 
400 600 1,650 
454 692 1,885 
533 721 1,993 
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2. Analysis of German Exports of Structure.~ ~ ~ Steel 
a. ~-1939 German Exports 2£ Structural !!2Q ~ Steel 
Prior to 1939, Germany supplied approximately 38% 
of all structural iron and steel imported b:y- South American 
countries. 
Argentina was the single largest importer of such 
German products, although Brazil and Venezuela each imported 
large amounts. 
Such structural steel wa:a used fo :r general construct-
i on purposes, in mining, and in building ra:ilroads and high-
ways. 
German control of South American lSteel marke t s 
ranged from Argentina where German steel ma<ie up 72% of all 
imports, to Uruguay, where steel _ imported fJ:oom Germany account• 
ed for 21% of total requirements. * 
b . German Exports .2f Structural ~ ~! Steel !.2!±2-1954 
In the po~t-WJ8.r _ period, German exports of steel to 
South America have increased rapidly, and by 1954, such ex-
ports were 52% above the level attained in 1938. 
In spite of such large increases total German ex-
ports to this area made up a smaller portion of total South 
American steel consumption than was . the casEI in 1938. Vast-
ly increased South American steel consumpticm has resulted 
in imports from the world in general at a rs~te four times 
larger than was the case in 1938. ** 
Germany's South American markets s,till consist of 
* 68, P. 140-142 
** 76, P. 133, 77, P. 121-122 
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every sountry in the area with the one exce:ption of Bolivia. 
Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela, are still the largest im-
porters of German steel although other countries have increas-
ed such imports from 50% to over 300% 
3. Trends..!£ German Iron and Steel Exports 
It may be expected that in the ~nediate future 
German exports of iron and steel to the world in general will 
show consistent increases. 
German exports to the South American area should 
show like increases provided the present level of construct-
ion and development activity is maintained in the area. With 
the present expansion of transportation ~cilities, building 
expansion, and the establishment of industry, it would appear 
that for many years to come South America's rate of steel 
consumption will far outstrip any productive facilities which 
it now has, or which may be built in the immediate future. 
With German steel products well established in the 
. . 
South American , area, it is likely that Germ.any will share in 
this increase of South American steel impor·ts. It is not 
probable, however, that German steel exports will supply any 
larger share of the South American market than is now the case. 
I. German Exports ~ Copper Products ~ §~ America 
1. Volume 2£ German Exports 2£ Copper Products 
The volume of German copper exports to the world 
in general, and to South America in particular, is as 
tabulated in Table LVII. 
Table LVII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF COPPER PROU~ 
194.5•19.54 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To : · 
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Year World Europe S.America Argent. ~· Co 1om. Urug. ID0-38 
Average 32,511 29,600 1,824 682 9.59 101 82 
194.5 · 216 180, 20 10 8 1 1 
1946 1,927 1,580 96 34 .51 8 1 
1947 8i324 6,800 221 96 104 13 8 
1948 13i466 11,800 36.5 127 188 29 30 
1949 19,263 15,480 742 200 318 63 39 
1950 23;884 19;000 1,269 2~6 · 863 81 79 
1951 24,500 20,975 1;558 3 7 lj,053 118 100 
19.52 30;010 26;700 1,847 402 1,,200 136 109 
1953 33;366 28,980 2il0.5 399 1,.427 164 116 
1954 35,793 30,4.60 2,206 383 1,.521 172 130 
source: 68-77, 83-85 
The South American totals in the e.bove tabulation 
consist of copper pipe and tubing for industrial and home use, 
as well as copper elements for heating and -w·a ter-warming de-
vices. 
2. Analysis of Ger.man Copper Exports 
a. ~-1939 German .Copper _Exports 
German exports of copper products to the South 
American area prior to 1939 made up but a very small portion 
of the total copper requirements of the South American 
countries. 
Brazil, with an increasing urban population, was 
the ~ngle largest South American market for this German pro-
duct, while Argentina, with an expanding indllstrial plant, im-
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ported a volwne which was usually 60% to 70~~ of the Brazilian 
total. i~ 
b. German Copper Exports 1945-1954 
Since the conclusion of World War II, German copper 
exports to the South American area have mov,9d steadily upward. 
Argentina, shifting sources of su:pply during the 
war period, imported in 1954, only some 50% of the 1938 
level. This decrease in Argentine imports 111as offset by vast-
ly increased Bra~ilian imports and by expanding markets for 
the German product in Colombia and Uruguay. 
German copper exports to these countries have close-
ly followed the rise of construction activity. 
3. Trends in German Copper Exports 
Total German .copper exports should continue to move 
upward. Exports of such goods to the South American area should 
show a modest increase, although if Argentine imports continue 
to fall it is entirely possible that total exports to South 
America will show a slight downward movement. 
The Brazilian market should continue to expand 
although if economic difficulties halt the expansion of con-
struction it is likely that German exports to this country 
will decrease. 
At the present time, there appears to be no indicat-
ion that the Colombian and Uruguayan markets will decrease their 
purchases, and it is in these markets, and in other South 
American nation where German products have not as yet penetrated, 
* 68, P. 152 
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that the greatest possibility for expanded copper sales exist. 
J. Miscellaneous German Meta l Export~!£ South America 
The metal manufactures under this section are 
not treated in detailed breakdown but include such products 
as toys, household articles 1 and light me tEtl products for 
industry. 
No detailed information is a.va.ilu.ble but such 
German exports to South America totalled $:~o,ooo in 1945; 
$8331 000 in 1950; and some $1,200,000 in 1954. * 
It may be expected that there will be continued 
increases in South American imports of the products which fall 
into this section. Toys should make up the largest port ion 
of all future imports under this grouping although at present 
American, British, French, and Italian toys appear to dominate 
t he market, with increasing competition from the Japane se 
product. 
Light metal household articles Jror the home are 
presently being imported from the United :5tates although 
they are increasingly being supplied by the light me t al-work-
ing industry which has s~rung up throughout the South 
. American area. since 1940. It is nc:>t likely that there will 
be any major increase _ in _ ~erman exports of these products to 
the area. under discussion. 
The increase in the volume of ~JUch goods exported 
by Germany to South America, therefore, depends entirely on 
the acceptance of German toy products. l1odest general increases, 
* 68, P. 136, 70, P. 149, 74, P. 152- 153 
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may be expected but it is highly unlikely that there will be 
any spectacular increase in such German sales. 
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XVI 
GER'1AN EXPORrS TO SOUTH AMERI:f! 
MACHINERY !liQ TRANSPORT EQUIPM:ENT 
United Nations Stander d Internati.onal Trade Clasai 
ification, Section 7, "Machinery and Transport Equipment", 
includes; exports of machinery, mechanical and electrical, and 
all transport equipment and accessories. 
German exports to South America which fall into 
this section are as follows: Power generating equipment 
(SITC 7-11); Tractors(SITC 7~13); Office Machines(SITC 7-14); 
Metal working machines(SITC 7-1.5); Mining equipment(SITC 7-16); 
Electro-mechanical appliances(SITC 7•21); Rail vehicles 
(SITC 7•31); and Motor vehicles(SITC 7-32). 
A. German Exports of Power Generating Equipment 
" To SOuth America 
1 . Volume of German Exports of Power Generating Equipment 
The volume of German exports of power generating 
equipment to the world in general and to South America in 
particular is tabulated in Table LVIII. 
Most of the power generating equipment sales of 
German equipment to South America are in th~a nature of special-
ized installations rather than standardized units. 
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Table LVIII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF POWER GENERATING EQUIPMENT 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of U.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports T,::>: 
Year 
1'9!0-38 
World Europe Asia S.America Argentina 
Average 54,670 12,800 33,900 3,471 882 
1945 8 6 2 2 
1946 34 22 ... 12 3 
1947 2,645 2,300 •170 79 30 
1948 19,008 15,800 2;560 138 62 
1949 28,331 25;875 2;700 :L,226 184 
1950 38,630 30,400 4,100 1,764 213 
1951 46,883 38;176 4,990 .3;152 943 
1952 50,226 37 ,ooo 7,483 1+,145 1,022 
1953 55,478 36,300 11,600 ~5,007 1,451 
1954 61,721 32,100 19,355 S,427 1,530 
Year Brazil Chile Peru Ul~usuay Venezuela 
mt>-38 
Average 1,211 283 102 911 82 
1945 .... 
- -1946 9 
-1947 38 ... 6 5 
1948 210 32 19 13 2 
1949 . 865 86 42 98 21 
1950 1,011 114 73 313 40 
1951 1,621 3~6 108 . 622 82 1952 1;240 4 9 206 1;194 127 
1953 1,374 504 238 1,313 130 
1954 1,362 580 240 1,382 133 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
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2. Analysis of German Exports ££ Power Generating Equipment 
a. Pre"l939 German Exports £! Power ~~rating Equipment 
Prior to 1939, Germany was one of the world's 
largest exporters of power generating equipment. 
Although exports to South America made up but a 
small portion of total German exports, such exports made 
up the bulk of all specializ,ed power installs. tiona imported 
by South American countries. Mass-produced, low,-a.'11perage 
equipment was generall y supplied to South American countries 
by either the United States or Great Brita:Ln, but special 
power-station or hydro-electric installations ·were generally 
imported from Germany. * 
b. German EXEorts of Power Generating Equipment ~-195~ 
Immediately follol-ting World War II, most German 
production of power equipment went toward the replacement 
of domestic and European equipment which hnd been destroyed 
by the war. 
German exports to South America did reach large 
by 1949. As in the pre•war period, most Gorman exports of 
such equipment consisted of specialized po1orer-station equip-
ment or special-order turbines or generatoJ:•s for hydro-elec-
tric production. 
German exports to South America, while larger 
quantitatively than in 1939, are at present making up a 
smaller portion of the South American impo1:-t market than was 
formerly the case. 
... 
... 68, P. 191-192 
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The largest portion of all South American require-
ments are now supplied by the United Stat efl, with British 
equipment in second place. 
3. Trends in German Exports 2,! Power Gene1•ating Equi:ement 
With war-damage repaired, the Gez~an power-gener-
ating industry has been seeking new foreign markets for their 
products. 
It is likely that in the immediate future exports 
of this equipment will show considerable increases. 
In the South American area it is most probable that 
specialized German equipment will offer increasing competition 
to American and British goods although it is not likely that 
Germany will be able to regain her pre-var control of this 
fie l d. 
It is not likely that standardized and mass-prod-
uced Gezoman light-generating equipment will greatly increase 
its South American markets, where at present, it is finding 
only modest acceptance in spite of the fact that it is gen-
erally lower-priced than ita American competition. 
B. German Exports of Tractors to South America 
1. Volume of German Tractor Exports 
The volume of German tractor expoJ:>ts to the world 
in general, and to South America in particular, is tabulated 
in Table LIX. 
Table LIX 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS QE TRACTORS 
1945-1954 
(Thousand of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
South 
Year World Europe Asia America Argent .• 
n10-38 
Average 28,533 10,400 6,400 8,720 
1945 16 14 _ 
-
2 
1946 431 390 38 18 
1947 3;210 2;600 240 161 
1948 8,550 6,055 100 893 
1949 12,624 9,000 850 1,542 
1950 17,024 9,600 854 5;711 
1951 19,366 10,880 830 5;567 
1952 23,430 12,300 1;,600 6,770 
1953 28,294 11,000 6,.194 9;,121 
1954 32,430 10,425 8,985 9,694 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Tractor Exports 
a. Pre-1939 German Tractor Exports 
6,311 
2 
18 
136 
· 810 
1,372 
5,461 
5,240 
6;,118 
8,285 
8,461 
Brazil Chile 
7,560 859 
- -20 3 
72 11 
lft2 28 1 3 67 
220 97 520 132 
646 171 
751 172 
Prior to 1939, German tractor exports to South 
America satisfied some 36% of total South American require-
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ments. German control of the Argentine market was virtually 
complete while German exports to Brazil accounted for 51% 
of that country's total imports. 
German control of the Chilean tractor market was 
likewise virtually complete since almost 90:~ of all tractor 
equipment imported into Chile originated in Germany. -~~ 
-!~ 68, P. 187-188 
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b. German Tractor Exports ~-1954 
German tractor exports did not r'egain their pre-war 
volume until late in 1951. 
German tractor exports to the South American market, 
while larger than prior to 1939, make up but a small portion 
of South American importa. 
Even in Argentina, where German 1:;ractor imports 
are 50% above the 1938 figure, Germany is fmpplying but 21% 
of the total Argentine demand. 
In Brazil, German tractor importfl are only 10% of 
what was the case prior to 1939, and the GE•rman share of the 
total market is extremely small. 
The same situation exists in Chile where the 
volume of German tractor imports is down sc,me 60% since 
1938 although total Chilean imports have increased some t~OO%. 
Other South American countries, while importing 
more tractors in 1954 than in any previous year, have placed 
few if any orders with German firms. 
3. Trends in German Tractor Exports 
German tractor exports to the world in general 
will undoubtedly move steadily upward in th·e immediate future. 
There is no indication, however, that German ex-
ports to South America will evidence anything but a modest 
increase • 
..;c- 13, P. 133 
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At present, American products dominate the market 
with British tractors a strong second, and it does not appear 
th~ there will be any major shift away from these sources of 
supply. 
c. German Expor ts 2£ Office Machines 
1. Volume of Exports of German Office Machi~ 
The volume of German exports of office machines 
to the world in general, and to South Ameri~~a, ia as follows: 
Table LX 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF OFFICE MACHINES ~.....;;;_-- _ __,;~-
1945- 1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
Soutt1 
Year World Europe America ~· ~:.! Colombia ~ 1'9Jb-38 
Average 11,051 . 9,000 516 133 8~1 173 121 
194.5 7 4 3 1 2 
1946 91 70 17 4 ... , 11 c.. 
1947 315 263 64 21 9 31 3 
1948 844 232 23.5 63 26 94 12 
1949 2;110 1;200 352 1~~ 47 18~ 28 1950 5;320 4;600 550 49 24 72 
1951 8;261 6;100 629 204 53 274 98 
19.52 10,805 8;000 718 252 86 259 121 
1953 11;009 8;081 735 260 110 230 135 
1954 14,722 10,400 743 272 113 221 137 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Office Machine Export~ 
a . Pre- 1939 German Office Machine Export~ 
Prior to 1939, most German office machine exports 
to South Amer ica consisted of calculating ma·~hines with small 
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amounts of typewriters and accouting machines. 
Approximately 5% of South American imports origin-
ated in Germany, with Colombia as the single largest customer 
in the area . 
Brazil was an important purchaser of the German 
product and such German goods made up almost 60% of total 
Brazilian imports. 
Other South American countries besides the ones 
listed usually imported American, British, or French equip-
ment, but since their markets were extremely limited, Germany 
was able to control the largest share of South American im-
ports by concentrating on a few of the more important marke ts. 
b. German Office Machine Exports ~-~ 
Since 19L~5, German office machine exports to the 
world in general have steadily increased. German exports to 
South America have likewise shown an increafle 1 although in 
this case the upward trend bas not been so dramatic. Although 
German exports to the area are 47;~ above th€1 level of 1938, 
the present German pro duet is making up an etver-decreasing 
portion of the total of South American imports. 
Brazil now imports but 28% of her office machine 
equipment needs from Germany, while Colombia., Chile, and Peru 
import only 15% of their totals from Germany. 
The Colombian market has sho'\~n both quantitative 
and relative decreases in imports from Germany while in the 
other nations the German product is making up 18% less of 
the total imports than was the case only five years ago. 
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The American office machine induEJtry now dominates 
the area and even controls those markets in which German 
products formerly found their greatest favor. * 
3. Trends in German Office Machine ExportE~ 
It is most probable that in the tmmediate future 
the total exports of German office machineB will continue 
to increase, although it is most likely, that, at least 
for the present, there will be but little increase in exports 
to the South American region. 
It is quite likely that during the next five years 
German exports of office machines to South America will 
show a definite quantitative decrease. Amorica.n equipment 
is now in control of the market in virtually every South 
American country and such equipment is rap:ldly displacing 
its German competition. 
D. German Exports of Me.tal Working Machines 
To South America 
1. Volume of German Metal Working Machine ]~ports 
The volume of German exports of metal working 
machines to the world in gener~~-? and to the South American 
area in particular is as follows . in Table :LXI. 
·lt 30, p. 64 
Table LXI 
GE?JJIAN EXPORTS .QE METAL-WORKING HACHINES 
1945 ... 1954 
Year World 
mb-38 
Average 49,300 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Year 
mt) ... 38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1,970 
8,420 
11,700 
20;483 
41,700 
68,223 
76,491 
88,624 
91,546 
99,430 
Brazil 
1,644 
.. 
8 
13 
210 
625 
879 
1;384 
1;794 
1;855 
1,977 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars.) 
Total German Exports To. 
N.Amer1ca 
1,500 
1;700 
1,870 
1,400 
Europe As 1a s .• Amerin 
28,000 7,200 5,056 
824 Boo 
1;325 
2,800 
3,800 
5,000 
5,063 
Argentina 
1,972 
2 
23 
110 
844 
1;081 
1;744 
1;982 
2;011 
2;460 
2,536 
108 
6,430 
7,900 
16;14.5 
29;000 
38;075 
49;500 
58,700 
72;365 
71,000 
Chile 
110 
-
-3 . 
12 
60 
90 
131 
208 
260 
288 
22 
21 
48 
110 
2,400 
4,100 
8,470 
12;600 
16,700 
20,117 
Peru 
86 
.. 
... 
6 
34 
79 
118 
119 
166 
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3 
35 
131 
896 
1,919 
3,664 
4,168 
4,284 
5,939 
5,235 
Uruguay 
47 
1 
~ 
19 
42 
~~ 
103 
134 
188 
Source: 68-77 1 83-85 
2. Analysis of German Exports of Metal-Workins Machines 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports of Metal-~king Machines 
Most German machine tool exports to South America 
prior to World War II, consisted of metal lathes, drill press.es 
and milling machines. Argentina, with an expanding machine 
products industry, was the single largest c:ustomer in the 
area, although Brazilian imports were virtually as large and 
gave evidence of surpassing Argentine impo1•ts. 
Most German exports to Chile and Peru were of spec-
ial machine tools designed to repair mining and construction 
equipment. 
Uruguayan imports from Germany consisted of a gen-
eral variety of machine tools and were used in that country's 
light metal products industry. ~~ 
b. German Exports of Metal-Working Machines !.21!.2-l22!J: 
Gennan exports of machine tools :bnmediately follow-
ing 1945 were small until such time as German war-damaged 
equipment had been replaced. After the cu1•rency revaluation 
of 1948, machine tool exports moved rapidly upward. 
German exports to South America ~Lre at pref?ent some 
68% above the level of 1938, but in this Cl:Lse again the German 
product is supplying a much smaller portion of the market 
than was the case in 1938. South American imports of these 
machines from the world in general have increased greatly 
since 1945, and Ar~entina'- although no longer the largest 
South American importer of such products, remains as the 
single most important GErman customer. 
Brazil, Chile, Peru, and UruguayJ have all vastly 
increased their purchases of German machinE, tools although 
in spite of such increases the German product is supplying 
an ever-decreasing portion of the total ma1•kets of these 
·lfo 68 ' p • 191 
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count ries. * 
3. Tr ends in Gennan Exports of Metal-WorkiJ!_g Machines 
German exports of metal-working nachines to the 
world in general should show a steady incrc~ase in the immed-
!ate future. 
It is also likely that German expcr ts to South 
America will show a continued trend upward although it is not 
probable that the German product will achiove any degree of 
domination in any South American market. 
Extremely stiff competition from American machine 
equipment has, to date, limited German penot.ration of the 
area and it would appear that in the immed~Late future such 
competition will also serve to strictly lit~tit any relative 
i ncr ease which the Gennan product might make in the market. 
Although it does seem likely that Gennan machine 
tools will increase their share of any one South American 
market, it is quite possible that within a five-year period 
such German exports to South America will lncrease by 25%. 
South American demand for such tools is sharply increasing 
as i ndustrialization gains headway. ~~ 
E. German Exports of Mining Equ.ipment ..!!.£ South AmeP lea 
1. Volume of Gennan expar ts of mining equlpment to the world 
in general, and to South America in particular, is tabulated 
in Table LXII. 
* 76, P. 139 
** 77, P. 131 
Tab:le LXII 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS Q! MINING EQ,UIPMJ~ 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports To: 
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Year World Europe 
42,700 
977 
North 
America 
South 
Asia Africa America 
1"9)b-38 
Average 239,858 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
19.54 
Year 
mb-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
1953 
19.54 
1,072 
3;,277 
18;775 
31,117 
86;,432 
128,050 
186,415 
219,007 
259,586 
264,118 
Argentina 
2,860 
2 
60 
513 
226 
719 
1;,280 
1,973 
2,633 
2;812 
2,947 
2,800 
10j800 
22,345 
41,600 
72,000 
83i 100 
98,400 
113,270 
128,960 
Brazil 
4,200 
221 
255 
1,300 
2;830 
3;500 
5;860 
7;910 
8,622 
9,311 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
5,400 21,900 54,420 20,159 
2 
14 
10 
8 
18 
279 
1,100 
1;105 
1;800 2,ooo 
Bolivia 
2,641 
-17 
87 
264 
· 566 
1;213 
2;025 
2;309 
2;621 
2,826 
22 
52 
400 
2;100 
14;,780 
23,000 
42;.535 
40;,185 
38,000 
48,700 
31 2 
35 221 
115 . 140 
900 2;206 
18,450 5,380 
12,000 5,936 
32,000 13;826 
63;400 18;704 
58;185 20;830 
62,100 21,472 
Chile Colombia Peru 
-
1,870 
9 
32 
237 
700 
1;251 
1;835 
2;160 
2;339 
2,400 
7,580 1,008 
... 
2 
93 
109 
236 
440 
1;,080 
1;,094 
1;378 
1,828 
2 
18 
90 
180 
388 
753 
. 928 
1;236 
1 ,400 
2. Analysis of German Mining Equipment Exp~ 
a . Pre-1939 German Exports of Mining §guipment. 
Prior to 1939, German exports of _mining equipment 
made up over 50% of all such equipment impo·rted by South 
American countries. 
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Such mining e.quipment imported by south American 
countries covered a wide range and consistHd of drilling rigs, 
earth-moving equipment, mine rail cars, crushing machinery, 
conveyor installations, and mine tools of all types. 
Since most mine equipment is of ~L specialized 
nature, and does not lend itself to mass-pz•oduction methods, 
the German price for these goods was considerably below that 
of any competitor and probably accounted for the popularity 
of German equipment. 
b. German Exports £!:. Mining Equipment 2:.945-1954 
Although the German mining equipment industry 
has recovered from the effects of vlorld \var· II, the export 
volume of this industry to the South American area is but 
slightly greater than the volume of 1938. 
Mining industries in South America expanded greatly 
during the war, and immediately thereafter, and it became 
necessary, in the absence of German equipment, to seek other 
sources of supply. American equipment presently dominates 
the entire South American area, and although the German 
volume appears quite high it is . now less than 14% of all 
South American imports 
Customers for the German product remain substantially 
unchanged from the pre-w.:ar period and all of these countries 
have slightly increased their volume of imp·orts from Germany; 
at the same time, however, their imports fr,:>m the United 
States have increased many times over. 
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Brazil remains as the single most important South 
American market for German equipment, although Argentina, 
Bolivia, and Chile, are all importing largE~r amounts of equip-
ment than was the case in 1938. The Colombian volume of im-
ports from Germany has, however, fallen a~1ost 80%, while 
Venezuela, which imported smal l amounts of drilling equipment 
prior to 1939, is no longer a market for GHrman equipment; 
most of such equipment originating in the United States. 
3. Trends in Exports of German Mining Equ:Lpment. 
Total Gennan exports of mining equipment should i n-
crease sharply in the immediate future as undeveloped areas 
push extractive industries. 
The German volume of exports to the South American 
area should show like increases, and it is probable that the 
German share of the South American import market will continue 
to increase at a far more rapid rate than ~l n the past. 
American prices for such equipment are rising, and 
with suQ.h upward price movements the Gennan equipment is be-
coming more competitive. It is most likel~r that with the ex-
ception of those areas where American inventment is heaviest, 
there will be a gradual shift to German-made equipment. 
There are no indica tion§J, >however, that Gel'ID.any, in the near 
future at any rate, will regain the dominant position she 
held in the South American market prior to 1939. 
F. German Exports £! Electro-MechanicE~ Appliances 
To South America 
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1. Volume of German Exports of Electro-~:hanical Appliances 
The volume of German exports of Etlectro-mechanical 
appliances to the world in general, and to South America, is 
as follows: 
Table LXIII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL APPLIANCES 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Year 
~-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
19.50 
1951 
1952 
19.53 
19.54 
World 
119,644 
350 
3;800 
20,014 
60,002 
78;113 
83;290 
94;700 
113,642 
128,832 
132-,700 
Argent. 
2,627 
9 
42 
720 
1;200 
1,711 
1,83.5 
1;970 
2;303 
2,;862 
2,9.52 
. 
194.5-19.54 
(Thousands of U.S. Dollar~::) 
Total German Exports To: 
North 
Europe !_ill Amerj:-2! 
101,600 
•290 
2,300 
14;,700 
42,000 
58;000 
62;.500 
68,7.55 
75;600 
90,990 
94,900 
Braz. 
2,930 
10 
155 
Chile 
1,200 
. 680 
1,145 
1;.531 
2,200 
21810 
3;420 
3,530 
-84 
87 
109 
339 
· 644 
1,019 
1;348 
1,460 
11,560 
31 
543 
2,425 
12,795 
14;2.50 
12,100 
15i400 
12;000 
8,700 
9,000 
1,5;oo 
10 
17 
L.OO 
1'80 
7;000 
3;000 
8;L~00m 
3;100 5 7'00 , . 
1 ,;.oo 
Peru Uruguay 
461 1,185 
... 
1 
3 79 
74 153 
42 408 
150 · 683 
267 1;200 
525 1;702 
669 1,800 
730 1,849 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
South 
America 
7,975 
10 
10 
1,071 
2,193 
3,245 
5,260 
6,920 
19;821 
19,953 
19,8.52 
Venezuela 
1,250 
... 
22 
113 
300 
710 
1;04.5 
1;281 
1;.511 
1,629 
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2. Analysis £f German E.xnorts of Electro-~~chanical Appliances 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports .£! Electro-I-ie1chanical Appliances 
Germany as one of the world's ma~ior producers of 
electro-mechanical appliances, supplied sonte 28% of South 
American requirements of such goods prior to World War II. 
These appliances, for the home, business, and in-
dustry, consist of a very wide range of elElCtrical products, 
electric motors, and appliances which draw their motive power 
from electrical equipment. 
Brazil was the single largest South American 
market for such German goods prior to World War II, although 
Argentina annually imported a volUille only :3lightly smaller. 
German control of these two mt:r> kets was asBured, since over 
62% of the imports entering these countrie:3 was of German or-
igin. In other South American nations, th~~ German product 
was met with great favor, but in no other n.ation was Ger•man 
control of the market so great. * 
b. German Exports ££ Electro-Mechanical 4Epliances 19~5-1954 
The German .electro-mechanic_al industry recovered 
rapidly after 1945, and by 1954, was exporting a volume some 
10% larger than was the case in 1938. 
German exports to South America ·9Xceeded the 1938 
level by some 20% and were destined for the same general markets 
as was the case prior to 1939. 
German exports to Brazil were, i:n 1954, some 42% 
* 68' p. 171- 17 2 j 13, p 0 8 3 
over the 1938 figure, while Argentina showe1d a 7% increase, 
Chile 14%, and Uruguay 50%. 
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In spite of such gains, the German share of the 
south American market had fallen by 11% and ·the United States 
controlled virtually all such imports into South America. o~!-
Only in Peru have Germe.n electri(:al products regain-
ed control of the market and even in this ease the German con-
trol is relatively insecure. 
3. Trends .!£ German Exports of Electro-Me~~hanical Appliances 
Overall German ex.ports of electro-mechanical appli-
ances should show a steady increase in th3 innnediate future. 
It is most likely that German exports to the South 
American area will increase quantitatively although it is 
rather improbable that there will be any relative increase in 
the share of the South American market controlled by Gennan 
products. 
The volume of German exports to Argentina, Brazil, 
and Peru, will probably show the greatest increase, a nd i t is 
likely that exports to Chile and Venezuela. will commence to 
show a redmed rate of expansion as these nations orient 
more of their purchases toward North Ameri.ca. ~!-
G. German Exports 2£ Rai l VehicJ~ to South America 
1 .. Volume of German Exports . .2£ !!!..!!. VehicJ~ 
The volume of German exports of rail vehicles to 
the world in general, and to South Americ.:L in particular, is 
tabulated in Table LXIV. 
Table LXIV 
-
GERMAN EXPORTS OF ~ VEHICLES 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars ) 
Total Ge rman Exports To : 
South 
Year World Asia . Africa America Argent . 
~~38 
Average 29,675 18,500 7,500 2,738 2, 161 
1945 ... 
194.6 1,200 1, 200 ... 
191.!.7 8;622 6,000 2;450 48 10 
1QJ.i.8 8,424 6;100 2~000 294 294 . . 
1949 9,361 7,000 1,400 465 287 
1950 18;061 12,4.25 4,750 591 360 
1951 18,116 13,400 3,870 834 421 
1952 20,117 13,000 4;160 817 465 
1953 23,373 15;000 6,500 869 582 
1954 31,460 20,500 7,900 869 597 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. . Analysis of German Exports of ~ ,Y2!Licles 
b . ~-1939 German Exports .9£ Rail Vehicles 
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Brazil 
577 
38 
178 
231 
421 
349 
287 
272 
Prior to 1939, German exports of rail vehicles to 
the South American area went mostly to Brnzil and Argentina , 
although there were several small sales t<> Uruguay during 
the 1930s. 
German exports to Brazil and Argentina were most-
ly of steam locomoti vee although · there wex•e some shipments 
of rail cars and specialized equipment fol:- carrying cattle 
and ores . 
German shipments to Uruguay wert9 entirely of rail 
cars and were made up entirely of cattle oars designed to 
move cattle from inland r egions to centers of populat ion. 
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b. German Shipments of ~ Vehicles 19~-~ 
Since 1945, most German shipments of rail equipment 
to the South American area have cons is ted o:r rail cars re.ther 
than motive equipment. 
There have been no shipments of motive equipment 
to Brazil, although there have been small e:x.ports of loco-
motives to Argentina. 
Brazilian imports of rail equipment from Germany 
have been declining steadily since 1951. ~nerican diesel 
locomotives, self-propelled cars, and American rolling stock, 
have come to control the Brazilian market w1th the exception 
of specialized ore cars which Brazi l still imports from 
Germany, although in decreasing quantities. ~to 
Argentine imports from Germany have shown no in-
crease over 1953 levels, and a trend toward American equip-
ment appears to be developing. British goods are also provid-
ing competition in the Argentine market. 
3. Trends in German Ex_Eorts of !l!1! Vehicle:!, 
German exports of rail vehicles t1:> the world in gen-
eral should continue to increase in the imm'ediate future. 
German exports of such equipment to the South 
American area will undoubtedly continue to move downward. 
Brazilian imports of German equipment will probably cease 
as soon as a present contract expires. Thi:s will probably 
mean a halt in German rail vehicle exports ·t;o Brazil after 
1956. 
* 32, P. 143-145 
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The German position in the Argentine market appears 
to offer no grea. tar chance of expansion. \tirhile it may be ex-
pected that German exports to Argentinawill continue longer 
than will exports to Brazil, there is also a. trend away from 
German locomotives and cars and an increasi.ng preference for 
the American product. 
There appears to be no possibili1;y that German 
equipment will be able to penetrate oth~r South American 
markets now controlled by the United State~:1. 
H. German Exports of Motor Vehicles To Sc,uth America 
1. Volume of German Exports 2f Motor VehicJ~ 
The volume of Gennan exports of motor vehicles to 
the world in general, and to South America in particular, is 
as follows: 
Year 
T9'10-38 
Average 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
Table LXV 
==--
GERM\ N EXPORTS OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
1945•1954 
(Thousands of U.s. Dollar~::) 
Tot al German Exports To: 
No:r•th 
World Europe Asia Ame:z•ica 
--
118,000 52,000 13,900 10,664 
... ... ... ... 
122 21 8 82 
3,840 2,600 460 ;;35 
22,941 14,800 3,600 1,900 
70,200 44,700 16,000 7,100 
81,744 51,000 18,500 2,()00 
103,270 59,775 20,550 4,300 
120,300 62,800 22,200 7,()00 
121,731 60,100 21,000 6,aso 
138,470 62,950 24,400 6,100 
South 
America 
9,998 
-
-24 
19~ 1,42 
7,573 
12,137 
16,973 
17,030 
19,210 
Table ~ 
(continued) 
Year Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia UJ~guay Venezuela 
~-38 
Average 8,937 2,990 ... 
-
37 
194.5 
- -1946 8 3 4 5 
1947 39 43 36 18 27 
1948 1,208 399 76 162 ~~ 1949 4,300 2,630 1.53 290 
1950 9,100 2,960 210 406 136 
1951 11,400 3,506 276 537 176 
19.52 12,950 3,677 294 570 192 
1953 13,800 3;.500 280 .573 194 
1954 13,381 4,100 308 582 199 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2. Analysis £f Ger.man Export~ ~ Motor Vehicles 
a. ~-1939 German Exports .2f. Motor ~icles 
106 
-4 
30 
97 
1.56 
292 
572 
613 
620 
645 
Prior to 1939 , Ger.man exports of motor vehicles 
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to the South American area consisted of the following types: 
automobiles, 62%; trucks, 31%; and buses, 7%. 
Argentina was the single largest market in all of 
south America for German motor vehicles. Brazil, with large 
purchases of buses and trucks, was the sec.ond most important 
purchaser of the German product. 
German sales in other South Amex•ican countries 
consisted mostly of automobiles and light buses rather than 
heavy truck equipment. 
The German automotive indus try E•xpo rted a volume 
to South America which accounted for 31% ()f total South 
American imports. In spite of such a subBtantial portion of 
the market, American automotive products dominated most o£ 
the markets with Great Britain providing the remainder o£ 
South American imports. i~ 
b. German Exports o£ Motor Vehicles 1942-~ 
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German motor vehicle exports to the South American 
area have increased at a most rapid rate since 1948 . German ... 
products are at present in control of some 27% of total South 
J.l..merican imports.. Most of these German post-war exports to 
South America have consisted of light autom.obiles rather than 
either trucks or buses. 
Argentina and Brazil purchase the largest percent-
age of all German exports to the area., although strong German 
gains have been made in Chile, Colombia, Uruguay, and Venez-
uela. Other South American nations not directly importing 
vehicles from Germany receive them through trans-shipments 
£rom neighboring countries. 
German light automobiles have met; with great popular-
ity in South America due to their low initlal cost and their 
modest operating expense. ~t-* 
3. Trends !£ German Exports o£ Motor Vehic~ 
German exports of motor vehicles should show large 
increases in the immediate future. 
German exports to South America ~1hould show a 
similar upward trend. The post-war G~man automobile has 
been well accepted in South America and it is likely that 
* 68, P. 147-148 
i~* 29, P. 108,109 
2SS 
all south American countries will greatly increase their im-
ports of these vehicles. 
It is probable that in the near future the German 
control of the South American automotive field will increase . 
Such control will not extend to the higher price ranges in 
the luxury-car field whic h will remain in American hands, but 
the control of the low-price automotive class will move to 
German automobiles. More important, the trend toward, ~nd 
popularity of, small German ears in South America should 
open whole new fields for these vehicles which appeal, i n 
particular, to low-income groups which previously could not 
afford an au tomobile. 
German automobile exports to South America may well 
increase by 25% to 30% during the next five years as the 
market for such vehicles undergoes tremendous expansion. 
XIX. 
GERMAN EXPeRTS !Q. SOUTH AMERTCA 
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURED ~CCLES 
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United Nations Standard Internat:lonal Trade Class-
ification, Section 8, "Miscellaneous Manuf:a.ctured Articles", 
includes exports of manufactured articles 1r1hich fall under 
neither Sections 6 or 7. 
German exports to the South Amerlcan a.rea which 
fall into this section are: Heating units{:3ITC 8-12); Scien-
tific Instruments(SITC 8-61); and Photographic equipment 
{SITC 8-67). 
A. German Exports £f Heating Uni ts !£ ~outh America 
1 . Volume ££ German Heatina ~ Exports 
German exports of heat ing units to South America 
are a relatively recent development in Ger.man-South American 
trade relationships. German heating units have, to date, only 
been exported to Venezuela. In 1953, the first year such 
exports were made, some $72,000 worth of heating units moved 
from Germany to Venezuela; in 1954, the export volume had 
climbed to $109 1 089. * 
2 . Trends in German Exports 2£ Heating Un!J:!! 
It is as yet too early to note any -definite trends 
in German exports of heating units to the South American 
area. Such units are at present supplied by American firms, 
which control the markets of all of the South American nat-
* 73, P. 74-76, 74, P. 116-116 
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ions. It would appear, therefore, that if German units do 
meet with success it will only be after a period of stiff 
competition. As yet, the small volume of German units which 
have been exported to Venezuela have had nc• effect on 
American sales of competitive units. The South Ameri can 
marke t fort hese units is extensive as pronperi ty increases 
and nations fi nd themselves in a position uhere they are 
able to purchase heating units which could not formerly 
have been afforded. 
B. German Exports of Scientific I :nstruments 
To Soll!h America 
-
1. Volume of German Exports ££ Scientific Instruments 
The volume of German export.s of scientific ins tru-
ments to the world in general, and to South America in partie-
ular, is as follows: 
.;;;.T..;.;a.;;;.b.-le.- LXVI 
GEH1AN EXPORTS OF SCIENTIFIC INS.TRUMENTS 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total German Exports 'l~o: 
~ World Euro;ee North Americ!h South America -38 
Average 44,066 1,210 36,800 1.580 
194.5 128 100 16 9 
1946 2,016 900 750 62 
1947 8,761 4,300 2,600 297 
1948 20,110 10,700 6, 900 330 
1949 35,890 24,800 7,400 988 
1950 47,336 30,9-00 12,700 1,~1 1951 51,942 32,950 1o.o8o l, 77 
1952 62,9~9 40,6.50 18,600 2,506 
1953 64, 1 7 40,87.5 19,98.5 2,850 
1954 69,100 43,800 20,400 3,001 
Year Argentina 
rno-38 
Average 427 
1945 3 
1946 20 
1947 21 
1948 90 
1949 150 
1950 210 
1951 290 
1952 345 
1953 352 
1954 382 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
Table gY,! 
( continued) 
Brazil ColombiE~ 
508 300 
2 1 
32 6 
43 60 
120 99 
361 122 
410 179 
483 206 
392 264 
461 277 
474 311 
Venezuela 
148 
3 
4 
111 
165 
194 
337 
370 
458 
455 
480 
2 / 
. Analysis of German Exports of Scientific Instruments 
a. f!!-1939 German Exports of Scientific Instruments 
German exports of scientific instruments to South 
America prior to 1939, were very small but made up a large 
portion of South American imports of these instruments. 
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The instruments covered by this sub-division are 
used in pure research rather than in indus1try . South 
American research of this nature was extrEtmely limited prior 
to World War I I, and hence imports from Gormany were also 
at a low level. 
b. Gennan Exports .2f. Scientific Instruments 1945-~ 
German exports of scientific in;struments to South 
America have increased v.ery rapidly since 1945. 
Greatly expanded re s,earc.h faoil1 ties throughout 
the South American area has created a large market for such 
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instrum.ent .s and to date at least the German instrument in-
dustry controls the largest portion of thifl market. 
Colombia and Venezuela have greatly increas ed 
t heir purchases of German scientifi c instruments W11le Argentina 
and Braz.il have decreased their imports and have made up the 
difference with American products. 
As yet, American goods have offered relatively 
little competition to German instruments in markets other 
than in Argentina and Brazil. In such situations as are 
present in Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay, a nd 
Peru, American instrlli~ents are generally imported but these 
markets are so small as to make the total import volume less 
than $250,000 per year. * 
3. Trends 1E Exports of German Scientific Instruments 
German exports of scientific instruments shoul d 
increase sharply in the iin.rneditt e future. 
German exports of such goods to the South American 
area should show a like increase although the possibi lity of 
American competition cannot be ignored. 
For at least the next five years during expansion 
of research facilities in Venezuela and Colombia it may be 
assumed that the present trend will be followed and that the 
largest portion of these countries' imports of scientific 
instruments will originate in Germany. ~l-.;~ 
The long-run picture is less stable and while it 
* 30, P .. 88-90 
** 13, P. 127 
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is not expected that the total German sales to South America 
will decrease there is the possibili ty that thera will be a 
dec r ease in the rate of increase. 
c. German Exports of Photographic Equipment 
To South America 
1. Volume .2.£ German Exports of Photographic Equipment 
The vollli~e of German exports of photographic equip-
ment to the world in general, and to South America in partic-
ular, is as follows: 
Table LXVII 
GERMAN EXPORTS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC 
- . 
EQUIPMENT 
1945-1954 
(Thousands of u.s. Dollars) 
Total Ger.man Exports To: 
North Sou th 
Year World America Europe America Argent. ~-1'9)"5- 38 
Average 26,442 18,700 4,000 1 , 016 596 410 
1945 79 75 4 
- -1946 366 340 15 11 7 4 
1947 978 700 167 49 32 17 
1948 4,045 3,600 300 68 46 22 
1949 9,332 7,800 1 , 280 103 82 21 
1950 16, 980 12,400 2 ,200 138 118 20 
1951 21, 225 17 ,900 2,000 175 138 37 
1952 23,008 18 , 900 2,000 390 162 128 
1953 25,176 20,800 2, 600 407 214 193 
1954 26,727 22,355 2,650 472 235 237 
Source: 68-77, 83-85 
2 . Ana1~sis of Ge nnan Exports of Photos;ra:ehic Esui:ement 
a. Pre-1939 German Exports of Photos;raphic Equi:ement 
Prior to 1939, German exports of photographic equip-
ment included not just cameras , both still and moving , but 
also fiLm, chemicals, and miscellaneous supplies such as 
photographic paper and enlarging supplies. 
Such German products completely controlled the 
Argentine and Brazilian markets and, to at least a small 
degree , were a fac~or in other ·· markets in neighboring 
countries. 
b . German Exports 2£ Photosraphic Equipment ~-~ 
Following 1945, German exports of photographic 
equipment to the South American area have failed to regain 
their pre-war importd~ce. 
To date, most German exports have consisted of 
cameras and have not included chemicals and supplies which 
previously made up a considerable portion of the German ex-
port total . At present such supplies are being supplied by 
the United States even in Argentina and Brazil, although 
American camera equipment has not made much headway in dis-
placing competitive German cameras. 
With the exception of Argentina and Brazil, the 
United States, Britain, Italy, and Japan presently control 
the photographic field. 
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3. Trends in German Camera ~ Photographic Equipment Exports 
German exports of photographic equipment to the 
world in general should continue to increase in the next few 
years. 
German exports to South America will probably show 
only modest increases over the next few years. Although 
German cameras have found favor in Argentina and Brazil there 
appears to be no indication that there will be a like re-
sponse in other countries of the area . There also appears 
to be no indication that German photographic chemicals 
nd supplies will prove themselves any more competitive in 
the future than they have during the past ten years . 
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If Germany is unable to displace the United Stat es , 
as it now appears, as the most important single supplier of 
South America.n photographic equipment , there would seem to 
be little chance that German photographic equipment and 
supplies would in the near future regain their pre -war posit-
ion of dominance . 
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XX. 
CONCLUSION 
A. Trends in German-South American Trade 1945-1954 
From the survey of commodity trade between Germany 
and South America as presented in this thesis the following 
points become evident: 
1 . Total Trade 
Since 1945, the total volume of trade between 
Germany and the nations of South America has shown a. steady 
increase. 
The years immediately following the conclusion of 
World War II saw a relatively small volume of trade between 
Germany and South American countries. German productive 
facilities were recovering from the war and were not i n a posit-
ion to make any substantial portion of.their volume avail-
able for export. Germany, unable . to export, was therefore 
unable to import except where foreign~aid credits were 
available. With the United States providing the bulk of 
economic assistance most German imports came from there and 
German trade with other areas of the world remained at a 
minimum. 
By a fourth quarter of 1948, the German economy had 
recovered to a point where it was possible to carry on inter-
national trade with a much larger group of nations. 
It was at this time that German trade with South 
American nations showed the first signs of returning to the 
volumes which had been maintained prior to World War II. 
During the next three years German trade with the South 
American area moved steadily upward until by the second 
quarter of 1951 such trade had equalled the volume of 1938. 
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From 1951 through 1954 there was a stead upward 
movement in the physical volume of goods which were exchang-
ed between Germany and South America. During this time, 
all nations of South America exceeded annual average volumes 
of trade with Germany which had existed during the four 
years prior to 1939. 
2. Gennan Exports 
Since 1945, German exports to the world in gen-
eral have shown rapid increases and by 1952 had exceeded 
the export totals achieved in 1938. 
Ger man exports to South America have shown a 
like increase and at pre s ent are over 20% greater than 
were German exports in 1938. 
Such German exports are made up of manufacture d 
articles, transportation equipment, machine equipment, and 
industrial chemicals and synthetic chemical products. The 
greatest volumes of such exports have moved to Argentina, 
Chile, Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela, although German 
exports have found increasing markets in all of the other 
South American countries. 
3. German I mports 
Since 1945, German imports have consisted of raw 
foods and raw materials. By 1954, total Ger.an imports of 
these commoditiea were some 20% higher than was the case in 
1938. 
German imports of foods and raw materials from 
South America have shown a steady increase duri ng the ten 
year period since the conclusion of World War II . By 1954, 
German imports of foods from this area had reached the 
totals achieved in 1938. German imports of raw mate rials 
showed an even more impressive increase and at present are 
some 22% above the 1938 totals. 
B. Future Trends !a German-South American Trade 
It is most probable that total Ger.man trade with 
the world in general will show a steady increase in the 
immediate future. 
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Consumption of raw materiels will continue to in-
crease as German industry expands and imports of food should 
move upward as the German population and standard of living 
increases. 
Ge~An trade with South American nations should 
also increase, imports of raw materials should expand, and 
import9 of raw foods, while not showing such an impressive 
gain should also show an upward movement. 
German exports to South America should increase 
rapidly as South American nations move toward industrializat-
ion and as a rising standard of living makes it possible to 
consume a larger volume of consumer goods. 
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